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PREFACE

The I'ecent reforms in the teaching of Mathematics will, it is

hoped, be considered sufficient justification for the appearance of

a new treatise on Algebraic Geometry, and attention may be

called to the following points whicii ditierentiate the present

volume from its predecessors on the same subject

:

As it is written for beginners, and for the average boy, the

straight line and the circle are very fully treated. The ele-

mentary ideas of the Calculus have been utilised, and full use

made of one of the best of recent reforms, viz., the abolition of

the water-tight compartment between Geometry and Algebra.

The examples are numerous and varied, and a number of new

tj'pes have been introduced, such as have been set in recent

Examinations. Revision questions which may be taken orally,

and Revision papers, are also given at various stages.

The use of squared paper is encouraged, and another special

feature of the work is the very free use of diagrams.

All the most important properties of the Conic Sections are

proved, either by Algebra or by Geometry, and the book claims

to be complete as far as, and including the use of Cartesian and

Polar co-ordinates.

The author's thanks are due to Mr. J. M. Dyer, of Eton, for

permission to use examples from his collection of Mathematical

Examples, to the Controller of His Majesty's Stationery Office

for permission to use examples set in recent examinations held

by the Civil Service Commissioners, and to Mr. T. Hyett, of

Cheltenham College, for valuable suggestions and help.

W. M. B.

May, 1906.
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ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY FOR BEGINNERS.

CHAPTER I.

In Algebraic, or Analytical, Geometry, Ave enlist the services

of Algebra in aid of Geometry.
By means of algebraic symbols we shall show how the position

of a point in a plane may be determined, and how equations

may be taken to represent straight lines or curves. From
equations we shall determine the geometrical properties of the

curves which they represent, and how a curve may be drawn
to scale when its equation is known.

It is hoped that these ideas will not be altogether unfamiliar

to the student. He has probably learnt the geometrical in-

terpretation of certain algebraic formulae, such as

{a + h) (a - b) = a- - Ir,

and how to draw the graphs of simple and quadratic algebraic

expressions.

In his study of this subject, above all things let the beginner
remember that he is dealing with Algebra in combination with
Geometry. Let it therefore become a constant habit with him
to illustrate his algebraic work with geometrical figures. By
so doing he will remove many difficulties from his path. More-
over, the results, as seen from a well-drawn geometrical diagram,
will often serve to corroborate the algebraic work.

RECTANGULAR CO-ORDINATES.

1. Take two straight lines xOx', yOy' at right angles to one
another.

Let P be any point in their plane, and in the quadrant xOy,
and draw PN, PM perpendicular to Ox and Oy respectively.

Let PM = cc and PN = y.

PM and PN are called the co-ordinates of P.

B.A.G. A flf



RECTANGULAR CO-ORDINATES. [chap. I.

These values ./; and // define the position of the point P in

the quadrant xOy ; so that if we are given the vahies of x

and ij, we can find or place the point P.

For instance, if it is required to find the point indicated by
the values x = .3 and ^ = 4,

along Ox measure ON = 3,

and along Oji measure
OM = 4 units of length.

Draw MP parallel to Ox,

and NP parallel to O//. P
being the point at which
they intersect.

Then PM = ON = 3,

and PN = 0M=4,
and therefore P is the

point required.

X and y are the co-

ordinates of the point P.

xOx', jiOif are called the

axes of co-ordinates, or
^^°' ^' more shortly the axes, O

the origin.

P is usually described as the point (./", //).

X is called the abscissa, and y the ordinate of the point P.

2. If lines drawn in one direction are taken as positive,

then lines drawn in the opposite direction must be taken as

negative.

Lines drawn in the directions Ox, Oy are considered positive,

and therefoi-e lines drawn in the directions Ox, Oy' are taken

as negative.

Foi- example, in the ixccompanying figure, at Q the abscissa

is negative, and the ordinate positive. At R, the abscissa is

negative, and also the ordinate. At S the abscissa is positive,

and the ordinate negative.

The student will see that this convention of signs is the same
as in Trigonometry.

In practice, it is simplest to draw the point (3, 4) in the

following way :

Along Ox measure ON = 3 ; and at N draw NP perpendicular

to ON in the direction O//, the positive direction, and make
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NP = 4. We then have the same point as in the paragraph
above.

Note that the signs of the co-ordinates determine the quadrant
in which a point lies.

J'

y
Fig. 2.

Thus the point ( - 2, 3) lies in the second quadrant ?/0.t', for

its abscissa is negative and its ordinate positive.

The point (
- 3, - 2) lies in the third quadrant xOy

.

Thus when the co-ordinates of a point are given with their

proper signs, we can determine
the exact position of the point

in the plane of .xOa;' and yOy

.

^ The distance of the point

(x, y) frora the origin is equal to

Let P be the point. Draw
the ordinate PN, so that

ON=.r, PN = y/,

0P2 = ON- + PN2 = ,r2 -1-3/2.

.*. OP = Jz^ + y-.

(^n

Pio. 3.
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r-w K

^ The distance behveen the points (x^, y^), (a;.,, y^) is equal to

Let P be the point (xi,y^),

Q the point {x.-,, y.2).

Draw the ordinates PN, QM,
("^vy-il^p and draw QK perpendicular to"

PN.

QK = MN = ON - OM =.Tj -a;.,,

PK = PN-KN = PN-QM

- x-x, M .V .'. PQ2 = qk-2 + pk2

= (.Tj - x^ + (y^ - ^2)-

FiQ. 4. and PQ = Jix^ - a^g )^ + (Pi
- y^T-

1/5^ The co-ordinates of the middle point of the line joining the points

2 ' 2

Let P, Q be the points (x^, y-^), (.t.,, ?/.,), R the middle point of PQ.

Diaw the ordinates PN, QM, RK. Also draw QE perpendicular

to RK, and RF perpendicular
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In the same way QE = FR,

i.e. OK - CM = ON -OK;

Note that R is the Centre of Gravity of equal particles at

P and Q.

J^. To find the co-ordinates of the point dividing in a given ratio the

line joining two given points.

Let P(a;p y-^, Q,{x.,, y^ be the given points, and let the point R

divide PQ so that ^„ = — •

QR rto

Let {x, y) be the co-ordinates of R.

It is required to find ./; and y in terms of the co-ordinates of

P and Q and a^, «.,.

DraAv the oixlinates PN, QM, RK. Also draw QE, RF perpen-

dicular to RK and PN.

From the similar A' PFR, REQ,

PFRE . PFRE
PR ~ RQ a^~ a.^'

But PF = PN - FN
= PN-RK = yi-?/,

and RE=RK-EK
= RK-QIVl=y -?/.,,

In the same way,

QE RF

Fig. (3.

X

a.

and X

I.e.

2 '"1 '

a^ -f a..

CUtidliji cr.
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Note that R is the Centre of Gravity of particles of masses

a.2, rtj, placed at P and Q respectively ; or R is the point of applica-

tion of the resultant of like parallel forces of magnitudes «.,, aj at

P and Q respectively.

If R divides PQ externally, so that

— = ^ as in the figure, we shall
QR a.,

^

have
PF

PR

QE
QR'

Vi

a„

^,,d y.MaJlMi.

Similarly

„._ri!i2_ ^2^1

Note that R is the point of application of the resultant of unlike

parallel forces of magnitudes a.^ and Aj at P and Q respectively.

Examples I. a.

il. Read off the co-ordinates of the points Pj, Po ... shown in the diagram
on the next page (Fig. 8). r- ' ' </0, 7/

2. In what line does a point Tie (1) if its abscissa is zero, (2) if its

ordinate is zero?

^. Find the co-ordinates of the middle point of the line joining the

points (3, 4), (5, 2). Verify your result by means of a diagram on squared
paper.

^. What are the co-ordinates of the middle point of the line joining

the points (3, 5), ( -3, -5)? Verifj' on squared paper.

^. Construct the triangle whose vertices are the points (2, 2), (-4, 2),

(0, -4), using a half-incli unit on squared paper.

^'6. Find the co-ordinates of the middle points of the sides of the

triangle in the previous question.

--7. Find the length of the line joining the points (6, 5), (3, 1). Verify

on squared paper.

1/8. Find the length of the line joining the points (13, 2), (1, -3).

Verify on squared paper.

Find the lengths of the straight lines joining the following pairs of

points :

V9. {0,0), {a,b). AO. (a,l>), (-a. -h).

11. (a, b), (a, -b). 12. (acosd, asiuO), (hcosd, bsinO).
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-„ (a 2a\ / a 2a\

.^^ \m-^ rrtj/ \iin.2 m.^j

lASi, (6, 3), (2, 1) correct to two decimal places

J&.
(-3, -4), (-1,5) „

^J^,__(acos ^, h), (a, ^cosi

1
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The area of AOPQ= A OQM + trapezium QMNP-_ONP

y [The area of a trapezium

= |^(sum of parallel sides)

X altitude.]

= |[0M . QM + (QM + PN)MN
-ON. PN]

- -hVi]

= i(Xiyo-Xoyi)-

8. We may use the formula of

the preceding article to find the

area of any triangle.

Find the area of the triangle fonned by joining the points ( - 2, 1),

(3, 2), (2, 4).

C^\-y,)

Fig. !).

Q Qi
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through 2 unit-s parallel to Ox, and then through 1 unit in a

negative direction parallel to Of/.

The original A PQR first moves into the position P^QjRj, and
then into the position OQoRo) the lengths of its sides remaining

the same.

The co-ordinates of O, Q2, Ro are (0, 0), (4, 3), (5, 1) respectively.

.'. A PQR = A OQ^R.. = I [5 X 3 - 4 X 1'^ [| {x^i/.^ - o-0.y)]

= i(15-4) = 5i.

/9. The area of the triangle fai'med hy joining the points {x-^, y^,

p Let ABC be the three points. Draw the ordinates AL, BM, CN.

A ABC = trapezium ALNC + trapezium CN M B - trapezium ALM B.

The area of a trapezium

= I (sum of parallel C/^ .y )
sides) X altitude

;

trapezium ALNC
= l(AL + CN)LN

Trapezium CNMB
= |(CN + BM)MN

Trapezium ALMB
= 1(AL+BIV1)LM

:. AABC = 1 [(^3 + //i) (./-g - .'i) + (^2 + Vz) (''2 - -^'3) - (^2 + ^i) (''2-'-i)]

= h[{yz + h) (^''3 - '''1) + (^1 + h) (-''l
- •^'2) + (^2 + y3)(^'2-'''3)]-

Or simplifying,

A ABC = 1 \cc^ (^2 - Vz) + A-2(% -
.^i) + ^3 (h - h)]-

u^An area is necessarily positive. Li order to ensure that the

above expression is positi'S'e, it will be found necessary to

arrange the co-ordinates in the formula in the order that they

occur when the triangle is circumscribed in an anti-clockwise

direction.

k

'-^'Ja/UU \p
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E.g. With the following figure the above expression would
be nearative :

r-^i-j,;

o

(^2-^2)

10. Find the area of the triangle joinint/ the points (3, 1), (
- 1, 3),

(-3, -2).

We may use the formula of Art. 9, or the following method :

(-1.3)6
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Plotting the triangle ABC on squared paper as in the diagram,

and drawing CN parallel to O,'-, and BM, AN parallel to O^ as

shown,
AABC= A CBM + trapezium BMNA- AACN

= 1CIVI. BM+i(BIVl+AN)MN - |AN . CN
= 1.2x5 + 1(5 + 3)4-1.3x6=12.

The area of a quadrilateral or polygon, when the co-ordinates

of its angular points are given, may be found by dividing the

area into triangles.

Examples I. b.

Find, wdthout using a fornnxla, the area of the figure having fur vertices

the points

:

X (4, 2), (4, 5), (-2, 2). 2. (0, 0), (3, 3), (3, -5).

_3^ (0, 0), (2, 6), (4, 4). J^ (0, 5), (4, 5), (4, 8).

5. (-4,3), (-1, -2), (3, -2). .6. (0,0), (.Ti, 2/1), {x„ -y,).

Jf. (0, 0), (x„ y,), {-X.,, y,). -Ji. (0, 0), (0, c), {h, k).

In this example the resijlt is independent of k. Wh^t geometrical .

.

theorem does this prove ?^vift '..4<iA '^'^ -i o^'r>ji,A-a. ct «'-/vf.i<.i,<<v.:*''tK-'f /Ai A"C£

^. {x^,y,), (x-i, -2/1), (0, -y^. 10. (1, -2), (3,3), (-3,2).

11. (3, 1), (3, -1), (-1,3).

Find the areas of the figures formed by joining the following points,

using the formula for the area of a triangle when advisable :

12. (h, k), (k, h), (a, a). 13. (0, 0), (0, 3), (4, 0), (4, 5).

14. (0, 0), (6, 0), (4, 3), (0, 7). 15. (1, -3), (3, 1), (1, 4), (-5, -2).

16. (5,0), (3,4), (-4, 1), (2, -3).

EQUATION OF A LOCUS.

11. Def. If a point moves but is subject to certain restrictions, the

path it traces out is called its locus.

The student will be familiar with certain well-known loci.

E.g. The locus of a point which moves at a constant distance

from a fixed point is a circle, whose centre is at the fixed point.

The locus of a point equidistant from two fixed points is a

straight line bisecting at right angles the straight line joining the

two fixed points.

The locus of a point which is equidistant from two given

intersecting straight lines is the two bisectors of the angles

between the straight lines.
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12. Equation of a locus.

Plot a number of points all at equal distances, say 2 units,

from the axis of x.

5-

4-

3

? 2

XR

xQ
D E
-X—X-

U 1 2 3 4 5-^
Fig. 14.

If A, B, C, D, ... are the points, we see that the locus is a
straight line ABC, parallel to Ox and at a distance 2 from it.

If {x, y) are the co-ordinates of any point on the locus, we see

that // = 2.

^ Also y = 2 for every
point on the straight

line, and for no other

point.

E.g. At Q y > 2, at

Ry<2;
.'. y = 2 is said to be

the rquation of the loaii^.

Take a circle of

radius 3 units, and
whose centre is at the

origin. If {x, y) are

the co-ordinates of any
point P on its circuni-

^
'

I
*» feronce, we see from

P'°- 15. the figure that

X? + y^ = ON- + PN- = OP- = 9
;

for any point on the circle x- + y- = 9.
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Moreover this equation is not true unless the point (.';, y) lies

on the circumference.

At Q x"" + if = OQ- > OP- > 9.

At R a;2 + y2^0R2<OP2<9.
.'. x^ + y'^ = ^ is said to be the equation of the locus, in this

case a circle.

It will be seen, as we proceed with the subject, that if a point

{x, y) moves in any given manner, we shall always be able to

find an equation, connecting x, y and given quantities, which is

true for all points on the locus of the point and for no other

point.

Example i. Find the equation of the locus of a point which is always
equidistant from the points [a, 0), (

- a, 0).

Let (.r, y) be any point on the locus.

The distance of (x, y) from the point (a, 0)=v'(.c - a)'- + 2/- (Art. 4.)

,, .(-a, 0)=\/(a; + a)2 + 2/--^ (Art. 4.)

.". by hj'pothesis, v (a: - af + y'^—sj(x + a)^+ y'^.

Squaring, x~ - •2ax + a^ + y^=x'^ + 2ax+ a^ + y^,

4aa;= 0,

and a;= is the reqd. equation.

We see from a figvire that the locus itself is a straight line bisecting

the line joining the given points at right angles.

Example ii. Find the equation of the loats of a point ivhose distancefrom
the point (a, /3) is constant and equal to c.

Let (x, y) be any point on the locus.

The distance of (x, y) from the point (a, ^) = sl{x- af+{y - ^f. {Axt. 4.)

.-. K'(x-af+{y-§f=c,
and (x - a)- + {y- ^)^= c^ is the reqd. equation.

It is at once seen from a figure that the locus itself is a circle whose
centre is at the point (a, /3) and whose radius is c.

Examples I. c,

[When itsing squared paper indicate clearly, on the diagram, the unit

employed. ]

1. Plot six or seven points whose abscissae are 6. Thus determine
the locus of a point which moves so that its abscissa is 6. What is its

equation?

2. Plot a number of points whose ordinates are 4. What is the locus,

and what is its equation ?
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3. Plot a number of points whose abscissae are - 3. What is the locus,

and what is its equation ?

4. Plot a number of points whose ordinates are - 5. What is the
locus, and what is its equation ?

5. Find the equation of the locus of a point equidistant from the
points (3, 0), (

- 4, 0).

6. Find the equation of the locus of a point equidistant from the points

(3, 4), (-2, 1).

7. What is the equation of the locus of a point which moves so that its

perpendicular distance from tlie axis of x is three times its perpendicular
distance from the axis oi yt

8. A point moves so that its distance from the origin is alwaj's equal
to 5 : find the equation of its locus.

9. A point moves so that its distance from the point (0, 0) is three
times its distance from the point (2, - 4). Find the equation of its locus.

10. The distance of a point from the axis of x is always equal to its

distance from the point (
- 2, 5) : find the equation of its locus.

11. Find the equation of the locus of a point whose distance from the
point ( - 2, 4) is always equal to 5.

12. On squared paper plot a number of points whose distances from the
axis of y are alwaj's twice their distances from the axis of x. What can
you see about the locus of such points ?

Find the equation of the locus.

13. On squared paper plot a number of points sucli that in each case the

ordinate is greater than the abscissa by unity. What do you see about
the locus of such points ?

Find the equation of the locus.

14. Plot the points (3, 1), (6, 2) and join them by a straight line.

Prove that if (x, y) is any point on this line, then .r= 3y.

15. Plot the points given in the following table :

When x=



CHAPTER II.

THE STRAIGHT LINE.

13. To find the equation of a straight line paralell to the axis of x.

Let PB be the straight line, cutting the axis of // at B ; and
letOB = i.

Let the co-ordinates of P, any point on the line, be (;'•, y/).

Draw the ordinate PN.

Then PN = OB or y = b.

y
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15. To find the equation of a straight line through the origin and
drauui in a given direction.

Let OP be a straight line, the l. PO.r (6) being given.

Let (x, y) be the co-ordinates of any point P on the line.

Draw the ordinate PN. We have now to find the equation
connecting x, y, and the
given _ 6.

From the figure

PN— = tan 6,ON '

or - = tan 6,
X

and y = mx,

when Xm\d = m.

y = mx

is the reqd. equation.

The letter m is orenerallv used to

^^
Fig. 17.

16. Slope or Gradient.

denote the tangent of the

angle which a straight line

makes with the axis of x,

and is called the slope or

gradient of the line. It is

measured in the following

manner

:

If the straight line cuts

the axis of x at A, let A.r

revolve about the point A
in a ptmtive direction until it

coincides with the straight

line. The tangent of thr

angle which A/' has turned

through is the slope of the

line. Thus in the figure,

the slopes of the dittei'ent

lines are

tan P.A.c, tan P.A''.

Fio. 18.

tan P,A'. tan P,A.r.
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17. To find the equation of a straight line -passing through the

origin, and also through a given point {x^, y^.

Let OP be the straight line passing through the given point

Q('^i) ^'i))
3^'id also through the origin O.

Let (,r, y) be any point P
on the line.

It is required to find the

equation connecting a*, y, j\,

and y/j

.

Draw the ordinates PN,
QM.
From the similar a's

PNO, QMO,

PN ON
QM~ OM'

y X
or

yi
.^^

This is the reqd. equation

\: Given the slope c

to find its equation.

AJB: Given the slope of a straight line, and its intercept on the axis

ofy, / " '

Let BP be the straight line, making an angle 6 with the axis

of X, so that tan^ = ??i, the given slnpie. Also let c = OB, the
intercept on the axis of y.

If P (;r, y) is any point on the line, it is required to find the
equation connecting x, y, m, and c.

B.A.G. B
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Draw PN perpendicular to the axis of x, and BM perpendicular

to PN.

PM
From the A PM B, — = tan Q = m.

BM
But PM = PN-MN=yy-c, and BM=ON=a;;

. V - c
. . — = m,

X

or y = mx + c, the reqd. equation.

Note that if the point (x^, y^ is on the line ij = mx + c, .Tj and ?/j

must satisfy the equation ;?/
= 7?7.-c + c, i.e. y^ = mx-^ + c.

Example. The point (2, 9) is on the straight line y= 2x + 5, for

9=2x2 + 5.

The straight line Ax- + By == passes through the origin (0, 0),

for these co-ordinates satisfy the equation.

If a straight line passes through the origin its equation has

no constant term, for otherwise the co-ordinates (0, 0) of the

origin would not satisfy the equation.

JlOT Given the intercept of a straight line on the. axes of co-ordinates,

to find its equation.

Fig. 21.

Let a be the intercept OA on the axis of x,

and b „ „ OB ., ., //.

Let P (x, y) be any point on the lino.

It is required to find the equation connecting x, y, a. and h.
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Draw the ordinate PN.

From the similar A " PNA, BOA,

PN

OB
AN

OA'
r^-llAJil I y

But AN = OA - ON = a - x
;

. y a — X

h

a b
1, the reqd. equation.

Note that the straight line - +) = 1 passes through the point

(0, //), for when ,r = and y = h the equation is satisfied.

This straight line also passes through the point («, 0).

20. Given that p is the length of the perpendicular frovi the origin

npon a straight line, and that a is the angle the perpendicular makes
with the axis of x, to find the equation of the straight line.

Let PQ be the straight line, 0Q(=^*) the perpendicular drawn
to it from the origin O, and let _ QOX = a.

If P(.'', 7/) is am/ point on the straight line, it is required to find

the equation connecting x, y, p, and a.

Draw the ordinate PN. Also dra-\v NR perpendicular to OQ,
and PM perpendicular to RN.

/.PNIVI = 90°-^RNO = a.
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= ON CO.S a -f- PN .sill a,

or p = X cos a + y sin a.

.'. X cos a + y sin a = p is the required equation.

Note carefully that if any values of .*• and ?/ satisfy the equation

of a locus, the point (./•, y) lies on that locus.

Also conversely, if the point (.'•, //) is on a locus, these values of

X and // must satisfy the equation of the locus.

Thus the point (.3, \) lies on the locus whose equation is

.7-2 + 3/2 = 25, for 32 + 42 = 25.

The point (6, 2) lies on the straight line whose equation is

// = :>; - 4, for 2 = 6-4.

21. Thus far we observe that in each case the equation of the

straight line is of the first degree in ./ and //. We will now
prove that such must be the case.

To pvve that every equation of the first degree in x and 1/ repref^cnts

a atraight line.

The most general equation of the first degree is A.c + By + C = 0.

Take Q a fixed point on the locus, and let its co-ordinates be

('•,,//i)-

Let P(./", //) be any other point on the locus.

Join PQ ami (haw the onlinatos PN, QM.
Also draw QK parallel to O'- to meet PN at K. Let _ PQK = a.
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P is on the locus, .". A/ + B// + C = 0.

Q „ „ .-. A/-, + B//, + C = 0. .

.'. by subtraction, A(.'; - ,'\) + B(// - //^) = 0. ^mJ^ -^

'

.'. —--^ = — , which is constant ;

z - a-j B

PK
i.e. from the fi2;uie — is constant.

^ QK
.'. tan a is constant, or a is a fixed angle for all positions of P,

for QK is drawn in a fixed direction.

.'. the locus of P is a straight line through Q, making an

an^le tan~M — ) with O,'-.

B

22. The general equation A/' + B// + C = contains three con-

stants, A. B, C. These, however, are not independent, for we can

divide through by any one of them. Thus kc + Bv + C = is the

same equation as

A./; By , „ ,/ II
,

A B

C C
Hence if the values of - - and - _ are known, the position of

the straight line is determined bv means of the formula - + ' = 1,'^ • a b

and the straight line can be drawn. We see therefore that the

constants A, B, C are equivalent to two independent constants.

It will always be foimd that two conditions, sufficient to find

two constants, are enoitgh to determine the po.?ition of a straight

line.

In the equation i/ = nir + c, m and c are the constants, and if

their values are kno^vn, the straight line can be drawn.
So in the equation ,r cos a + y sin a = j.^, the values of a and /)

determine the straight line.

2Z. To find the co-ordinates of the point of intersection of fico given

straight lines.

Let ayr + h^if + c-^ = 0, o.y- + i.,// + '-.i
= be the equations of the

lines.

The co-ordinates of the common point of the straight lines

satisfy both equations.
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.'. we have to find \ulue.s of .' and // which satisf}' both

equations.

In other words, we have to sohe the two equations, looking

upon them as simultaneous.

The given equations may be solved in the usual way by
eliminating .'•, and sulistituting the value of y, when found, but

the student should be able to write down the solution, thus :

X _ y _ 1

b^Cg - b.,c^ ajCo - a^Cj a^bo - a.^bj

It is easily remembered in the following manner :

AVrite down the coefficients, omitting the .'.'s and y's, thus :

fl'i, h' '^i'

/
a.,, bo, c.,.

To ohtain the denominator of .r; imagine the a column erased,

and take the products of the h's and r's, crossways as indicated,

putting the minus sign between them, thus obtaining i^c., -&.,Cj.

To obtain the denominator of i/, imagine the h column erased,

take the products of the c's and c's as ])ef()re, with the minus sign

between them, and place the minus sign before y.

To obtain the third denominator, imagine the c column erased,

and take the products of the a's and b's, as for ./•.

Example. Find the point of intersection of the straight lines.

4.r-6y-24= 0,

Solving those equations by tlie above method.

'^ -y ^ L
-6x5 + 7x24 4x5 + 3x24 4x7 + 3x6'

x _ -y ^ ^

6(-5 + 28) 4(5 + 18) 2(14 + 9)'

.-. .r = 3, 11= -2.

:. (3, -2) is the common point of t lie two lines.

24. If three straight lines are concurrent, i.e. meet at a point,

the co-ordinates of the common point of any two will satisfy the

equation of the third.

The equation of a straight line may be written in any of the

forms obtained in Articles 18, 19, 20.
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Example i. Write the equation Sx - 4y = 7 in the form y—mx + c.

The equation may be written 4y = 'ix - 7,

Sx 7
or y=— -~,

4 4

which is in the form y= mx + c.

The given line makes an angle tan~^-j- with the axis of x, and passes

through the point on the axis of y, whose ordinates are (0, - ^).

Example ii. Write the equation 3x - 4v = 7 in the form - + f = 1.
a

It may be written ^=1.J
7 7'
X y

or ^-773 = 1,
":} ^4

which is of the form - + ^ = 1.
a b

The given line cuts from the ^axes lengths equal to 2y and - Ir-

respectively.

Example iii. Write the equation 3a; - 4y= 7 in the form x cos a + y sin a =p.

The point to be observed here is that sin^a + eos'''a=l.

Dividing through by v/3^ + 4-, i.e. by 5, the equation becomes

— -^= '', which is in the form
6 5 5

V 3
cosa = ^,

X C03 a + y sm a =p.

4 , . , , 32 + 42 ,

n a = - ^, and sm-a + cos-a= —^g— = 1

.

The perpendicular on the given line from the origin makes an angle

tan~^(-3) with the axis of x, and the length of this perpendicular is -g-

units.

Example iv. Write the equation A.r + By + C = in the form

X cos a + 2/sina-^= 0.

Using the method of Example iii., the required equation is

Ax By C ^Q
V/A2+B2 v'A2 + B2 'JW+W~

25. Given the equation of a straight line to draw this straight line

to scale.

[It is generally advisable to use squared paper.]

This can be done by finding (by trial) the co-ordinates of two
points on the straight line, and joining them.
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Example i. Draw the straight line 3x - -iy= 12.

In this equation, when y= 0, x— i;

:. the point (4, 0) is on the line.
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Example ii. Draw the straight line y— 4.i- + 3.

When x= 0, 2/ = 3;

.". the point (0, 3) is on the line.

Plot this point, C in the figure.

When y= 0, x= -f.

The point ( - 1, 0) is not very convenient to plot ; we therefore find
another.

When x= -2, y=-8 + 3=-5;
.•. the point (

- 2, - 5) is on the line.

Plot this point, D in the figure.

CD is the line.

Examples II. a.

{Thefollowing Examples may he taken orally.
'\

Write down, or read off, in each" case quoting the formula used, the
equations of 1:he following straight lines :

1. Parallel to, and at a distance 8 from the axis of x, and on the
positive side of it.

2. Parallel to, and at a distance 5 from the axis of x, and on the
negative side of it.

3. Parallel to, and at a distance 4 from the axis of y, and on the
positive side of it.

4. Parallel to, and at a distance 3 from the axis of y, and on the
negative side of it.

5. Through the origin and having a slope equal to 4.

6. Through the origin and the point (3, 2).

7. Through the origin and the point ( -4, 5).

8. Through the origin and the point (
- 5, 5).

9. Through the origin and ha\'ing a slope - 3.

10. Having a slope equal to 4 and making an intercept 3 on the axis of y.

11. Having a slope equal to - 3 and making an intercept - 2 on the axis
of y.

12. Making equal intercepts on the axes, each equal to 3.

13. Making intercepts 3 and - 4 on the axes of x and y respectively.

14. What are the slopes of the following straight lines :

(i) y = 2x-a'>. (ii) 2/-3a; = 4? (iii) 5y + x= Q'>.

(iv) 3.r + 4?/ = 7? (v) 4x-5y + 8 = 0? (vi) kx+By + C = 0'>.

(vii) - + 'j-=l? (viii) .t' cos a - y sin a =/> ? (ix) xs\i\a + ycos,a=p'i
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15. Write down, (jr read off, the intercepts of tlie following straight

lines on the axis of y :

(i) y = Sx-5. (ii) Sy = 4:X + (i. (iii) 'Sx-6y = 9.

(iv) 3ic + 4y+12= 0. (v) Aa,-+ B^z + C^O. (vi) a;cosa + ysina -^=0.

16. Write down, or read off, the intercepts of the following straight

lines on the axis of x :

(i) x + y — 4. (ii) y + 2x= 6. (iii) y-x—o.
(iv) 3x-4y-lS = 0. (v) A.r+ By + C = 0. (vi) .rcosa + ysina^/).

17. What is the condition that the point (arj, y,) should be on the straight

line ,ra;j + yyi = a- ?

18. What is the condition that the point (0,1) should be on the straight

line a.c + hy = c ?

19. What is the condition that the straight line ax-by= c should be
equall}' inclined to the axes ?

20. What is the condition that the straight line ax + by + c = should
pass through the origin ?

21. Where do the straight lines .«: = «, y = l) meet?

22. Wliat are the co-ordinates of the points of intersection of x - y= '2,

x + y^'It

23. The straight lines 3a: + 4y = o, 3.i- + 4y= 8 do not meet at all. How
is this ?

In drawing to scale indicate clearly, on the sheet containing

the diagram, the unit employed.

Draw all diagrams in pencil, letter them in ink, and study
neatness.

Let the diagram illustrate the problem as much as possible.

E.ij. Points, whose co-ordinates are known, should have those

co-ordinates written against them.
Keep squared paper for diagrams, giving written explanations,

etc., on another sheet.

Examples II. b.

[Work questions 1-9 wiffioii/ assiDuiiifj any formula.]

1. Find the equation of the straight line passing through the origin

and the point (4, 3).

2. Find the equation of the straight line making an intercept - 3 on
the axis of y, and having a slope eqiuil to iinity.

3. Find the equation of the straight line whose intercepts on the axes
of X and y are 4 and - 4.

4. A straight line makes equal intercepts Ixith of positive sign on the

axes, and the perpendicular on it from the origin is equal to 4. Find it^

equation.
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5. A straight line has a slope equal to unit}- and passes throtigh the

point (5, - 5). Find its equation.

Find the intercepts of the following straight lines on the axes of co-

ordinates :

6. •Ix + Sy^l. 7. 3,1- + 4^ = 5. 8. ^-| = 7. 9. ax + hy = c.

10. In the same diagram, on squared paper, draw the following straight

lines, distinguishing each by writing its equation alongside it

:

(i) .r= 4, (ii)a:=-3, (in) i/= 5, (iv)y=-l.

11. Do the same with the following straight lines :

(i) 7/= x, (ii) y= ~x, (in) y= ix, (iv) y= -2x.

12. In the .same diagram, on squared paper, draw the straight lines

3a; + 42/ = 12 and 4a; - 'iy— 12. Explain your method.

Draw the foUoM'ing straight lines to scale on squared paper, explaining

your method in each case :

13. x-Zy= Q. 14. x-2y = i). 15. o.r + 4?/ - 20= 0.

16. ^ + 4^= 3. 17. 3a;-4y= 7. 18. 13x-15)/ = 0.

v2 v2
19. 5x-3y = 8.

Find the points of intersection of the following pairs of straight lines :

20. a;-l-y= 4, x-y= 2. 21. .r-y — 2, 2x + y= 't.

22. 3x-4i/= 7, 3a; + 4?/=17. 23. 3.r= 4y-l, 5y-6x=8.

21 7a;-6y + o9 = 0, .3a; - 8y + 47 = 0.

25. Discuss the eqiiation Ax - By + C = 0,

(i) when A = 0, (ii) when B = 0, (iii) when C = 0,

(iv) when A=x, (v) when A = C = 0, (vi) when B=x.

26. Find the equation of the straight line through the origin and the
middle point of the line joining (2, 3), (4, - 9).

27. Find the equation of the straight line through the origin and the
middle point of the line joining (.Tj, y-^) and (x.,, y.i)-

28. What is the value of m if the straight line y= vix + 4 passes through
the point of intersection oi x-y = b and x + y= 1.

29. Prove that the following three straight lines are concurrent

:

x-2/= 6, 4y-3a:+22=0, 6.r + oy + 8= 0.

20'. Given a point {x-^, ij-^ on a straight line, and the slope (m) of

the line, to find its equation.

Let PQ be the line, Q being the given point (.r^, y-^. Also let

the line make an angle tan~^/» with Ox.

If P(.c, y) is any point on the line, it i.s required to find the

equation connecting .r, y, .r^, t/^, and m.
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Draw the ordinates PN, QM : and draw QK perpendicular to PN

PK = PN - KN - PN - QM = y -
y^,

QK = MN = ON - OM = ^; - ^1

;

PK
from the A PKQ, - = tan PQK = m,

QK

V - Ih _ m;

' y - Y] = ni(x - Xj) is the reqd. equation.

27. The following analytical method might be used.

Let //
= mx + ( be the ecpiation required, where c i< unhumn.

By hypothesis, the point (.Cp y-^ lies on the line.

.'. x-^, y^ satisfy the equation y = mx + c;

.'. y^ = mx^+c.

Also y — mx + c\

.'. by subtraction, // - y^=m{x-.)\) is the reqd. equation.

5(jB. To find the eqiuiUon of the straight line passing through the

two given points (x.^, y^), (x^, _?/.,).

Let A and B be the given points, (.>*,, //,), (.r.,, ;/o), and P(.r, y) any

point on the line.

It is ro(]uircd to find the oi|uation eoiniecting x, y, x^, //j, .r.„

and y...
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Draw the ordinates AH, BL, PN, and draw AKM perpendicular

to BL and PN.

From the similar triangles PMA, BKA,

PM AM ,,.

But

BK AK

PM = PN - MN = PN - AH = y - y^,

BK = BL - KL = BL - AH = ^2 - ^v
AM = HN = ON-OH=ic-a;p H L I <
AK = HL = OL - OH = a'.,

- x^
;

^-^'Mt. ( J

(x.yJP

O H L N X

Pig. 26.

.". from (1) ^--^1 =, 1 , and this is the read, equation.

Note. The slope of this line is ^5—^. This may be seen from the

figure, or hy writing the equation in the form y= 'mx + c.

29. The equation of the straight line in the preceding article

might be found by the following method.

Suppose 1/ = mx + c is the equation of the straight line, where m
and c are iinknouii.

The point (r^, y^) is on the straight line

;

.-. y^ = mx^ + r^ (1)

Also (a;2, ?/.2) is on the line ; .'. y.-, = mx.^ + c (2)

And y = m.x + c (3)
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Subtracting (1 ) from (3), //
-

//j = m(x - .Cj).

(1) M (- ), //...
-

//i
= m (a-., - Xj)

.

.'. by division, ~—^ = ' "lii, is the read, equation.

30. The following will be used a great deal in later chapters.

If (.fp v/j) is a given point on a sfmight line, {x, y) any point on th'

line, 6 the angle the line makes loith the a.ri.^ of x, and r the distance

between the points {x, //), (x^, y^,

cos B sin 6

[This will lie found very useful in cases where we have to deal

with the length (r) of any portion of a line.]

Let P be the point (.(',//), Q the given point (.'•,, Vj), so that

PQ = r.

.L<'^^

Fig.

Draw the ordinates PN, QM, and draw QK perpendicular to FN.

From the A PKQ, QK = PQ cos t) or x - x^ = r cos and
cos

Also PK-PQsinfJ, or //-//, =r sin ^ and "
. •!/=»-.

' SHI a

cos ti sin
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2ei^The angle between the straight lines
i/
= mx + c, y = m'x + c' is

equal to
f ^ - ni \tan"
1 + mm'

If AB, AC are the straight

lines,

_ AB.x = tan~^?M

= B suppose,

LAC:r = tan~^m.'

= 6' suppose.

Then if (/) = z.CAB, the

angle required,

.'. tan
(f)
= tan {8 - ff)

tan 6 - tan 6'

""
1 + tan 6* tan 0'

m — III

<^^ --'-^ ^'-^ '^'^-^'-

1 + wm' '

/• -.f.„-i/^-«^^ = tan
1 +mm'

Gjd.'^'^

Corollary 1 . If the two straight lines y = mx + c, y = m'x + c'

are parallel, m = m'.

This is evident from a diagram, for the lines make equal angles

with O.r, and therefore theii- slopes (or gradients) are equal.

Corollary 2. If the two straight lines y = mx + c, y = m'x + c'

are at right angles, mm' = - 1.

The tangent of the angle between them = q—
;.® *

1 + mm!
m - m'

But tan 90° = x
1 + mnt

7 = X ;
.'. mm' +1=0, or mm' = - 1.

32. If the two straight lines a^x + b^y + Cj = 0, ajc + b.,y + c, =
arfe at right angles, a^ao + b^b., = 0.

The ' m ' or slope of the first line = - -=^.

^1

second ,,

V
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.'. hy the preceding article
( ~7^)^( ~

J^)~ ~^^ (mm' = -1)

or a^a.2 + b^b.2 = 0.

Note carefully the following illustrations :

(1) 5z--2y = S,

5x-2y = Jc are parallel lines for all values of /.', for their

slopes are equal.

(2) 5x-2y = 3,

'2x + 5i/ = k are perpendicular lines for all values of k,

for a^l^ + b-^b^=5x2-2x5 = 0.

(3) 1 + 1 = 5,

2x-3y = k are perpendicular lines for all values of I;

for a-iU.2 + h^bc, = -y.2-^-x.3 = Q.

SST To find the equations of the straight lines drawn through the

point (h, k) avd making an angle a ivith the given line y = mx + r.

J'

Fio. 20.

Let A l)c the point (//,/•), BCD the given line i/ = m.r + c. Then
if AC, AD are the lines whose equations are required,

^ ACD = »ADC = u.
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Hence if BCD makes an angle with Ox, we see from the

diagram that the slopes of the required lines are

tan (a + 0) and tan (~ - a + 9).

, ^, tan a + tan 6*
, ,,, , .^

tan (a + 6^)=, ^
--

, tan (tt- a + 6/)= -tan(a- ^)
1 - tan a tan c^

^ ' ^ '

tan a + ni tan a - tan

1 - m tan a 1 + tan a tan B

VI - tan a

1 + m tan a
'

, w + tana , , , m-tana
t k ^ nc \

. . y -k= (,/• - h ) and >/ -fc = -r— (x - h) (Art. 26.

)

^ l-?»tana ' l+7?itana^ ' ^
'

are the required equations.

34. If ^ is any constant, ax '+bi/ + c + X (a'x + b'y + c') = . . . (1

)

reprsents a straight line jyassing through the point of intersection of
the straight lines ax + by + c = ... (2), and a'x + h'y + f ' = ... (3).

Equation (1) represents a straight line, for it is of the first degree.

Let (.'-'j,^j) he the co-ordinates of the common point of (2)

and (3).

The point (.r^, y^) lies on (2) ; .'. ax^ + by^ +c = (4)

(3); .'. a'x^ + b'y^ + c^O (5)

Multiplying (.5) by A, and adding to (4),

ax-^ + by^ + C + \ (a'x-^ + h'y^ + c) = 0.

From this we see that the values x^,y^^ satisfy equation (1);

.*. the straight line represented by (1) passes through (x^, y^),

the common point of (2) and (3). q.e.d.

35. If, without transgressing the laws of Algebra, we combine
the equations of two given straight lines and obtain a third

equation of the first degree, this equation will represent a
straight line passing through the point of intersection of the

given straight lines.

Consider the straight lines

a.^x + b^y + c^ = 0, ( 1

)

%r + b.-,y + c.^ = (2)

B.A.G.
"

' C "
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Multiplying (1) by (A) and (2) by (/x), where A and /^ are any
constants, and adding, A (a^x + b^y + c) + /a (a.^- + h.-^i + Cg) = ... (3).

This equation is of the first degree, and therefore represents a
straight line. Also, any values of .' and y, which satisfy both

(1) and (2), satisfy (3) also.

.*. the line (3) passes through the point of intersection of

(l)and{2).

Example i. Find the equation of (he strair/ht line passim/ through the origin

and throuyh the point of intersection of Tix-'Zy-i 4= and 4^^-3^ + 5 = 0.

Multiplying the first equation by 5, 25x- l% + 20= 0.

„ second ,, „ 4, 16a:- 12^ + 20= 0.

Subtracting, 9x + 2y = 0.

This equation is of the first degree and has no constant term ; therefore

it represents a straight line through the origin.

Also it is formed by combining the given equations, and therefore passes
through their point of intersection. It is therefore the equation required.

Example ii. Find the eqiiation of the straight line throiigh the point

(0, - 3), and the point of intersection of Sx-ly + 9= and 5x + iy = 3.

The straight line 3x- 7?/ + 9 + \(5x + 4?/- 3) = passes through the inter-

section of the given lines for all values of X.

If it also passes through the point (0, - 3), we have by substitution,

21 + 9 + \(-12-3) = and X = 2;

.-. 3x-7^ + 9 + 2(5a; + 4y-3) = 0,

or 13x + y + 3=0 is the required equation.

Example iii. The straight line 2x-5y + S + a(2x + 5y-S) = passes th rough
a fixed point for all lvalues of a.

The line passes through the intersection of

2a-- 5?/ + 3 = 0, and 2.7+5;/ -3 = 0,

i.e. througli tlio fixed point (0, -5).

36. To change the origin to the point (h, 1-), the directions of the axes

being uvchanged.

Let O' be the point (h, k), O'.r', O'//' the new a-\es,

{x, y) the co-ordinates of P referred to the old axes,

(•'•'1 //') „ M » M new „
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y
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When P is at the origin, .i\ = y^ = 0,

and then A.''j + By^ + C = C.

.', if C and the expression Ax\ + Bj/, + C have the same sign,

the point (x^, i/^) and the origin are on the same side of the line.

If C and A.''j + B?/j + C have opposite signs, the point {x^, y^)

and the origin are on opposite sides of the line.

Consider the straight line Sx + iy - 12 = 0. Here C = - 12.

Now M'hen x = 3 and y = 4, Sx + 4?/ - 1 2 = 9 + 1 6 - 1 2 = 1 3,

which is positive, while C( - 12) is negative.

.'. the point (3, 4) and the origin lie on opposite sides of the

line 3.Y + 4y-l2 = 0.

When x=2 and y=-l, 3x + 4i/- 12 = 6 - 4 - 12= - 10.

.'. the point (2, - 1) and the origin lie on the same side of the

line.

38. The length of the perpeiulicular from the point {x^, y-^) iipon the

straight line Ax +By + C = is equal to

Axi + By^ + C

Let EF be tlie straight lino, P the point {i\, y^).

Draw PK per]jen(licnlar to EF.

Also draw PN perpendicular to O'-. nicoling EF at Q.

Let^OEF = a.

At E, ?/ = 0; .•. A'+C = and ./ = 0E= -
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Q
111 the same way at F, x = and 0F= -

'

OF A , . A B
. . tan a = „— = - and sin a =

OE B v'A- + B- sA2+B"-

Also _ KPQ = 90' - _ KQP = 90' - ^ NQE = a
;

(;/, -QN)B ,,,
.'. PK=PQcosa = (PN -QN)cosa = ^-^^, '

(1)
x/A^ + B-^

Bnt Q is on the line A,/; -r By + C = 0, and (.v'j, QN) are its

co-ordinates :

A.q + C
,'. A.i\ + B . QN + C = 0, whence QN

B

y I

A.'l+C\

y ^ B / A,'-, + B«, + C
.-. from (1) PK=^^

' = \ -^ -

s A-^ + B- Jfi^- + B2

Corollary. When P is at the origin, the expression for the

perpendicular becomes
C

JA- + B-'

A.'i + Bi/, +C
But when P crosses the line, the expression —j-,—_.,

—
changes its sign (Ai't. 37).

^

.'. if P and the origin are on the same side of the line, the

C , A./;j + Byi + C , ,
. ,

expressions .

.,
and — , ^ .,

- have the same sign ; and
\/A'" + B- V A" + B-

when P and the origin are on opposite sides of the line, these

expressions have opposite signs.

39. Second Method.

Draw OL perpendicular to the straight line.

First let us find the length of OL.

iOL. EF = ^OEF = AOE.OF;

0L.°%°' 0)
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C C
At E, y = 0; .*. A/- + C = and .v= -

-^. i.r. 0E= -

At F, .i- = 0; .'. B// + C = and OF

A' A

C

Also EF = VOE2 + OF2 = y?J + |; = ^VA2+B2;

•••'™"'<'>°^=7^ (^'

Next transfer the origin to the point (.Tj, ?/j).

The equation of the line is now A(./- + .r,) + B(// + _?/j) + C = 0,

or A.r + B// + A,rj + B//i + C = (3)

Also from (2) the length of the perpendicular from the new

1 • 1 • At + B?/, + C , . _ ^ • ^1
origni upon this luie =— ,

'
^ — , tor Ar, + Bv, +C is the con-

stant term in equation (3).

But the new origin is the point (^j, y/,) referred to the old axes ;

• —1-— ''^ — is the length of the perpendicular required.
^/A2+B2

^ "^

40. The equfdions of the hisecfors of the angles between the straight

lines o-^x + h^y + Cj = 0, a.yi' + h.-;y + r., = are

If (,r,, //j) is any point o/?. cither bisector, the lengths of the per-

pendiculars from {.i\, //j) to the given lines are equal

;

• (hh + hh +
^'i _ + 'Vi + ^jj^ + ^o / ^ Ar^ + B>/_, + C

^.^ ^^^
A

s/ai'-^ +V Vfla^ +V V n/a-' + B- /

But
(.>'i, ?/j) is any point on either hisoctor.

Therefore, suppressing the suthxes in .i\ and y^ the two equations

a^x + l\y + c^ _ _^_
«_.'• + /^J,v + r.,

.J.

are the equations of the two hisectors.
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Corollary. If ABC, DBE are the given lines, and P a point

on the bisector of the _ABE,
the perpendicuhir PN is on the opp. side of AB to the origin,

and PM „ „ BE

PN and PM hchve the same sign.

Fig. 33.

.*. the equation of BP (the bisector falling within the same
angle DBC as the origin) is

a-^x + h^y + ^1 _ ^2^ + ^iV + ^2

In the same way it may be proved that the equation of the

other bisector is

a-^x + h-^y + c^_ a.-p: + hc,y + c^

41. Note carefully the following :

A straight line passes through the origin if its equation

contains no constant term.

S The straight lines z- y = 0, x + y — l)isect the angles between
the axes.

3. The straight line y -y-^^ = m{x- o:^) passes through the point

(^1) ^i) fo"" '^11 values of vi.

'^^ The straight line ^{x -x^)-\-B{y — y^) = passes through the

point (./'p 7/j) for all values of A and B.
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5* The straight line /V((f./; + //y + c) + /x(«'.i- + ft'?/ + c') = passes

through the intersection of ax + bi/ + r = 0, and a'x + h'i/ + c' =
for all values of A and /x.

^•The straight line A(x- .i\) + B{ij - ^/^) = passes through the

point (a;^, y-^) and is parallel to A.i' + B// + C = 0.

"^^ The straight line B(x- x-^) - A(y - i/-^) = passes through the

point (.?-p //j) and is perpendicular to Ax + By + C = 0.

Examples II. c.

[These questions may be taken orally loith admntage.]

Write down, or mention, any special feature of the following straight

lines:

1. Ax+By = (). 2. A.r + C = 0. 3. By + C = 0.

4. x-y+ 2= 0. 5. x + y-o = 0.

6. What is the general equation of a straight line parallel to

3.c-5y + 7 = 0?

7. What is the general equation of a straiglit line perpendicular to

(1) 3x-oy = l. (2) '^ + 1=1. (3) y = mx + c.

(4) A.i-+Bm + C = 0. (.1) A.i--By = C. (6)--^ = l.
a h

8. What is the slope of tlie line 3.f + 6//- 7 = 0"' What is the tangent
of the aciite angle it makes with the axis of y '!

9. What are the slopes of the lines joining the following jiairs of points

:

(1) (0, 0), (3, 4). (2) (0, 0), (h, k). (3) (4, 5), (5, «).

(4) (-2,3), (.S, -.-,). (5) (5,3), (-2, -4).

10. What are the slopes of the straight lines perpendicular to the

following :

{\) y = hx + c. {2) y- -bx + c. {S) hy + x-c.

(4) 3.«; + 4,v+l=0. (5)^-1=1. (6)^ + ^=1.

Write down, or read otT. without simplifying, the length of the
perpendicular from the point :

11. (1,1) to the straight line ox - r/ - 1 = 0.

12. (2, -1) „ ,, 3.f-2y + 4= 0.

13. (0,0) ,, ., 4a;-3y+ r>=0.

14. ( -2, 3) ,. ., 2y-3j;-l=0.

15. {h,k) ,, ., ay-hx= 0.

16. (-2, -3) .. .. y= 3x.
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17. 5x-3y-7 = (1)

3x + Sy + l = (2)

Adding, 8x + oy= (3)

Interpret (3) in connection with (1) and (2).

18. What does the equation 3(i/-2) +4(.r- 3) = become when the

origin is changed to the point (3, 2) ?

19. What does the eqiiation 2(y + 3) - 3(x + o)=0 become when the

origin is changed to the point (5. 3) ?

Write down, or read off, without simplifying, the equations of the
bisectors of the angles between the following pairs of straight lines, gi^"ing

reasons for j'our answers :

20. 3.r-r43/-7 = 0, 5x-12y+l=0. 21. x-3y = 0, x + 3y-5=0.

22. y = 7nx + c, y=in'x + c'.

Examples. II. d.

[When you use a formula, quote it.]

Find the equation of the straight" line :

1. Parallel to 3y-5x-'J= 0, and passing through the origin.

2. Parallel to y= 3.r + 5, and passing through the point (2, -5).

3. Parallel to 3x + '7y = o, and passing through the point ( - 1, 1).

4. Passing through the points (3, 4), (5, 6). [Check your result.]

5. ,, ,, {a, b), (-a, -b).

6. „ „ (4, -5), (0,0).

7. „ „ (4,0), (0,0).

8. „ „ (6, .5), (6, -2).

9. „ „ (3, -7), (-2, 5).

10. „ „ (0,0), (0, -3).

11. Find the acute angle between the straight Lines x = and y= \^3x+ 4:.

12. Find the angle between the straight lines x + y= 7 and x-y=^5.

13. Find the tangent of the angle between the straight lines y= ox-4,
y= 3x + 6.

14. Find the acute angle between the straight lines 4x-3j/ = r2,

5.r + 3y-2= 0.

15. Find the angle between the straight lines 3a:-4y=I2, 4:X+ 3y— 2.

16. What do you see about the inclinations of the lines y-Ttix— c,

y + mx = c to the axis of a; ?

17. Find the equation of the straight line through the point (2, - 3) and
perpendicular to i/ = 2a; + 3.

18. Find the equation of the straight line through the origin, and per-
pendicular to Sy - 4x + = 0.

19. Find the equations of the straight lines through the point (3, - 4)

and making angles of 45^ with the axis of x.
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20. Prove that the following three points are coUinear : ( - 4, - 5),

(1, -1), (6,3).

21. Find the equation of the straight line making an intercept 3 on the

axis of X and at right angles to y = 4x + 5.

22. Find the equation of the straight line through the point (5, 8) and
making equal (positive) intercepts on the axes.

23. A straight line passes through the point (2, 3) and the portion

intercepted between the axes is bisected at that point : find its equation.

24. Find the equation of the straight line through the point (2, 5) and
making equal intercepts of opposite sign on the axes.

25. Tlie equations ax + bt/ + c = (), y= mx + k represent the same straight

line : find the relations between the coefficients.

26. Find the equations of the straight lines through the point (
- 2, - 4)

and making angles of 30° with the axis of .r.

27. Find tlie equation of the straiglit line through the point (
- 3, 4) and

perpendicular to the line joining (0, 0) and (5, 6).

Find the perpendicular distance :

28. From the point (3, 4) to the straight line 3.r - 4y= 7.

29. ,, „ (-t, -2) „ „ 5.r+12y = 3.

30. ,, ,, (1, -1) ,, ,, 6a; -7// -13 = 0.

31. ,, ,, (a, h) ,, ,, ax + hy = 0.

32. „ „ (-2, -4) „ „ |-|-1-

33. „ „ (3,6) „ „ ^-|=1-

34 Fnjrn the line y = 4:X to the point of intersection of i/ — 3x-5 and

2/ = 4,f-S.

35. Between the parallels -S.c - 4?/ = 12, 3.r -4.y = 3.

36. 1, ,1 lx + my + n = 0, fx+my -n=0.

37. „ „ - + r=5, - + f + 9=.0.
a a b

[In vutnhers 38 fo 42 the X method of Art. 34 may be la^ed with advantage.]

38. Find the equation of the straight line passing through the point

(1, 26) and the point of intersection of ilr-7y + 6 = and 2y -9x-4 = 0.

39. Find the equation of the straight line passing througli the inter-

section of 3x'-5?/ + 6= 0and5a:-7J/ + 4 = 0, and parallel to 13.r- 19y-l-7=0.

40. Find the equation of the straight lino through the point of inter-

section of 2.C -f- y - 5 = 0, and 7.r - 9y -I- 1 = 0, and perpendicular to the former.

41. A straight line passes througli the origin and the point of intersection

of 19.r - 23?/ + 2= 0, and 3.t +07/ -1=0: find its equaticm.

42. Find the equations of the straiglit lines passing through the inter-

scc^tion of o.r-9i/+13 = and 9a; -5^+11=0, and making angles of 45°

willi the axis of x.
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What is the area contained by the following straight lines ?

43. x = 0, y= 0, 4x-3y = 24. 44. x= 0, i/:=c, y = mx\

45. x-y = 0, a; + 2/= 0, y = k. 46. a— 0, y = 0, a:-5 = 0, y + 6 = 0.

47. x-2/= 0, .r + y = 0, x--?/ + 5= 0, a; + ?/-7=0.

48. Show that the area of the triangle contained by the straight lines

M-liose equations are 2y + a; - 5= 0, y + 2a; - 7 = 0, a; - ?/ + 1 = 0, is ^.

49. If A.r + By=C and y =mx + k represent the same straight line,

prove that p ,

50. If A.r+B^ = C and .i: cos a + y sin a=jo represent the same straight

line, find p in terms of A, B, and C.

What are the equations of the straight lines bisecting the angles between?

51. 4a;-3i/= 8and3.r + 4y=10. 52. .3.r - y + 4 = and .x + ,3?/ - 5= 0.

53. x-y — Siud x + y = 0. 54. ax-hy + c= 0, hx-ay + c = 0.

56. y = x tan 0, y = x tan IW.

57. In the equation y - mx - c + \(y - m'x - c') = 0, X is a variable quantity
which may have any value : prove that the straight line represented by
this equation passes through a fixed point.

58. Prove the same when the equation is y -3x -\\+\(y -'Ix -^) = {),

and find the co-ordinates of the point.

59. Prove that the sti'aight line y + \x— 5 passes through a fixed point

for all values of X.

60. Prove that the straight line x'(l +X) + 3/(2- X) + 5 = passes througli

a fixed point for all values of X, and find the co-ordinates of the point.

LOCUS PROBLEMS ON THE STRAIGHT LINE.

42. Example i. A point moms so that the square of its distance from the

point (6, - 4) is always greater than the square of its distance from the point

(3, 5) by 18 . fnd its locus.

Let (x, y) be any point on the locus.

The square of its distance from (6, - 4) = (x - 6)^ +(y + 4)-.

(.3, 5) = {x-3r- + (y~o)-.

:. by hypothesis, {x - 6)2 +{y + 4)- - {x - 3)- -(y- of = 18.

Simplifying - 6.i- + 18y=

or 2/= 3.

.•. the locus is a straight line through the origin, making an angle

tan~^i with the axis of x*.
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Example ii. A and B being fixed points, the vertex C of the triangle ABC
moi-fi .so that cot A + co< B = k, a constant : find the loaif of C.

[To find the equation of the locus we have to discover the algebraic

equation connecting [x, y), the co-ordinates of any point on the locus, with
the siven constant and the length

of AB.]
Let AB = •2a, and bisect it at O.
Take OA as axis of x, and Oy at

rt. Z-s to OA as axis of y.

Let {x, y] be any point on the

locus, and draw the ordinate CN.

cot A =

and cot B;

AN
CN'

BN
CN

a - X

y

a+.r

y

i= cot A + cot B =

.•. ky = '2a is the equation of

the locx;s, a .straight line parallel to AB the axis of x.

Note. The choice of axes of co-ordinates is always an important step.

A position of symmetry should be chosen when possible.

Example iii. A point moves so that its perpendicular dis/aucbs from the

straight lines 3x' + 4y-5 = 0, 3x'-4y-7 = are in the ratio of 1 to 2: find its

locus.

Let (x, y) be any point on the locus.

The perp. distance of (x, y) from

_ ^. 3.r + 4v-r) / A-i'i + Byj + C'

s'A-+B-
The perp. distance of (.r, y) from

6x -4y-l=0 IS ^
Sx + 4y - 5 _ 1 3x - 4y - 7

5 ""^2 5

or Hx + 8y - 10= ± (3.r -4y-l).

With the positive sign, 3.i- + 12y -3 =

or .i- + 4y-l=0 (1)

With the negative sign, 9x' + 4y-17= (-)

The locus therefore is the two straight lines represented by (1) and (2).

Examples II. e.

1. V'ind tlu' equation of. antl draw the locus of a point equidistant

from tlic points (5, 0), (
- 3, 0).
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2. What is the equation of the locus of a point equidistant from the

straight lines x= - 4 and x= 8 ? Draw the locus.

3. A point moves so that its distance from one straight line is always
twice its distance from a perpendicular straight line. Find the locus and
draw it.

4. The difference of the squares of the distances of a point from the

points (3, 0), (0, 3) is always equal to 6. Find its locus and draw it.

5. The distance of a point from (3, 2) is alwaj-s equal to its distance

from (
- 4, 1 ). Find the equation of, and draw its locus.

6. Find the equation of, and describe the locus of a point which moves
at a perpendicular distance D from the straight line A.r+By~C = 0, and
on the same side of the line as the origin. Take A, B, and C as positive

quantities.

7. Show that the locus of a point, which moves so that the sum of its

perpendicular distances from two given intersecting straight lines is con-

stant, is a straight line.

8. A point moves so that the sum of its distances from two perpendicular
straight lines is equal to 6. Find its locus and draw it.

9. P, anj' point on the line Aa-+By-f C=0 is joined to the origin O.
Find the ec|uation of the locus of the middle point of OP and draw it.

10. OA, OB are two fixed perpendicular straight lines. The straight
line AB moves in such a manner that OA-f OB is always equal to 8. Find
the locus of the middle point of AB and draw it.

11. OA. OB are two fixed pei-pendicular straight lines, and perpendicu-
lars PN, PM are drawn to them such that PM - PN is always equal to 5.

Find the locus of P and draw it.

12. P, any point on the line Ax+By + C = i), is joined to the origin O,
and OP is divided at Q in the ratio 1 : 2. Find the equation of the locus of

Q and draw it.

13. Through a fixed point O anj' straight line is drawn, meeting two
given pai'allel straight lines in P and Q ; through P and Q straight lines

are drawn in fixed directions, meeting in R. Prove that the locus of R is

a straight line.

[Take O as origin, and the axis of x at right angles to the parallel lines.

If (arj,
2/i)

are the co-ordinates of P, (xj, yn) the co-ordinates of Q, the equations
of PR and QR may be taken a,s y -yi = mi{x - x^), y -y.2= ?»2(^ ~ -^2)' ^^ here

7?ii and 77i2 are constant. Also -^=—, and Xj, .r., are constant.

From the above equations we now have to eliminate y^ and yg-]

14. The hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle slides between the axes
of X and y, its ends always Ijing on the axes. Prove that the locus of the
vertex of the right angle is a straight line through the origin whose
equation is y= x cot A, where A is the angular point on the axis of x.

15. Show that the locus of a point which is equidistant from the lines

3x + 4y= 24 and 4rX + Sy = 12 consists of two straight lines. Find their

equations, and draw a figure representing the four lines.
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Examples II. f. Miscellaneous.

1. Find the point in the locus y^ = ix where the ordinate is 8.

2. Find the co-ordinates of the points where the locus

a;2 + 3x2/ + 21/2 _ 5.r _ 8y + 6 =
cuts (1) the axis of x, (2) the axis of //.

3. What does the equation {>/ -3)-= 4(x + 5) become when the origin is

changed to the point (
- 5, 3) ?

4. Does the locus whose equation is '2.v- - ixy + y- -lOx- 5y -14=0
pass through the point (1, -2) ?

5. With the equation ox- 131/ + 51 =0 change the origin to the point

(
- 5, 2). Wliat do j'ou deduce about the straight line represented by the

equation ?

6. Find the points on the locus y- = -l.r which are at a distance 2s'2
from the point (3, 0).

7. If the origin is changed to the point (
- 2, 3), what does the equation

x^ + y'^ + 'ix-6y = become ?

8. Find the length of the perpendicular from the origin upon the

straight line joining the points (a cos a, asina), (a cos /J, asin/3), and prove
that the perpendicular bisects the distance between these points.

9. Prove, by using rectangular co-ordinates, that the straight line

joining the middle points of two sides of a triangle is parallel to the third

side and equal to half its length.

10. Find the ecfuations of the medians of the triangle formed by joining

the points (3, 4), (
- o, 2), (7, 6).

11. Prove, b}^ using co-ordinates, tliat the straight lines joining the

middle points of opposite sides of a Cjuadrilateral bisect one another.

12. Find the perpendicular distance between the straight lines

t/= 3(x-4), y =3(x-%
13. Find the equation of the straight lines bisecting the angles between

y -h=:{x- a) tan 26, y -b = (x- a) tan 40.

14. Find the equations of the diagonals of tlie parallelogram formed by
the stiaiglit lines y= x, y = Zx, y= x — 4, y= .3.r-8.

15. Prove tliat the area of the triangle formed by the three straight

lines y = mx, y = m'x and y= c is equal to

2\m m'

J

16. Tlie portion, AB, of a straiglit line intercepted between the axes
passes througli tin- fixed point (/(. k). Find tlie equation of the locus of tlie

middle point of AB.

17. Write down t\w general equation of a straight line perpendicular to

- + ^ — 1, and hence determine tlie equation of a straight line perpendicular

to -+^=1, and througli the point (a, />).
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18. Find the equation of a straight line through the point (1, 4) and
making with the axes in the tirst quadrant a triangle whose area is 8.

19. The portion of a straight line in the first quadrant cuts the axis of

a; at A and the axis of y at B. The point (10, 3) di\ndes AB in the ratio

of 3 : 5. Find the equation of the line.

20. Prove that the straight line 3a-(a + l) + 4y{a- 1) - 8(a- l)=0 passes
through a fixed point for all values of a, and find its co-ordinates.

21. Find a point in the straight line 4:X -2y + 1 — equidistant from the
points (2, 3), (

- 2, 4).

22. The co-ordinates of the points A, B, C, D are respectively (3, 6),

(8, 10), (12, 6), (3, 4). Find the co-ordinates of the middle poinl of the
line joining the middle points of AB and CD.

23. Find the co-ordinates of the centre of the circum-circle of the triangle

formed b}' joining the points ( -2, 2), (1, -2), (I, 3).

24. Find the co-ordinates of the points which divide internally and
externall}' the line joining (

- 3, - 4) and (
- 8, 7) in the ratio 7:5.

25. Find the equation of the stj-aight line perpendicular to the line

4:X - 3y= 12, and meeting it on the axis of x.

26. Find the equations of the straight lines parallel to the line

r2a: -5y= 7, and at a distance 2 from it.

27. Find the equation of the straight line parallel to the line x-f 2y = 5,

and at the same distance from the point (3, 2).

28. Find the equation of the straight line perpendicular to the line

--f-r=l, and through the point (b, a).

29. Find the co-ordinates of the points on the line x + 5y=l^, at a
distance 2 from the line I2x-5y + 2(i = 0.

30. Find the co-ordinates of the foot of the perpendicular from tlie point

(a, 0) upon the line y = 7nx-{

31. Find the perpendicular distance between the lines

y= {x - a) tan a, y = (x-a')ta,na.

32. Find the equations of the straight lines which are equally inclined
to the lines x + y = a and x-y = a, and form with them triangles w^hose
areas are c^.

33. Find the equations of the diagonals of the parallelogram whose sides
have for their equations a;= a, x= b, xcosa + y sma = p^, x cos a + y sin a =p.,.

34. Prove that the area of the triangle formed by joining the points

{am{-, am^), {am.-?, am.,), {am^, am.^) is —(mj-m.2){m.2-m._^){m2-mi).

35. If O is the middle point of the line AB, and P anj' other point,
prove that PA^-t- PB2 = 2(A02-|- P0-).
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36. Find the equation of the straight line through the point (x-^, y^) and
perpendicular to the straight line xj\ + yy-^ = a'^.

37. Find the co-ordinates of the orthocentre of the triangle formed bv
joining the points (0, 0), (8, (•), (4, 6).

38. Find the equation of the straight line through the intersection of

3x -4y = 7 and 2x + oy = 9, and parallel to x + y = 0.

39. Find the equation of the straight line through the intersection of

ax + hy + c=-(i and ax + h'y + c'= 0, and parallel to the axis of x.

40. Find the equation of the straight line through the intersection of

ax + by + c = and a'x + b'y + c' = 0, and parallel to the axis of y.



CHAPTER III.

PAIRS OF STRAIGHT LINES, Etc.

43. Let us consider the equation

f-bxii + %x' = (1)

It may be written (// - 'ix) {>/ - 2.r) = 0.

.". if (x, y) is any point on the graph or locus whose equation

is //2 - 5ot/ + 6a;2 = 0, these values of x and y must satisfy one of

the equations ^ _ 3^, ^ q ,, _ Oj: = q

In other words, the point {'x, y) must lie on one of the two
straight lines whose equations are //

- 3,7; = 0, y - 2,v = 0.

But each of these e(|uations represents a straight line through
the origin.

.'. equation (1) represents two straight lines passing through
the origin, and their slopes are 3 and 2 respectively.

44. Any homogeneous equation of the second degree in x and y
rep'esenis two straight lines through the origin.

ax- + 2hxy+ hy- = is such an equation.

•2h a
It may he written //- + -7- xy + j x- = (1)

Also if //
- 7nyC, y - m.,x are the factors of the left-hand member,

the equation may be written

(// - m^x) (//
- n^x) = ;

.'. if (.', //) is any point on the graph or locus whose equation is

ax" + 2hxy + hy- = 0,

these values of x and // must satisfy one of the equations

// - m^x = 0, y - m.yi- = 0,

and each of these equations represents a straight line through
the origin.

.'. the equation ax- + 2hxy + by- = represents two straight

lines through the origin.

B.A.G. D
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Corollary. We know, l)y Algebra, that if the expression

ax^ + '2hxy + h)/ has real factors,

U' <!; ah.

If A^ < ah, the factors are imaginary, and in such a case the

straight lines are said to be imaginary.

If h~ = ah, the expression ax- + 'Ihxij + />//-' is a perfect square,

and the two straight lines are coincident.

Example!. The equation y- - 10a'2/ + 9x-2=
may be written (y - 9.r ) (y - x) = 0.

.'. the locus is the two straight lines y = ^x, y = x.

Example ii. The equation y- - 4:xy + 4x^=
may be written {y - 2x)^= 0.

.•. in this ease the locus is (iro coincideiU straight lines.

Example iii. Consider the equation 4?/- + .S-rj/ + a;-= 0.

Treating it as a quadratic for y,

^ 8

_ g
^^

.'. the equation may be written

!/+ ^ x)(y + ~~^ .v)=0,

and the straiglit lines are imaginary.

45. IntcrprH the loriia represented hy the equation x)/ = 0.

Here we see that if .(; = or // = (independently of one
another), the given equation is satisfied.

.'. the locus is the two straight lines x = 0, // = 0, i.e. the axes

of co-ordinates.

Or, we might look upon this as a particular case of Art. 44.

46. interpret the loms repi-esented hi/ the equation x- + //- = 0.

A square is necessarily positive or zero, and here we have the

sum of two squares ecpial to zero.

.'. the only real solution of this C(|uation is

•'• = 01 . ,
,

^ \ snnultaneously.
// = j

'

.'. the equation represents tlic point (0, 0). the origin.
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N.B. The expression .?- + //- has imaginary factors x + j/J- 1

and x-yj -I, and therefore may be said to represent two

imaginary straight lines.

Thus we have two imac)mary straight lines passing through a

real point (0, 0).

47. To find the angle hetiveen the tico straight lines rejyresented by

the equation
,, ,,2 + o/wy/ + by^ = 0.

Dividing through by .'-, the given equation may be written

.(|)%2A(f).»^0.

Hence, if the equations of the two lines are

y = iii^x, y = m.yi;

nu and ;/?.-, are the roots of this quadratic for -.
1 - X

2h ,,,

m^?Wo = ^ (^)

Squaring (1), multiplying (2) by 4, and subtracting,

ih^ 4a ,M--"^'\

.'. the ande between the lines = tan"^ —J '^

2j¥^^b

= tan 1 = tan^ r— (3)
, a a+b ^

'

b

Corollary. If the straight lines represented by

axr + •2hxy + by- =

are at right angles, we see from (3) that a + b = 0, for tan -^ = ^

.

Hence, if the two straight lines represented by a homogeneous

equation of the second degree are at right angles, the co-

efficients of X- and y- are equal, but of opposite sign.
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When the actual A^alues of a, h, and h are given, the angle

between the lines ax- + 'Ihxy + hy- = is often best found by
factorisation.

Example. Find the aivjle hetween the, Mraifjht line^ 2y^ - xy - 3.r'^= 0.

The equation may be written (2y - 3a;) (y + x) = ;

3x-
.•. y = -k anfl y—-x are the straight lines.

.•. the angle reqd. = tan '
^ tan ' T ; I

1 +mm )

= tan-i5= 78° 41^' from 4-figure Tables.

* 48. To find the equation of the bisectors of the angles hetween the

straight lines ax~ + 2//.r// + by- = 0.

The given equation may be written y^ + ~,^xy + 'j x- = 0.

If these lines make angles 9-^, 6.-, with O.r, this equation is

identical with (// - tan Oyr){y - tan 0.^-) = 0.

•^Ji a
:. tan 0. + tan 6.,= - ^ ... (1) and tan 6^, tan 6.,= , ... (2).

The two bisectors are at right angles ; .'. if one makes an

angle 6 with O.c, as in the figure, the other makes an angle

+ 6 with O.i
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.'. the equation of the bisectors may be written

y - X tan ^] y - X tan
( ^y + ^ =

or {1/ - X tan 6) {y + x cot 6) = 0,

i.e. i/'' + (cot6 -tan6)xy-X" = 0,

f + 2cot2exy~x- = (3

)

Now from the figure we see that 6 - 0^ = 6.^- 6
;

:. 20 = 0^ + 6.,,

. -./I //I n X 1 - tan 9, tan ^.,

cot2^ = cot(^, + ^,) = -^^^^^:^^^-

= —2^ from (I) and (2)

~T
a-b

.'. from (3) //- + —,— x>/ - x^ =

X^ — //'' Xl/
or

"

T" = 7" ^^ the reqd. equation.

Examples III. a.

What do the following equations represent ?

1. {x-a)(x-b)=0. 2. (.r-a)2+(y-i)-^0.

3. (y-mx-c){y -m'x-c') = 0. 4. (y-»ia;-c)2 + (y-m'a; -c')-— 0.

5. a;--j/2-o. 6. y^-xy= 0.

7. (x + 2/)2-a2= 0. 8. y2_a;y_6a;2^0.

9. (x + y-a)^ + (x-y-a)"= 0. 10. a;y-c(x + y) + c2= 0.

Find the angles between the following pairs of straight lines :

11. 2x2 -7a;y + 32/2=0. 12. 6x'^+ 5xy-6y'^=0.

13. Interpret the equation a.r- + by^ = 0, ( 1 ) when a and b have the same
sign, (2) when the}' are of opposite sign.

14. Find the tangent of the angle between the straight lines represented
by the eqiiation 2y'^ + 4:xy - Sx"= 0.

15. Find the aciite angle between tlie straight lines represented by
j/2 - xy - 6.r-= 0, and verify your result on squared paper.
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16. Find the angle between the two straight lines represented by
ax'^ + bxy + cy-— 0, and show that the one will make the same angle with
the axis of x that the other does with the axis oi y ii a = c.

17. Show that the straight lines represented by lly-+ 16a;y-a;-= are

inclined at an angle of 30' to the line x + 2y — \.

18. Find the condition that the lines represented by

a^x^ + hey"= a(b + c)xy
may be at right angles.

49. To find the condition that an equation of the second degree may
represent two straight lines.

The most general equation of the second degree is

ax- + -Ikxij + bf + 2gx + 2fy + c = (1

)

(i) AVhen a is not zero.

Treating the equation as a quadratic for x, and solving,

a.t- + 2x {hy + g)-\- by- + 2fy + c =

^^^^^
^^ - 2 {hy + g)± 2j(hy + gT--a (/>/ + 2fy + c)

2a

Now if equation (1) represents two straight lines, its left-hand

side must break up into real factors of the first degree, or linear

factors ; therefore the quantity under the radical sign in (2) must
be a perfect square.

This expression ma\' lie written

{h- - ah)y- -\- 2 (hg - af)y + g^ - ac

;

.-. \(hg- aff = \ (h- - ab) {g- - ac) (i-' = 4ac)

if equation (1) represents two straight lines.

This therefore is the required condition.

It may he written abc - af- - hg- - ch- + 2fgh = 0.

The expression abc - ap - bg- - ch- + 2fgli is called the Dis-

criminant.

(ii) If a is zero, but b not zero, we shall obtain the required

condition by treating the left-hand member of ( 1 ) as a quadratic

for y.

The condition will be found to be

2fgh-bg--ch- = 0,

which is the same as (3) when a = 0.
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(iii) When both a and h are zero, the equation is

'21ixy + 2gx +2fi/ + c =

or
^^j+i^+iy+iir^-

If the left-hand member has linear factors, they must be of the

^^'"^
X + a,y + f3;

.'. the equation is identical with

or Xl/ + l3x + ai/ + aP = ;

.'. comparing coefficients,

f
= /3, {=., ^ = a/3;

the required condition.

Here again we observe that the condition is the same as (3)

when a = and ^ = 0.

Thus, whatever values a, h, and // may have, the condition

that a,'- + 2hxi/ + &//- + 2gx + 2fi/ + c = may represent two straight

^"^^^ i*^
ahc - ap - If- cli^ + 2/r/A = 0.

50. // mi^ + 2/ix// + 5//- + 2f/.c + 2y /,/ + 1; = ( 1

)

represents two straight lines, theij are parallel to the straight lines

represented h!/
eu:^ + 2hxp + hf = (2)

By hypothesis, the left-hand member of (1) can be resolved

into two linear factors. Let this left-hand member be equal to

(?^;:i; + m-^y + n-^) {If. + m.^j + n.^.

Multiplying this out, we see that {If -irm^ii){lf + m^y), the

terms of the second degree, must be identical with

ax^ + 2hxy + by'^.

.'. equation (2) is identical with (/j.jj -f m^//) (^gV + Wg//) = 0, and
thei^efore represents the lines If + m-^y = and /.,;>; -f m^y = 0, Avhich

are respectively parallel to If + m^y -l- n^ = and If -V m.^y + n^ = 0.
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Corollary. //' Uie /'(puUiou uj-r + -Ikxij + hy- + -Ir/.r + -Ify + c =
represents tiro perpendicular straight lines, a + b = 0, i/r the coefficients

of 3-? and jp are rijiKil hut of opposite sign.

The lines are parallel to the lines represented by

ao:~ + 2hxy + by^ = ;

.-. a + h = 0. (Art. 47.)

51. If two equations are combined in any way, without
transgressing the laws of algebra, the resulting equation re-

presents a locus which passes through the common points of

the loci represented by the first two equations.

Take the equations

ax- + 2hxy + by- = c, ( 1

)

Ix + my =n (2)

Consider the efiuation

n{axr + ihxy + by-) = c{lx + my) (3)

We have multiplied the members of (1) by the equal quantities

n and Ix 4- my.

Also whenever Ix + my — v, (3) becomes a.r" + 'Ikcy + by- = c,

i.e. any values of x and y which satisfy (1) and (2) also satisfy (3).

In other words any point which lies on (1) and (2) lies also on

(3), which proves the proposition in this case.

The proposition may be proved in the same way with any
other equations.

52. To find, the equation of the straight lines joining the origin to

the p)oints of intersection of

ax" + 2hxy + h,f- + 2gx + 2fy + c = (1)

((nd Ix + my + n = (2)

The required eiiuation will lie homogeneous and of the second

degree.

In equation (I),

multiply the terms of the second degree bj' ( - n)-,

first „ -{lx + my)n,

„ constant term by (Ix + my)'-.

[N.B. These three expressions are equal for lx + my= - ».]

The result is

n-(ax' + 2kr.y + by)- - 2n{lx + my){gx + fy) + ({Ix + my)- = 0. .. (3)
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Now any values of .'• and // which satisfy equations (1) and (2)

satisfy (3) also, for it is formed by combining equations (1)

and (2)

;

.'. the locus represented by (3) passes through the common
points of (1) and (2).

Also equation (3) is homogeneous and of the second degree,

and therefore represents two straight lines through the origin

;

.'. it represents the lines required.

Fig. 36.

If PRQ is the curve represented by (1), PQ the straight line

]-epresented by (2), (3) is the equation of the straight lines

OP, OQ.

53. A homogeneous equation of the rt'* degree represents n straight

lines, which all pass through the migin.

When the coefficient of y", the highest power of y in the

equation, is reduced to unity, the equation may be written

y" + a{i/"~'^x + flo^""^''" + . . . + a,^x" = 0.

Dividing through by ,/", this becomes

W, „M""' + „/?ly+Hi; ^H^)
^^"'^' ("

Treating this as an equation for 4 it has n roots, for it is of

the n}-^ degree.
'''

Let m^, riir,, m^, .. ot„ be the roots.
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Then the equation (1) must be identical with

!-'".)(l-'"0(f-"4-(i-'»")-« <^'

Hence if (x, y) is anij point on any one of the straight lines,

y - niyV^O, y -m.^x = 0, ... y ~m,/ = Q, those values of x and y
satisfy equation (1), for one of the factors of (2) will be zero;

.'. the given equation represents the n straight lines //
- m.^x = 0,

y - m^x = 0, ...y - ni,p; = 0, all of which pass through the origin.

Corollary. If some of the roots of equation (1) are imagi-

nary, a corresponding number of the straight lines will be

imaginary.

Example. //' I2x- -•29.vy+loy" + 2x -'Jy + \ = represents two straight

lines, Jind the value of\.

The terms of the second degree factorise into (4x - 3y){3x - 5y) ;

.'. if the equation represents two straight lines, the left-hand member
must have factors of the form (4i' - 3// + w) {3x -5y + n)

;

.". the expression I'ia:- - 29xy + l.5y'- + 2.v -7y + \

is identical with

12.r- - 29a;// + I5y~ + x(Sm + 47i) -y{om + 3h) + mn ;

.-. 3m + 4K = 2, (1)

5m + 37i=7, (2)

and nm = \ (3)

Solving (1) and (2), m — 2, v(= - 1 ;

.-. X= -2, from (3).

Examples III. b.

1. Solve the equation 2.f'- ^ 2//- + -j.fy + 1 =3x + 3y for//. Draw the locus

represented by the equation.

2. Solve the equation x- - 3xy + 2y- + 4.r - oy + 3 = for .r. and draw the

locus represented by the equation.

3. Solve the equation 6y-- 17.r// + 7.v- = foi- y, and dra^^• the locus

represented by the equation.

In each of the following cases find a value of X for which the ecjuation

will represent two straight lines :

4. y^ - 3xy + 2y- + x + 2y + \= 0. 5. X.<7/ + 1 Oa- + G i/ + 4 = .

6. X?/2 - 7xy + 4.7-2 -lla; + 8y- 3 = 0. 7 x.i-s- y2-4.r + 8y- 15=0.

8. 3.r- + X.t//-4y2-3a;+lly-6 = 0.

9. Find the angle between the straight lines in Example 4 above.

10> >» >> >» )> 5 ,,
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11. Prove that the equation 35a;- - QAxy - 3oy^ + 2x+ \2y -1 = represents

two straight lines at right angles, and find their equations.

12. Find the single equation whicli represents the two straight lines

which pass through the point (3, 0) and make angles of 45° ^^ith the axis

of X.

13. Show that .r2 + 2.ry + y-= 8a.r-8n?/ + 9a- represents two parallel

straight lines, and determine the perpendicular distance between them.

14. Find the condition that ax--rh'y^ + x + y= may represent two
straight lines.

15. Find the condition that the straight lines px^-qxy + )-y-= should
be (1) coincident, (2) pei-pendicular, (3) imaginary.

16. Given that ax- + 2hxy + hy'^+ Igx+ 2fy + c= represents two straight

lines, find the angle between them.

17. Prove that if as;- + 2/ia;y + ?/i/- + 2f/a; + 2/y + c= represents two
straight lines, these lines are parallel if l%'= ah.

18. Prove that jy- - <^iXy + \x" - 6a; + 3y= represents two parallel straight
lines, and draw them.

19. If X is any positive quantit}\ prove that the equation

Xa;2-y2 + 8y-i6=0
represents two straight lines which intersect at the point (0, 4).

20. In the previous example, what will the locus be if X is a negative
quantity ?

21. Find the angle between the straight lines represented by

xy-3a; + 2y-6 = 0.

22. If the equation 2Aa:y + 25ra; + 2/y + c= represents two straight lines,

prove that 2fg= ch, and that these lines and the axes form a rectangle

whose diagonals are -^- -= and -w+ - + ^= 0.

f g f g h

23. Prove that the locus (y-2a;)2+ X(y + 5a;-7) = 0passes through a fixed
point for all values of X, and find the co-ordinates of that point.

24. Find the equation of the two straight lines joining tlie origin to the
points of intersection of x"^ - 2xy + 3y- + 3a; - 4y= and 3a- + 4y= I

.

25. Prove that the straight lines joining the origin to the points of

intersection of x^-xy + y' + 3{x + y)-2= and x-y-\^= are at right
angles.

26. Prove that, if the straight lines joining the origin to the points of
intersection of 3x'^ -xy + 3y^ + 2x-3y + 4:= and 2a; + 3y= X are at right
angles, 6\^ - 5X + 52= 0.

27. Prove that the equation y"^ - 2xy sec a + x!^= represents two straight
lines inclined at an angle o.
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OBLIQUE AXES. POLAR CO-ORDINATES.

54. When the axes xOx, //O// are not at right angles, they
are said to 1)6 oblique.

In this case the ordinate P N must be drawn parallel to Oy.
Thus ill the figure (ON, NP) are

the co-ordinates of the point P.

The same rule of signs is used
as with rectangular axes.

The angle between the axes O.'"

and O// is usually denoted by a>.

55. To find the distance of the

point (.>-j, ;/j) from the origin, when w
is the angle between the axes.

Let P be the point (x^, i/^), and
draw the ordinate PN.

_0NP = --_PN.-=7r-a>;
.'. OP- = ON- + PN- - -2

. ON . PN cos(7r - w) (a- = b- + c- - 2bc cos A)

= Xj- + y^"- + 2x,y, cos w.

56. To find the didance between

the points {:i\, y^, {x^, ij.-,) when w is

the angle between the axes.

Let P and Q be the points.

Draw the ordinates QM, PN, and
also draw QR parallel to O.'' to

meet PN at R.

From the A PQR,

PQ- = QR--I-PR- - 2QR. PRcosQRP

(a2 = j2 + ^2_2/,ccosA)

- 2(.Ti - x.^(y^ - ij.,) cos (- - (o)

'«''2)(yi-y-2)cOS(D.
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57. When w is the angle between the axes, the co-ord'mntes of the

middle point of the line joining the points (x^, y-^), (x^, «/.,) are

Xi_+ X., y-j + Yo

2 ' "2 '

The proof of Art. 5 holds, for the A'QRE, RPF are still similar.

58. To find the co-ordinates of the point dividing in a given ratio the

line joining ttco given jmnts, when the axes are ohliqve.

The proof and formulae of Art. G hold, for A'QRE, RPF are

still .similar.

THE STRAIGHT LINE.

59. It will be assumed
throughout that w is the

angle between the axes when
the axes are oblique.

As in Art. 1 3, the equation

of a straight line parallel to

O//, and making an intercept

a. on the axis of .', is .' = a.

In the .same way the equa-

tion of a straight line parallel

to O.'', and making an inter-

cept /' on the axis of y, is

OBLIQUE AXES.

Fig. 39.

60. To find the eqnation of a straight line through the origin and
making an angle a with the

axis of X.

If P (x, if) is any point

on the str. line, and PN its

ordinate, draivn parallel to

O//, from the figure,

y PN sin a

a;"on

V-

sni (o)

sin a

a)'

Flo. 40.

This may be written y = mx, where ni =

sin (to - a)

is the required equation,

sin a

sin (w - a)
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N. B. In all cases of oblique axes it will be found that ' m ' is

no longer the tangent of the angle which the line makes with Ox.

61. The equation of a straight line pamng through the origin and

through the point {.i\, y^ is ^ = —

.

The method of proof in Art. 17 holds for this, for A' PNO, QMO
are still similar.

62. To find the equation of a straight line making an intercept c

on the axis of y and an angle a with the axis of .r.

Let P{x, y) be any point on the str. line PB which cuts Oy at B.

Fig. 41.

Draw PMN parallel to Oy, and BM parallel to Qoc

PM sin a
From the figure,

I.e.

BM sin(a>-a)'

y-c _ sin a

.'• sin(w-a)

fell! U .
,

. . y = -^. ;.'• + '• IS the recid. equation.
sin(w-a)

rr-i •
, 1

sin <l

ihis niav be written y = m:r + c, where m= . , r.

Sin(o)-a)

63. To find the itngle which the straight line y = in,r + c makes irifh

the axis of x.

Bv the preceding; Aiticlo. m = ^-^, : ;

sni((u-a)

.'. mnltiplyiui;' up and expandini;',

/// sin oj cos « - m cos (» sin n — sin a.
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Dividing by cos a, and transposing,

tan a ( 1 + m cos w) = m sin w

;

tan"
1 + m cos oj

64. The equation of a

draight line making inter-

cepts a and b on the axes

of X ami y respectively is

a b

The method of proof

in Art. 19 holds for this,

for the A' PNA, BOA are

still similar.

Fig. 42.

65. // the perpendicular (p) from the origin upon a straight line

makes angles a, /S urith the axes of x and y res'pectively, the equation of

yi the line is

X cos a + y COS /8 = p.

With the same construc-

tion as for rect. axes in

Art. 20,

^=OQ = OR + RQ
(XaJ^/

= OR + PM —-

= ON cos a + PN cos /3

= X cos a + y cos /3,

which proves the propo.si-

tion.

66. Ifa straight linepasses

through the p)oint {x-^^, y^) and
makes an angle a with the axis of x, its equation is y -y^ = rn(x-x-^),

, sin a
where

Fig. 43.

sin(w- a)

Either of the methods of Arts. 26, 27 may be used.

In the first method, we shall have '^—- =— = -.—> T = m.
X - x-^ QK .sni(w-a)
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67. The equation of a straight line passing through the two points

y-1 - Vi ^-2 - ^1

Either of the methods of Arts. 28, 29 may be used to prove
this.

68. To find the co-ordinates of the 2)oint of intersection of two given

straight liiie:^.

The method of Art. 2.3 holds good for oblique axes.

69. To find the angle between the straight lines

y = nix + c, y = rn'x + c.

As ill Art 31, if the lines make angles a, a Avith Or,

tan a - tan a
tan 4> = tan (a - a)

1 + tan a tan a'

Now m= .^^^^. (Art. 62.)
sni (w - a) '

'

.'. as in Art. 63, multiplying up and expanding,

in, sin w cos a - m cos w sin a = sin u.

I)ividing ])y cos a and transposing,

tan a{l + /// cos w) = ;// sin w

m sin w
and tan a =

In the same way, tan a =

1 +m cos o)'

m' sin 0)

1 + in cos (D
'

m sin w
1 4- fii ort<i i,\

.'. tan </) =

m sm w rn sui w

I + rn cos (.) 1 + m' cos w

/ \ 1 + /// cos cu/

,, wluMi simplified.

1 + m cos Wy

(m - m.') sin tu

1 + (m + ?;i') cos w + /yjw

Corollary 1. Tlu' lines aiv iwrnllol if ni-)n' =

Corollary 2. The lines are at right angles if

1 + (m f m') cos 01 + mm' = 0.
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70. // (x^, III)
ii< (i given point on a straight line, (x, y) any point

on the line, a and /3 the angles the line makes with the axes of z and y
respectively, and r the distance hetiveen the points (x, y), (x^, y^), the

eqimtion of the straight line may he written

x-Xi^y-y^^^
I m '

7 , sin (3 sin(cL)-a) , sin a
ivhere t = -^

—

— =—

;

-, and m = ^ •

sm w sm w sin w

Let P be the point (x, //), Q the point {x-^, y^), so that PQ = ?-.

Draw the ordinates QM, FN, and draw QK parallel to O.r to

meet PN at K.

Fig. 44.

IntheAPKQ, -2^ = -2i = _^,
snip sm a sin w

t.e.

or

y - Pi ^ r

sin a sin msin/8

l m r, the reqd. equations.

71. // A is any constant ax + hy + c + X{ax + h'y + c) = represents

a straight line passing through the intersection of the straight lines

ax + hy + c = and a'x + h'y + r' = 0.

The proof of Art. .34 holds good for oblique axes.

B.A.G. E
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72. If in any equation we write x + h fw x and y + k for y, the

resulting equation is the equation of the mme locus referred to parallel

axes through the jjoint (h, k).

The proof of Art. 36 holds good.

73. As the point {x^, y-^) moves from one side of the straight line

kc + By + C = to the other, the expression kc^ + B?/i + C changes its

sign.

The proof of Art. .37 holds good.

74. 'To find the length of the perpendicular drawn from the point

(.Tp y.^) to the straight line tKx + By + C = 0, v)hen w is the angle between

the axes.

Let the straight line cut the axes at E and F, and draw ON
perpendicular to EF. First let us find the length of ON.

|0N .EF= AOEF = |OE .OFsino. :

. oN = °^-i°f^'^ (1)

At E, ?/ = ;

.'. Ar + C = 0;

At F, .r = 0;

.-. Bv + C = 0;

Fio. 45.

EF- = OE- + OF- - 20E . OF cos w (a- = ft- + c- - -Ihc cos A)

Va- B-' AB

C /—

;

,

.". EF = -^ v/A- + B- - -JAB cos w.
AB

. t /IN ^.. Osinw .

.. from(l) 0N= ,-^ - - (2)
v/A- + B- - 2AB cos 10

To find the length of the perpendicular from {x^, y^), first

transfer the origin to the ])oint (.r,, //,).
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The equation of the line is now

A{x + x^) + B{i/ + i/^) + C =
or A./- + B// + A.r-^ + B//^ + C = (3)

Also from (2), the length of the perpendicular from the new
1 • T (A'-, + By-, + C) sin w j, , ^ ^- i

origin upon this line = -^^' '^ =, tor Ax, + Bi/, + C is the
* ^ v^A^ + B2 - 2AB cos 0) ^ ^

constant term in equation (3).

But the new origin is the point (:i\, i/-^) referred to the old axes.

.'. the length of the perpendicular from the point (.'p y^) upon
the straight line Ac + B^ + C = is equal to

(Av-i + B?/j + C) sin w

Va^ + B2 - 2AB cos 0)'

Examples IV. a.

[w is the ang/S hefiveen the axes- of co-ordinates unless otherwise stated in

the question.]

Find, without using the formula for the length of a line, the distances
between the following pairs of points, when the axes are inclined at an
angle of 60°

:

1. (0,0), (6,9). 2. (3,5), (7,1). 3. (-2,3), (2, -1).

From a diagram find the co-ordinates of the middle point of the line

joining

:

4. (0,0), (4, 6). 5. (-2, 4), (2, 6). 6. (1, 5), (.3, 3).

The angle between the axes being 60°, find the angles which the following
straight lines make witli the axis of .»•

:

7. y= 2x-4. 8. j^=(v3+l).r.

9. y=x + 6. 10. y-3x+5= 0.

Without assuming a formula, find the equation of the straight line :

11. Through the origin and the point (4, 6).

12. „ „ „ „ (-4,5).

13. Making intercepts 4, 4 on the axes.

14. „ „ 4, -3

15. Through the points (1, 1), (4, 4).

16. „ „ (3, 5), (6, 8).

17. Tluougli the point (.Cj, yj) and perpendicular to the axis of x.

18. „ „ „ „ ., y.

19. Prove that the area of the triangle formed by joining the points

(Xi, yj), (.r.,, y.,), {x^, y^) is equal to

-ly- L-fiC.va - y?) + xiiy-2 - y\) + •^3(^/1 - y-^l
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20. Prove that the straight lines x-y=0, x + y= bisect the angles

between the axes.

21. Find the condition that the straight lines y =mx + c, y= m'x+ c' may
make equal angles with the axis of x on opposite sides of it.

22. The condition that lx + my + n= and I'x + m'y + w' = may be equally

inclined to the axis of x in opposite directions is -j + -p- — 2 cos w.

23. Find the value of a if the lines y+ 3a;=4, 2y-ax= 5 are at right

angles when the angle between the axes is 60°.

24. Prove that the lines 2y-x~5 and y(2cosu+l) + x(2+ cosui) = l:

are at right angles.

25. Prove that the straight lines y = 3x + 4, 7y + 5a: + 4=0 are at right

angles when 60° is the angle between the axes.

26. Find the equation of the straight line through the origin and at

right angles to y + 2x= 5, when 60° is the angle between the axes.

27. Find the equation of the straight line through the point (2, - 3) and
perpendicular to 3x-?y = 4, when 120" is the angle between the axes.

28. Find the angle between the axes if the straight lines 3x + 4y = 5,

4a; - 3?/ = 4 are perpendicular.

POLAR CO-ORDINATES.

75. If O.'- is a straight line in a given plane, drawn from a

fixed given point O, the position of a point P in that plane is

known if the angle PO.t; (6) and the distance OP (/) are known.

P^
S

(r, 6) are called the polar co-ordinates of P.

/• is called the vectorial co-ordinate, 6 the angular co ordinate.

O is called the pole or origin, and O' the initial line.

The angle 6 is measured thus :

Let OA revolve about O, in an anti-clockwise direction, from

the position coinciding with Or until it coincides with OP; <^ is

the angle it turns throuijh.
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The point ( - r, d) is the point Q, where OQ is measured in

the opposite direction to OP, and equal to it in magnitude.

Thus we see that the points (
- r, 6), {r, d + w) are coincident.

In the same way, the points (r, 6), (r, 6 + 2ir) are coincident.

Also if R is the point (r, - 6), S is the point ( - r, - 6*), OS
being drawn in an opposite direction to OR and equal to it in

magnitude.

76. If {x, y) are the co-ordinates of a point referred to rectangular

axes Ox, Oi/, and {r, 6) are the polar co-wdinaies of the same point

when O is the pole and Ox
the initial line

X = r cos 6. y = r sin ^.

Let P be the point {x, y).

Draw the ordinate PN.

0P = ?-, ^P0.7=^;

.". .v; = ON = OP cos PON
= r cos B

and ?/ = PN = OP sin PON
= r sin 6. Fig. 47.

77. To find the distance between the points (r^, 6^), (r^, 6^).

Let P, Q be the points. Join OP, OQ.

Fig. 4S.

PQ2 = 0P2 + OQ- - 20P . OQ cos POQ {a^ = b^ + c^- 2hr cos A)

= rj2 + ^2^ - -Ir-^r^ cos (9^ - 9.^)

;

:, PQ = Jr-^^ + r^^ - 29Y^ cos {9^ - 9,).
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78. To find the area of the triangle formed hy joinivrj three points

whose 2)olar co-ordinates are given.

r^.-oj

'3' ^3)

Let P, Q, R be the points

whose polar co-ordinates

are 0\,0^), (r^, d.^), {i\

respectively.

Join OP, OQ, OR.

Fig. 4t>.

A PQR = A OPQ + A OQR - A OPR

= ^OP . OQ sin POQ + iOQ . OR sin QOR - iOP . OR sin POR

= 2'"/2 sin (^1 - ^2) + ¥2''^ sin (^2 - ^3) - h'^Vz si" (^1 " ^3)

= I [7V2 sin (^1 - ^2) + 'Vs sin {6, - 6^) + r^r^ sin (^3 - 0^)].

79. I'o find the equation of a straight line in polar co-mdinates.

Let P(r, B) be any point

on the straight line PN.

Draw ON perpendicular

to the line from the origin

O, and let ON =]), and make
an £.a w'ith Ox, the initial

line.

From the a OPN,

ON = OP cos PON,

i.e. p = rcos(^-a),

the equation required.

Fio. 50.

80. By transforming the polar to rectiingular co-ordinates, we
shall see that p = r cos {6 - a) must represent a straight line.

The equation may be written

]) = r cos 6 cos u 4- /• sin 6 sin a.
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which becomes in rectangular co-ordinates (Art. 76)

p = x cos a + fjsin a,

an equation of the first degree in x and y.

81. To find the polar equation of the straight line passing through

the two given points

(r„ B,), (r„ 6.^.

Let Q, R be the given points,

P (r, 9) any point on the line.

Join OP, OQ, OR.

A POQ + A QOR = A POR
;

.-. ^rr,sm{d-d^)

+ ^r^r.2sini6^- 6.^)

= ^rr^^sm{d-e.S .

This may be written in the q
more symmetrical form

vT^sin {6 - 6-^) -f r^r^sin {6-^ - 9.^) + r^r sin (^.3 - ^) == 0,

82. The equations p = rcos{d ~ a), p =^ra)si 9 + -- a\ represent

two perpendicular straight lines. \ -> /

{First method of proof.)

The equations may be written p = r cos 9 cos a + r sin 9 sin a

and p = r sin (a - ^) or ^' = r cos ^ sin a - r sin 9 cos a.

Putting these into rectangular co-ordinates, they become re-

spectively, ^ = xcosa-i-?/sina,

p' = zsma- y cos a,

two perpendicular straight lines, (aa' + hh' = 0)

(Second method of proof.)

Li the case of ^ = rcos(^- a), the perpendicular j; makes an
angle a with the initial line.

The second equation may be written ]/ --= r cos H)}
line.

TV

the perpendicular j^/ makes an angle a- ~ with the initial
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The difference of the angles a and a -
_^ is a right angle

;

.*. the perpendiculars p, p are at right angles ;

.'. the lines are at right angles.

Fio. 52.

Note. If, in the polar equation of a straight line, we write 6 + for 0,

we have the equation of a perpendicular straight line. By giving the

proper value to the constant term, we can obtain the equation of any
perpendicular straight Line.

Examples IV. b.

Using a half inch unit of length, plot in one diagram the points whose
polar co-ordinates are :

1. (..-1). 2, (-:q). 3. (-...-i).

4. (3,0). 5. (-5, tt). 6. (5, -ly
Express the following equations in polar co-ordinates :

7. a; cos a + y sin a =^. 8. x^-fy'*= a-.

9. x^-y'^=a^. 10. 2/- = 4a.r. 11. .v*-y*=^a*.

Express the following equations in rectangular co-ordinates :

(Interpret the equation in tlie first two cases.)

12. /eos^ = a. 13. rcos{e + a)=p.

Q
14. Acos^ + Bsin(? + -=0. 15. r=acos^.

r

16. >-- = acos'2^. 17. >- = acos(^-a).
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18. Find the polar equation of a straight line at right angles to the
initial line and at a distance a from the origin.

19. Find the polar equation of a straight line parallel to the initial line

and at a distance a from the origin.

20. What is the equation of a straight line through the origin and
making an angle a with the initial line ?

21. A regular hexagon has its centre at the origin and one side at right
angles to the initial line. If each side = a, find the equations of its sides.

22. Find the co-ordinates of the point of intersection of the two straight
lines r cos (^-45°) = 2, rcos(^ - 135°) = 2.

Draw the straight lines represented by the following equations :

23. «=J 24. ^ = 0. 25. 1= sin (#-30°).

26. rs.\ne= a. 27. p = rsm(e + a). 28. p = r s,\n{e -a).

29. What is the equation of a straight line pei-pendicular to

p = rsm{6 + a)

and at the same perpendicular distance from the origin ?

30. What is the equation of the straight line through the pole and at
right angles to^ = rcos(#-a)?

31. Through the point whose polar co-ordinates are (r, d), two straight
lines are drawn to make equal angles, <p, with the radius vector : prove
that their equations are a'sin(<^±#)T?/cos(0it#) = >'sin(^, the upper .signs

being taken together and the lower signs together.



CHAPTER V.

THE CIRCLE. (RECTANGULAR AXES.)

83. To find the equation of the circle whose radius is a and whose

centre is at the origin.

Let P be any point on the circle and (.i', y) its co-ordinates.

J'

Fig. 53.

Draw the ordinate PN.

ON- + PN- = OP-.

0N=.!-, PN=//, 0P = (?:

.". x- + y'^ = a- is the required equation.

But

84. Tofind the eqiuition of the circle whose centre is at the point (a, fS)

and irhose radius is a.

Let C be the centre, and take P any jioint on the curve, (.*•, i/)

beiuij its ordinates.
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Draw the ordinates CK, PM, and draw CN parallel to 0.»; to

meet PM at N.

CU^k.33.

In the right-angled ACNP,

CN- + PN- = CP2.

But CN = KM=.*;-a,

PN = PM-CK = //-/:J and CP = a;

.'. (x - a)- + (y - /?)- = a""^ is the requii-ed equation.

85. The equation {x - a)^ + {i/ - fS)'^ = a-

may he written in the form

;C2 +f _ 2aX - 2f3lJ + a2 + f3-^
- ftS = Q.

Hence we see that the equation of an// circle may be written in

the form
x^ + y- + 2gx + 2fy + c = 0.

This is called the general equation of a circle.

Note carefully its characteristics, remembering that the axes
are rectangular. The coefficients of x- and y- are equal, and
there is no term involving the product xy.

If c = 0, the curve will pass through the origin, for its equation
is satisfied by the values 0, of x and y.
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Example L Fiiid the centre and radius of the circle x^ + y^ + '2x - 2y -2=0,
and draio the curre.

The equation may be written (x+l)- + {y - 1)^= 4.

.•. the centre is at the point (
- 1, 1) and the radius = 2.

l{x-af + (y-^} = a^
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Find the co-ordinates of the centre and the radius of each of the follow-

ing circles. Draw the circle in each case :

a;- + 3/2 + 62/ = 0.

2(x- + y'^)-3x-^4y= 0.

4.r2 + 4y- -I2x + 24y + 29 = 0.

3. x^+ y^-2ax + 2ay^2a^. 4.

5. x- + y^-4:x=0. 6.

7. x"- + y^+ 2gx + 2fy=c^-f^-g-'. 8.

9. x^ + y^-5x + ly= 0. 10.

Find the equation of the circle :

11. Whose centre is at the point (a, - a) and radius a.

12. „ „ „ {a, b) „ x/^+62.

13. Which touches each axis at a distance 3 from the origin.

14. Which passes through the origin and makes positive intercepts each
equal to a on the axes.

15. Which passes through the origin and the points (a, 0), (0, />).

16. Which touches both axes and passes through the point (1, 2). [Two
cases. ]

17. Which touches the axis of x and has its centre at the point (0, - 4).

18. Which is described on the line joining (0, 0) and {x^, y-^) as diameter.

86. Def. If the two points in which a secant cuts the circum-

ference of a circle move up to one another, the ultimate position

of the secant, when these points coincide, is the tangent to the

circle at the point of coincidence.

If {x, y) is any point on a curve and (x + A?;, y + A//) another point

071 it near (x, y), the slope (m-

gradient) of the tangent at the

point (,/•, y) is equal to the limiting

value of —^ when the points more

up to one another and coincide.

Let PQ be any curve, {x, y)
the co-ordinates of P, (a- + /!',

y + ^y) the co-ordinates of Q,
a point near to P.

Drawing

QR perpendicular to Ox
and

PR perpendicular to 0,?/,

we see from the diagram that

chord PQ.

Fig. 56.

Ay

Xx

QR
PR

tan (fi, the slope of the
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Now let the points move up to one another ancl ultimately

coincide.

As they approach one another, the slope of the chord is always
A//

equal to -^ ; therefore when they coincide the chord becomes a
^''

. ... .'

Aw
tangent, and its slope is the limiting value of --^.

In using the above notation the student must remember that
A.^• is a small increment of x, and must therefore be regarded as a
single quantity ; the A cannot be separated from the x.

Differential Calculus. If y =/(') is the equation of a curve,

the slope of the tangent at the point (.', //) is y-

In finding the equations of tangents to curves the following

will often be made use of.

If A,/; and A?/ are small quantities, (A./)-, (A_y)- and the product
Ax . Ay are very suiall, and may generally be neglected in com-
parison with ,/: and y.

Thus if ,';=1 and A.c =,-——= ---5, A,/ "-=7-.., and is very small
, .., 1000 lO-^ 10" -^

compared with x.

Similarly, if A,7' = —-^, Ay = rrK7, Ax. Ay = —r^^, and mav 2;enerallv
-^ 103' .^ 10^ ^ lO'' - '^

be neglected.

The student will doubtless have made use of the above in

doing 'approximate' questions in Algebra and Arithmetic.

87. To find the eqtiafion of the tangent to the circle x- + y- = a- at

the jjoint (.Cj,
;//,).

Take a point (.rj + A./^ //j+A//,) on the curve and near to the

point (.rj, y^).

The point (,/^, y^) is on the circle ; .'. x^^ + y^- = a-.

„ (r/-j + A.>j, y^ + A-//j) is on the circle ;

.-. (rj + Ax^Y + ( //, + Ay^y^ = a\

.'. by subtraction,

2./-, A.', + (A,r, f + '2y,Ay^ + (A//, f = 0.

.'. in the limit, when the points approach one another,

2./'jA.rj + i/ZiAi/, = 0, neglecting {Ax^)'- and {Ay^-.
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.'. -—^ = - ^ in the limit,

X
i.e. - — is the slope of the tangent at (x-^ , ?/j).

Also, the tangent passes through the point (ic^, y^)

;

X
:. its equation is y-y^= --f (x - x^) [y-y^ = m (x - x^)]

or yy^ + o:x^ = x^^ + y-^^,

xxj + yyj = a^.

Second Method by means of the Differential Calculus.

Differentiating -with respect to x,

T -, dti ^ . dy X
'2x + 2//— = —^ =

' dx ' '
' dx y

X
.'. —^ is the slope of the tangent at the point {x^, y^

;

•'• !/~Pi= -—(''-
''i)

i''^ the equation of the tangent,
//i

i.e. yy^ + xx-^ = X-^ + y-^

or xx^ + yy^ = a^, as before.

88. Normal. Def. A straight line drawn at right angles to a
tangent to a curve and passing through its point of contact is

said to be a normal to the curve.

To find the equation of the noniial to the circle xr + y- = a^ at the

point (x^, y-^).

X
The slope of the tangent xx^ + yy^ = cfi is - —

;

Vx

V
„ „ normal is -7. (?nw'=-l)

Also, the normal passes through the point (x-^, y^

;

.'. its equation is ?/-?/,= --^{x - x-, ) or — =—

.

• -^1 ,r/ ^'
y^ .r^

Note. This is the equation of the radius drawn through the point
(Xj, 2/j), and we have therefore verified the well-knowni geometrical fact
that a tangent to a circle is at right angles to the radius drawn through its

point of contact.
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89. Points of Intersection of Circles and Straight Lines.

Find the points of intersection of the circle

x^ + f=25, (1)

and the straight line x + y^7 (2)

We might plot the graphs of cc^ + '>/- = 2d and x + y=7, as

shown in the figure, and read off the co-ordinates of their

h' '

'
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The question might therefore be worded thus :

Find what values of x and y satisfy both the equations

x~ + //- = 25 and x + y = 7 :

in other words, solve the equations.

We therefore have to solve the equations in any way we please.

Squaring (2) and subtracting from (1), - '2xij= - 24
;

.-. from (1), x2 - •2xy +f = 2o - 24 = 1,

x + y^l,
and .(- = 41 x=3~

y=3/' // = 4^

.'. the straight line meets the circle at the points (4, 3), (3, 4).

This can of course be verified from the figure.

90. The reasoning in the preceding article is quite general,

and we thus deduce the following :

Griven the equations of two curves, the points of intersection

of the curves may be found by solving their equations, treating

those equations as simultaneous.

91. To find the condition that the straight line y = mx + c may
touch the circle .>'- + //^ = ci'^.

First Method. At the points

of intersection, we have by sub-

stitution, p ,
/ , S9

x^{\ + m^) + 2mc.r + c- - «- = 0.

If the straight line cut the

curve at the points P and Q,

the roots of this quadratic would
give us the abscissae of the

points P and Q. But when the

line touches the circle, the points

P and Q coincide, i.e. the roots

of the quadratic are equal. fig. as.

.-. 4///2c^ = 4(l+m2)(c2-rt2)^ [&2_4rtc]

or f2 = a2(l +m"), the required condition.

Xote. The above reasoning is quite general, and may therefore
applied in more general cases.

B.A.G. F
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Second Method. We know that if a straight line touches a

circle, the length of the perpendicular from the centre of the

circle upon the straight line is equal to the radius.

In this case the centre is at the origin.

v/l+: L^ s/A'^+B^ J

or c^ = (fi{\ +m-), as before.

92. To find the eqiuxtion of a tangent to the circle x^ + y^ = a~, in

terms of its slope.

Where the straight line // = mx + c meets the circle, we have by
substitution,

x'^ + {mx + cY = a^

i.e. X- ( 1 + mr) + 2mcx + c- - a- = 0.

Fig. 69.

But if the straight line fourhes the curve, this quadratic for x

will have equal roots

.-. 4;wV- = 4 {('^ - a-){\ + m-), [b- = iac]

i.e. r'- = rt-(l +;«-),

(= ±as/\ + ;»-.

We thus get two values for c. Therefore there are two
tangents having the same slope, and their equations are

y = mx ± a\/l + m-'.
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The tangents are parallel to one another and touch the circle

at opposite ends of the diameter whose equation is my + x = 0.

In the figure, for the tangent PT we must take that sign

which will make both intercepts on the axes positive, for P'T'

that sign which will make both intercepts negative.

If we put m = tan^, v/l +m'^ = sec ^, and the equations of the

tangents may be written y = x tan 6 ± a sec B.

Examples V. b.

Without assuming the formula for a tangent, find the equation of the

tangent to the circle :

1. .c- +/= 2o at the point (3, 4).

2. x-2 + y2= 5 ,, ,, (-1, 2).

3. x- + y"= 4, which makes an angle of 60° with tlie axis of x.

4. .c2 + 2/2=I6, „ . „ 45°

5. .i'^ + y^= 64, which has a slope equal to 3.

6. Find the radius of the circle which has its centre at the point

(
- 1, 2), and touches the straight line 12y + 5;r + 7 = 0.

7. Find the radius of the circle circumscribing the points (4, 2),

(4,-2), (1, -2).

Find the equation of the tangent to the circle x^ + y'^ = a^

:

8. Which is parallel to Ax + By + C = 0.

9. Which is perpendicular to Ax + By + C = 0.

10. Which makes equal intercepts of positive sign on the axes.

11. Find the condition that the straight line y = mx may touch the

circle x'^ + y'^ -ax- ^y— 0, and hence write down the equation of the tan-

gent to the circle at the origin.

12. Find the co-ordinates of the points where the straight line Sy - 4x = 1

meets the circle x'^-\-y- - 4,r -Qy - 12= 0.

13. Find the length of the line x= 2 intercepted bj- the circle x'^ + y-= 16.

14. Prove that the straight line y= x + a\f2 touches the circle x~ + y- = a-,

and find its point of contact.

15. Find the co-ordinates of the centre of the cii'cle circumscribing the

triangle ( -2, 2), (1, -2), (1, 3).

16. Find the equation of the circle with radius \'o and centre (1'5, 2).

Show that it touches the line .r = 0. Draw the figure on squared paper,

unit one inch.

17. Prove that the straight line 5x+\2y - 4 = touches the circle

.T2 + y2_6x-l-4y-f 12 = 0.

Determine the co-ordinates of the point of contact.
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18. Calculate the coordinates of the intersection.s of

.T- + 2/2 _ 4x + 2y + 1=0
and 3.^- + 4y - 2 = 0, and the length of the line between the points of inter-

section. Check your results by a grapliioal solution.

19. Show that each of the circles

.r2 + 2/2_2.T\/3 + 2(/ = n, .t2 + 2/2 + ^-22/=
v3

circumscribes an equilatei-al triaiigle Mhieli has one side lying along an axis

of co-ordinates.

Find the co-ordinates of the second point of intersection of these circles.

20. Prove that if the straight line xcosa + ysina^}/ touches the circle

(x -h)-+(y - k)'^ = r~, then /; cos a -f A'sin a -^j= ± r, and explain the sign of

the ambiguity.

93. Tangents are dratunfrom the point (.r^ , t/^ ) to th e rirde t- + y- = a-,

to find the equation of their chord of contact.

Let P V»e the point (.r^ y^), PA, PB the tangents. It is required

to find the equation of AB. Let {h^Jc-^) he the co-ordinates of A,

(/io, ^'.2) the co-ordinates of B.

The equation of PA, the tangent at A, is

The equation of PB is :rh., + i/k.-, = a-.

But tlie point P(.''i,//i) lies on lioth these lines

.'. .rj/tj + y^k^ = «'-

and x^h., + y^k., = a-

•d)
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.'. .VyV + y-^^y
= a- or xx-^^ + yij^ = a- is the equation required.

For firstly it represents a straight line.

Also from (1), we see that (/?j, k^) A lies on this line,

and „ (2) „ {li.,, k^) B

.'. it is the equation of AB.

94. Bef. Pole and Polar. If tangents are drawn at the

extremities of am' chord of a circle which passes through a fixed

point, the locus of their intersection is called the polar of the

point. The fixed point is called the pole of the polar.

This locus will be proved to be a straight line.

Tofind the polar of the point {x-^, y^iclth respect to the circle o'? + y" = d^.

Fig. til.

Let P be the point (Xj, ij^, and PAB any chord through P
;

AQ, BQ the tangents at A and B.

It is required to find the locus of Q.

Let (/i, k) be the co-ordinates of Q.

Then the equation of its chord of contact AB is (Art. 93)

xh + yk = a?.
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But (./'j, //j) is on this line

;

But {h, k) is anil point on the locus

;

.'. the equation of the locus is

or xx^ + yy^ = a?, a straight line.

%.;

Fig. 02.

N.B. iVhen (,i-j, //j) i5 outside the circle, the polar is the same as the

chord of contact of tangents dranil from (.Tj, //j).

P^or the geometrical construction of the polar of a given point,

see Baker and Bourne's Geometry, p. 371.

95. If (he polar of the point P passes through the point Q, the polar

of the point Q passes through P.

Let {x^,
y-i)

be the co-ordinates of P, (r.,, v^) those of Q.

The equation of the polar of Pwith respect to the circle

.f^ + f- = a:^

is .Wj + yy^ = a'-.
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This passes through the point Q ; .". x-^x.^ + y^y^ = a^ ( 1

)

But xx.y + yy .^
= a- is the polar of Q, and by (1), this straight

line passes through (.CpV/j)P, which proves the proposition.

96. Given that A.z; + B// + C = is a tangent to the circle x? + y- = a:\

find the co-mxlinates of its jwiiit of contact.

Let (a;^, y-^) be the co-ordinates required.

Then a'.r^ + yy-^ = a? is the equation of the tangent

;

.*. this equation must be identical with

A,r + By = - C,

for the two equations represent the same straight line

;

.*. comjjaring coefficients,

A B C'

,
a'^^ a-'B

whence x^=-—, y^= -—.

Corollary. Since (.r^, y^) is on the circle,

flW a4B2 „

.'. a2(A2 + b2) = C- and C= ±aJ^^ + ^\

97. Find the co-ordinates of the pole of the straight line

Ax +By + C = 0,

with respect to the circle jy^ + y'^ = cfi.

Let (.Tj, ?/j) be the pole.

Then xx-^ + yy^ = a'^ is the equation of the polar.

Now proceed as in the preceding article.

98. If a straight line PAB cuts a circle at A and B, and PC is a

tangent to the circle, to prove {analytically) that PA . PB = PC^'.

Let a;2 + ?/2 + 2^a; + 2/2/ + c = (1)

be the equation of the circle, {x-^, ?/j) the co-ordinates of P, and
let the equation of PAB be

^--| =^' = '-. (2) (Art. 30)
cos B sni u
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'. where (1) and (2) meet we have by substitution,

{x^ + r cos d)~ + {y^ + r sin 0)'^ + 2g {x^ + r cos 6)

+ •2f{y^ + r sin d) + c = 0,

i.e. r^ + 2r(,rj cos 6 + //j sin + g cos 6 +/sin 6)

+ 'h' + !/i' + '^0^\ + -f'.h + 1" = 0.

}'

Pig. 03.

Now PA, PB are the roots of this equation

;

;. PA . PB = .Cj- + y/j- + -Igx^ +
2///i

+ r, (2)

and is constant in vahic, for it is independent of 6.

Let the straight line PAB turn about P until the points A and B
move up to one another and ultimately coincide.

The line becomes a tangent, and PA . PB liecomes PC-

;

.'. since PA . PB is constant in value for all directions,

PA . PB = PC-.

Corollary. PC- = PA . PB = x.^- + y^ + '2g.x^ + '2fy^ 4- c from (2)

;

.". PC = s/.'V" + y^- + 2g.)\ + 2///j + c.

99. Toprme. that the length of the tangent drawn fram tlie point

(.fj,
?/i)

to the circle (x - a)- + {y- y8)- = a- is eqtml to
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If P is the point (Xj, ij^), PQ a tangent, and C the centre of

the circle,
p^., ^ ^,^ _ ^^., ^ ^^^

_ ^^.,^ ^^^,^_ ^^

OQi = a;

Cr,.yj

Fig. 64.

.•. PQ2=PC2-CQ"^

and PQ = J'{x^ - af + (y^ - fSf - a^.

100. Find the equation of the tangent to the circle

^? + «/^ + '2gx + 2fi/ + c =
at the point {j\, //j).

Take the tAvo points (.Tj, //j), (;i'j + i^.r^, v/^+A//^) on the circle,

and near to one another.

Because (x^, y^) is on the curve,

.'Y + i/i^ + 2^1 + 2/v/i + c = 0.

Because {x^ + A.r^, y/^ + Ay^) is on the curve,

(x, + Xx,y^ + (>/, + Xi/,)-^ + 2g(x, + Ax,) + 2f{>/, + X>/,) + f = 0.

.'. subtracting,

2x,Ax, + (Xx,)-' + 2i/,Ai/, + (A//j)2 + 2fAo:, + 2fA>/, = 0.

.', in the limit when the points approach one another,

and the limiting value of
Ax'

x^ + g

-'^——^ is the slope of the tangent at (a;^, y-^).
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.'. the equation of the tangent is

•"-•''=
-*7T/

<''"'>

or xj\ + u>j^ + 0'>' +fy = •'-!- + yi- + F^i +fy\

= -gx^ -fyi - c, for (x^, //j) is on the circle.

•'. -i'''!

+

i/!/i

+

.'/
('

+

-'-i ) +/ (/y

+

!/i) + ''=^

is the reqd. equation of the tangent.

Xote. Here, and in Art. 87, the following rules hold for writing down
the equation of a tangent to a circle :

We obtain the equation of the tangent at tiie ptjint (.r,, yj) to a circle by
taking the f(juatii)n nf the ciick', and writing

XX, instead of x'-,

YYi .. y-.

X + Xj „ 2x,

y + y-j „ 2y, leaving the constant term unchanged.

101. Second method by means of the Differential Calctilus.

Differentiating with respect to x,

•2x+-2//^ + -2n+2f-i-:

, dy x + gwhence • — ^dy _ x + g
dr~ ~

fi+f'

.'. the slope of the tangent at the point (.''j, i/^) is -~—^•

We now proceed as in the first method.

102. // tangents are drawn to the circle x- + ij- + 2gx + 2jij + c = 0,

the equation of their chord of contact is

•^•^1 + Vh + 9{^ + ^i) +/(;'/ + //i) + c = 0.

This is proved by the method of Art. 93.

103. I'he polar of tlie point (.r,, y^) tmth respect to the circle

x^ + y^ + 2gx + 2fy + c = is the straight line

•^'"i + ?/.'/i
+ g (•'• + -^1 ) +/ (// + //,) + c = 0.

This is proved by tlie method of Art. 94.
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104. To find the equation of the pair of tangents dravm from the

point {x^, i/j) to the cirde x^ + y- = a-.

Let Q,(x, ij) be any point on either of the tangents PA, PB
dravm from the point P to the circle.

Let OP cut AB at N. and draw QM perpendicular to AB.

Fig. 6a.

From the similar ^^ AMQ,. AN P.

QM_PN
QA~PA

Now the equation of AB is xx-^^ + yt/i- a- = :

\ .fj- +^1 "• \'A- + B- /

QA = ^ Q0--A02 = ^7? +f-a\
PA = s PO- - AO- = s!y^ + y^--a\

(1)

PN='~!-
vV + ^r

for PN is perpendicular to AB. ip = -^ o
-,

)
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.-. from(i) j^^^yy^-^^' _^ ^ ^^^_^y,lz£̂ =-
sjx{^ + y{^ s/x'^ + y'^-a^ Jx^^ + y-^ -Jx.-^- + y^ - a-

or (,r.r, + ////,
- a^f = {x^^ ^-f^-a^) {x;^ + y^^ - a^).

But {x, y) is any point on either tangent

;

.'. this is the equation of the two tangents PA, PB.

Example!. To find (he eqtiations of the tangents drawn from the point

(4, 2) to the circle x'^ + y'^= '\:.

Let y -2= m(x-'i:) be a tangent to the circle.

Since the line is a tangent, the length of the perpendicular from the

centre (0, 0) of the circle upon the line is equal to the radius, 2.

\/l +

2m- \='s!\+in^.

Squaring and solving for m, we have

m= or ^.

:. 2/ -2=0, and y-2= |(x--4), or 4.r-3(/ = 10,

are the tangents required.

Example ii. To find the equation of a tangent to the circle

(.T-a)- + (y-/3)-= r2

in terms of its dope, m.

y= 7nx±r\fl +m'^ touches the circle x'^ + y- = a'^ for all values of 7??.

.. transferring the origin to the point (
- a, -/3),

y - j3 = /?) (x - a) ± »"v'l + ni-

is a tangent to the circle (x - a)^ + (y - P)-= r'^ for all values of m.

Examples V. c.

Find with respect to the circle .(- + ?/- = «- the poles of the following

straight lines

:

1. y =mx + c. 2. xxi + yy^ = h-. 3. y = 2a. 4. •2x= a.

5. AB, AC are tangents to the circle x^ + y'^= a^ drawn from the point

A(.ii, 2/i).
Q(.r, y) is any point on the chord of contact BC. OA meets

BC at N and is perpenilieular to it. Therefore

AB2 - AQ-= BN- - QN-^ = OB- - 0Q-.

AB''i = .x-,2 + y,— a-(Art. 99). ^Q,''= (x-x,)^+ (y-y,)"-.

Using the equation AB- - AQ- = OB'- - OQ- deduce the equation of BC.

6, Find the condition that the straight line 6x + 8y= k may touch the

circle .r- -i-y- - 10.r= 0.
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7. Find tlie equation of the straight line which touches the circle

.v- + y- - 3.r - 5i/ =
at the origin.

8. The equation of a straight line is a.v + h]/ + a- + b^= 0, and that of a
circle, x^ + y- + ax + by= 0. Adding these equations, we have

What does this prove ?

9. Prove that tlie lines a;=l, y= 2 each touch the circle

x'^ + y^-4:X-2i/ + 4= 0,

and find the other co-ordinates of the points of contact.

10. Find the equation of the circle which has its centre at the point
(9, 4) and passes through the point (1, -2).

If tangents are drawn to this circle from the origin, find the equation of

their chord of contact.

11. Find the equations of the tangents to the circle x- + y'^= a'^ di'a^\"n

from the point (0, k).

12. Find, by the second method of Art. 91, the condition that the
straight line A.r-h By + C = () should touch the circle x'^ + y- = a^.

13. Find the quadratic equation which will give the abscissae of the
points where y = mx + c meets the circle x~ + y- = a-.

Deduce tlie condition that (1) the straight line may cut the circle, (2)

the straight line should not meet the circle.

14. Find the quadratic equation which will give the abscissae of the
points where the straight line x.\\n-yyy=a'' meets the circle x-^y- = d-.

Deduce the condition that (1) the straight line may cut the circle, (2)

the straight line may touch the circle, (3) the straight line should not meet
the circle.

Give the geometrical interpretation to each result.

15. Prove that the straight line gx + fy= touches the circle

x- + y2-!-gx-f fy=
at the origin.

16. Find the condition that A.r+ By + C = may touch the circle

(x-hf+(y-hf^-,^.

Xoti . The point (acosa . asina) lies on the circle x'--fy- = a- for all

values of a, for a- cos-a - a- sin'-a = a-.

17. The equation of a tangent to the circle x'^ + y-= a- may be written in

the form x cos a + y sin a = a.

18. If (x-^, y-j) is the middle point of a chord of the circle .i- + 3/- = a^, find

the equation of the chord.

19. Find the length of the common chord of the circles

(x - a)2 +(y - h)'^= c^, (.r - h)- + (y - a)"= c-

;

and hence prove that the condition that these two circles should touch one
another is 2c^= (a - h)'^.
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20. Find the condition that the cliord of contact of tangents from the
point (.fj, yj) to the circle x- + y- = a' should subtend a right angle at the
centre.

21. Tangents are drawn from the point (h, k) to the circle x^ + y'^a^.
Prove that the area of the triangle formed by them and their chord of

contact is ~

h-' + k^

22. Find the angle between the straight lines which join the points of

intersection of - + -=1 with .T- + y2= »'2 to the origin, (1) direct from a

diagram, (2) by using the method of Art. 52.

23. Find the condition that the circle x^ + y'^ + 2gx + '2fy ~ c ==0 maj-

(1) touch the axis of .r.

(•2) „ „ y.

(3) have its centi-e in tlie axis of x.

W „ „ „ y.

24. Where the circles x- + y- + 2fjx + 2/y + r = 0, a;- + y- + 2g'x+ 2f'y + c' =
meet, we have by subtraction •2((i-tj')x + 2(f-f')y + c-c' = (). Interpret
the last equation.

25. Add the equations x- + y- -2ax -2by = c-, .r- + y'- + 2ax + 2by = cP, and
interpret the result.

26. 'Tiving reasons, interpret the connection between the circles

x^ + y- - r- = 0, .r- + y^ - 2a.r - 2hy - c-= 0,

and the straight line ax + hy— 0.

27. Find the e(juation of the two straight lines joining the points of

intersection of tlie circle x'^-\-y- + 2ijx + 2t'y = and the straight line

ax + hy=\ to the origin.

28. Find the equation of the two straight lines joining the points of

intersection of the circle ;r- + y2 - 8x - 6y + 21 — and the .straight line

x + y — % to the origin.

29. Find tlie equations of the tangents drawn to the circle .r- + y-— 36
from the point (8, 6).

30. Find the pole of the straight line 3.r + 4y-45 = with respect to the
circle x" + y- - 6.r - Sy + o = 0.

[If (.r, y) is the pole, the equations .v.r, +3/,y, - 3(.c + .r,) -4(j/ + y,) + 5 =
and 3x- + 4y -45 — represent the same line and are therefore identical.]

31. Find the equation of the circle which has its centre at the point

(4, 3) and touches the straight line 5.r- \2y - 10= 0.

32. Draw tiie circle .i'- + y-- 8a'-4y+16 = 0, and find the equations of

tlie tangents to it which pass through the origin.

33. Prove that the equation of the chord joining tlie jioints {.r, ,y,),
(x„, 2/.,) on the circle x^ + y- = ar ma\' be written

(.V-.Vi)(yi + yi) + (-i--a^i)(.fo + .r,) = 0.

Deduif tin- t"(|uation of the tangent at the point (.r, , y,).
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34. Prove that the common tangents of the circles x^ + y'^ + 2x= 0,

x^ + y- -6x = form an equilateral triangle.

35. Form the equation of the circle which passes through the origin,

has the line y =mx for a diameter, and touches the line Tny -i-x= a.

36. Prove that the product of the abscissae of the points when the

straight line y= mx meets the circle x^+ y^ + 2gx -t2fy + c= is equal to

l+m2
37. A straight line is drawn through the point {x^, y{). A, making an

angle 6 with the axis of x, and meets the circle x' + y- -2gx-2fy + c — () at

the points P and Q. If B is the middle point of PQ, prove that

AB = (^ - a-j) cos e + (/- y,) sin 6.

38. Find the equations of the tangents to the circle x"^ -\- y"^ - Qx - Qy + % =
which are parallel to y — x.

39. Draw the circle x' + y"^ -2cy = Q. Take a point P('2a, 0) and bisect

OP, O being the origin, at Q, and draw a straight line QAB through the

centre of the circle and cutting it at A and B. Find the equation of

the circle passing through the points P, A, B, and show that it touches
the axis of x at P.

[x'^ + y^ -2cy + \(cx + ay -ac) — is a circle passing through the intersec-

tion of x^ + y^ - 2c2/ = and cx + ay - ac — O.]

40. Two circles are draw^a to touch both the straight lines y^O,
y = a'tan2a, and to pass through the point {h, k). Prove that the distances

of the points of contact from the origin are the roots of the eqxiation

a;2 - 2 (h + kta.na)x + h^ + Jc^= 0.

Find the equation of the common chord of the two circles.

41. Find the equation of the circle which passes through the two points

(a, 0), (
- a, 0), and whose radius is \'a^ + b'^.

Write down the equation of the polar of the point (a, j3) with respect to

this circle. If (a, fS) is a fixed point, a a constant, and b a variable, prove
that this polar passes through another fixed point.

LOCUS PROBLEMS ON THE CIRCLE.

105. Example i. Pairs of straight lines are draivn through the points
(a, 0), (

- a, 0), .vo that (he angle between each pair is constant and equal to a.

Find the locns of their intersection.

The equations of the lines may be written

y= m(x-a), (1)

y=m'{x + a) (2)

Since a is the angle between these lines,

m - 7n'
tan a = , -.

1 +mm
or (1 -j-mm')tana=m -m' (3)
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[We have to find the algebiaio relation between {x, y), the co-ordinates
of the intersection of (1) and (2), and the angle a. We must therefore
eliminate ni and m' between equations (1), (2), and (3).]

Substituting for m and m' from (I) and (2) in equation (3), we have

L ^ - ffj X -a x + a

i. e. tan a [x- + y- - a-'] = 2ay,

i.e. x'^ + y'^ -2ay (iot a — a^, the equation of the locus.

Fif!. nn.

Thus we see that the locus is a circle whose centre is in the axis of y.

Tlie circle passes through the points (a, 0), ( -a, 0).

We have here an anah'tical proof of the geometrical fact that the angle
in a segment of a circle is constant.

Example ii. Find the hats ijiren hy the equation.'< x = a-\-rco?.d,

y = h I rsin 0, where 6 is a variable.

To tiiul tlie o(juation of the locus, we must eliminate 6.

.r - a = r cos 6, y -b =rsm 0.

S(juaiing and adding these equations, we have

{x - a)2 + (?/ - by- = r"(cofi-e h sin-tf),

i. e. (x -a)- + {y -b)- = r- ;

.•. the locus is a circle whose radius is /•, and Mhose centre is at the
point (a, b).
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Examples V. d.

LOCUS PROBLEMS ON THE CIRCLE.

1. Chords of a circle are drawn through a fixed point : find the locus
of their middle points.

2. Find the locus of the middle point of a line of constant length which
moves so that its ends always lie on two fixed perpendicular lines.

3. The length of the tangent drawn from a point to the circle

x^ + y^-'iiX- 6v = is always equal to 2s 3. Find the equation of, and draw
the locus of the point.

4. A point moves so that the sum of the squares of its distances from
the angular points of a square is constant. Prove that its locus is a circle.

5. A point P moves so that the length of the tangent from P to the
civale x- + y'^ + 2yx + 2fy + c = is twice the distance of P from the origin.

Find the equation of, and interpret the locus.

6. Find the locus of the intersection of the straight lines

(x - a) = m(y - ^ + c) and m(x-a)= -{y - jB -c),

m being a variable quantity, a, /3, and c constants.

[The equation of the locus is fouhd by eliminating m.]

7. If x = a(l +cosa) and y= a(\ +sina), find the locus of the point (x, y)
when a is a variable angle.

8. A point moves so that the sum of the squares of its distances from a
number of given points is constant. Prove that its locus is a circle.

9. Prove that the locus of a point from which the tangents to two given
circles are in a constant ratio is a circle.

10. A and B being fixed points, a point P moves so that PA= 7n . PB,
where m is constant. Prove that the locus of P is a circle.

11. Two straight lines are drawn through the points (a, 0), ( - a, 0) at
right angles to one another. Find the locus of their point of intersection.
What geometrical property of the circle is thus proved ?

[The equations of the lines may be written y— m.(x -a), y= (x + a).

If we now eliminate m between these equations we have a locus on
which the two straight lines meet for all vahies of m.]

12. Two straight lines are drawn through the points (x^, y{), (x.^, y.^) at
right angles to one another. Find the equation of the locus of their
intersection.

13. Show that the locus of the intersection of the straight lines
a; cos a + y sin a = a, x sin a -y cos a = 6 for all values of a is the circle
x'^ + y'^= a? + h\

14. A point moves so that the square of its distance from the base of an
isosceles triangle is equal to the rectangle contained by its distances from
the equal sides. Prove that its locus is a circle.

[Take the middle point of the base as origin and the altitude as axis of y.

The equations of the eqiial sides may then be written - + ^=1, -- + ^=1.1
a b a

B.A.G. G
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15. The straight lines y -mx = \^a?m^+ b^, my + x= \'a^ + bhn^ are at

right angles to one another. Find the locus of their intersection when m is

a variable quantity, a and h being constants.

[To find the locus we have to eliminate m. This can be done hy
squaring the equations, and adding.]

16. Find the locus of the intersection of the perpendicular straight lines

y - mx— sja^rf? -i- 6^, my + .r= s'a''^ - 6^, m being a variable, a and h constants.

17. Tangents are drawn to the circles x^-ry-^a^, x- + y^= b^ at right

angles to one another. Find the locus of their point of intersection.

[Use the ' »« ' equation of a tangent. ]

18. A point moves so that the sum of the sqiiares of its distances from
the sides of an equilateral triangle is constant. Prove that its locus is a

circle.

19. O is a fixed point and P a point which moves on a fixed straight

line ; in OP a point Q is taken such that the rectangle OP . OQ is constant.

Prove that the locus of Q is a circle.

Eevision Questions on the Circle.

[These maj- be taken oralh% or the answers may he written down with-

out anj^ working. ]

What is the equation of the circle whose centre is at

1. The origin, and whose radius is 2 ?

2. The point (1, 2) ., „ 3?

3. „ (0, -1) ,, „ 1?

4. „ (3, 0) „ „ 4?

What is the general equation of a circle

5. Which passes through the origin ?

6. Whose centre lies in the axis of x ?

7. „ „ „ y?

8. Whose centre lies at the point {-a. - 6) ?

9. Whose radius is a ?

What are the co-ordinates of the centre of the circle whose equation is

10. x2 + j/2-4a;-6y = 0? 11. x- + y- + Sx - Sy=l^

12. x^ + y'- + x + y = l^.

What is the equation of any diameter of the circle

13. Jr2-hy2= a2? 14. (.r- l)2-Ky-2)2= 4?

15. (x-f2)2-Ky- 1)2= 9?

16. ^Tiat is the equation of the diameter of the circle

(x-l)2->-(.v-4)2=16

wliicli passes through the origin ?

17. What is the equation of tlie diameter of the circle x^ + y- = a- which
passes through the point (3, 1)?
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18. What is the slope, or gradient, of the diameter of the circle

{x-l)'^ + {y-2f= 9 which passes through the point (5, 3) ?

What is the equation of the tangent to the circle

19. x^ + y^= o at the point (1, 2) ?

20. 4x2+ 4j/2= 1 at the point (x^, y^) ?

21. x- + y- + '2fx 4- '2gy = at the point (.i-j
, ^j) ?

22. x^+y^ + 4:X -6y + 3 = 0at the point (1, 2)?

23. 2x^ + 22/2 - 6a; + 8y - 4= at the point {x^,yi)^

What is the equation of the chord of contact of tangents to the

circle x^ + y^— 9:

24. Drawn from the point (5, 4) ? 25. Drawn from the point (
- 4, 1 ) ?

26. „ „ (6,0)? 27. „ „ (0, -4)?

Give the conditions that tlie following pairs of equations may be
identical

:

28. Ax+By + C = 0, lx + my + n= 0.

29. 3x + 4:y-l=0, Ax+By + C=0.

30. Ax+By + C = 0, lx-m=0.'

31. Aa;+By+1=0, 3x-5y + l=0.
*

32. /Kx + By + C = 0, A.r-3y-4=:0.

Give, without simplifying, the length of the tangent to the circle

33. x^ + y^ +fx + gy + c = from the point (x^, yi).

34. „ „ „ (0,0).

35. x^ + y'^-4:X-oy-Q = „ (3,5).

36. {x-lf + (y-2)-= 4 „ (5,6).

37. (a; + 1)2+ (2/ -3)2= 1 „ (6,0).

What is the equation which gives the abscissae of the points where the
circle x'^ + y'^ + gx +fy + c = meet.s

38. The axis oi xl 39. The axis of y ?

40. The straight line .r = ?/ ? 41. The straight line y = 2.r ?

What is the condition that the circle x^ + y^ + 2gx + 2fy+ c= should
touch

42. The axis of a:? 43. The axis of y?



CHAPTER VI.

REVISION PAPERS.

Revision Paper VI. a.

1. The straight line joining tlic points (2, 4), (10, 12) is divided into

four equal parts. Find the co-ordinates of the points of division.

2. Find the area of the triangle joining the points (0, 0), (6, 4), (8, 2)

when unity represents one foot.

3. On squared paper plot the points (6, 8), (2, 4), unit half an inch.

.Join the points and read off the values of tlie intercepts this line makes on
the axes of co-ordinates.

Deduce the equation of the straight line, and check j'our result.

4. Show on squared paper (unit O'l inch) the lines jf + T7;=1) ^^d
y = 0*.S.i' -30, and measure the angle between them.

Also find the angle to the nearest degree by calculation.

5. A circle is described in the first quadrant touching the straight line

y = xtan2a, and also touching the axis of x at the point (4, 0). Prove that

its equation is x^ -\-y^- 8a; - 8?/ tan a -t- 16= 0.

6. Determine which is the greater of the circles whose equations are

x^ + y- -iax -'iay + Aa- = () and a''^ -f y- - .Sax - 4ay= 0. Prove that these

circles touch one another.

Revision Paper VI. b.

1. Determine graphically, or by calculation, the co-ordinates of the

points of trisection of the line joining the points (8, .3), (1, 7).

2. Draw on squared paper the line bisecting at right angles the line

which joins the points (5, 1) and (2, 4), unit 1 inch.

By inspection of your figure, write down the equation of the line so

found, and verif\' \'our result by working out the equation.

3. In the equation Aa;-fBy = C, interpret the constants when (i) A=l,
(ii) B-1, (iii)C = l, (iv) A^-f B-=l.

4. In the circle x- + y-= a(5x-\2y) find the equation of the diameter
through the origin, and the equation of the tixngent at the oi-igin.

5. Find the equation of a circle (radius a) referred to a diameter and
the tangent at its extremity as axes.

Sliow that the straight line .Sx-4i/ + 2a= t<mches the circle, and find

its point of contact.

6. Find the co-ordinates of the middle point of the chord which the

circle x^ + y"^ -2x + 2y — 2 cuts off on tlie line y = x- 1.

Find also tlie equation of the locus of the middle points of all chords o£

the circle which ai"e parallel to tlie line y -x - 1.
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Revision Paper VI. c.

1. Place the points (1, 2), ( -3, 2), (2, - 1), ( -2, -3) on squared paper,

taking rectangular axes, and an inch as imit.

State the co-ordinates of the middle points P and Q of the lines joining

the first two points and the last two, and find the abscissa of the point

where PQ cuts the axis of x.

2. Graphically, or by calculation, find the co-ordinates of the centre of

gravity of three equal masses at the points (0, 1), (1, 2), and (3, 0).

3. Find the equation to a line passing through the point (
- 3, - 2) and

perpendicular to the line 2x + Sy = 3.

Find also the equation to a line passing throiigli the origin and the

intersection of the two mutually perpendicular lines.

Verify the equations obtained by showing the lines on squared paper,

explaining the nature of your verification.

4. Show that if ahn- + '2al=l, the straight line lx + my=l will touch the
circle x^ + y"- '2ax= 0.

5. Find the equations of the two tangents which can be drawn from the
origin to the circle x- + y^+\0{x + y) + 40= 0, and determine the angle

between them. Also find the equation of the concentric circle which
passes through the origin.

6. Find the length of the tangent from the origin to the circle

x-+y'^-6x + 8y + 4 = 0.

What is the radius of this circle? Determine whether the point (1, 2) is

inside or outside it.

Revision Paper VI. d.

1. Draw on squared paper the line 2x + 0'7y = '2'5 inches.

Find to one decimal place the length of the perpendicular to this line

from the origin, and check your result.

2. ABCD is a rectangle having AB 5 inches long and BC 3 inches long.

The diagonal AC is drawn, and BO let fall perpendicialar to it and
produced to X. With OX and OA as axes of x and y, and luiit one inch,

find by drawing and measurement, or by calculation, the equations of the

sides AB, BC, CD, each in the form --f ^=1, giving a and h in each case

to two significant figures.
^

3. A parallel being drawn to the base of a triangle so as to cut the sides,

find the locus of the intersection of perpendiculars to the sides through
the points of cutting.

4. Find to one decimal place the length of the tangent from the point
(o, 6) to the circle x'^ + y- -4x + 4:y = 0.

5. A circle is described to pass through the origin and to touch the
lines x—l, x + y= 2. Prove that the radius r is a root of the equation

r'^{S-2\^2)-2r\f2 + 2= 0.

6. Find the equation of the common tangents to the circles

x'^ + y^= ax, x^ + y-= ay.
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Revision Paper VI. e.

1. On squared paper draw a quadrilateral with its comers at (3, 5),

(1, 4), (0, 3), (3, 1), the unit being one inch.

Find the area of the quadrilateral in anj' waj' you please, stating your
method.

2. Draw on squared paper the line 3.r + 4?/= 10, unit one inch. Find (a)

by measurement, (/;) by calculation, the length of the perpendicular from
the origin on the straight line and the co-ordinates of the foot of the

perpendicular.

3. The ends A, B of a straight line AB, of constant length a, slide upon
the fixed rectangular axes OX, OY respectively. If the rectangle OAPB
be completed, show that the co-ordinates of the foot of the perpendicular

drawn from P to AB are (acos^6, asin^^), where is the acute angle AB
makes with Ox.

4. If the equation of a circle is x- + y^ + 2gx + 2fy + c — 0, find the con-

dition that must be satisfied h\ the parameter? g, f, c, in order that it

may be possible to find a point, or points, on the circle at equal perpen-
dicular distances from the axes.

5. If the point (h, k) do not lie on the perimeter of the circle

(x-ar + (y-pf= r\

interpret the expression (h - a)- + {k - /3)'^ - r^ geometrically.

6. Describe the circle x^ + y^= <?, and draw the lines

(.rv/3 + y-c)(-xV3-l-y-.c) = 0.

Find the equation of the line joining the feet of the perpendiculars upon
these lines from any point (a, h) on the circle.

Prove that this line also passes through the foot of the perpendicular

from the point (a, h) upon the line 2_(/-f r- = 0.

Revision Paper VI. f.

1. Determine the equation of the straight line which passes through the

origin and the point of intersection of the lines o.r - 3y= 11, .r-f-2y= 10.

2. Find the cosine of the angle between the straight lines whose
equations are ax^hy-^c = 0, a'x -f h'y 4-

c' = 0.

3. If the axis of y is measured vertically upA\ards, prove that >/' - mx - b

represents the vertical height of the point (.r', y') above the line whose
equation is y =mx + h. Deduce the length of the perpendicular from the

point {x', y') on the line y =mx + I>.

4. Show that tlie circles .r- + y- + 2x - Sy +8 = 0, x" + y- + lO.r

-

'2y + '>2 =
touch each other, and find the point of contact.

5. Show that the distances of two points from the centre of a circle are

to one another in the same ratio as the distances of each point from the

polar of the other with regard to the circle.

6. Prove that the equation of the circle circumscribing the quadrilateral

formed by the four straight lines y = 2x, x = 2y, x+ y= a, x + y= 2a is

9 {x- + y-) - I'm {x + y) + lOa- = 0.

Find the equations of the tangents drawn to it from the origin.
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Revision Paper VI. g.

1. What is the general nature of the family' of straight lines obtained
from the equation y=m.c + 2"2, by giving various numerical values to m ?

Show on squared paper the three lines of the familv for which m has the
values 1-8, -1-8, 6-4.

2. Find the area of the triangle whose sides are formed by the straight
lines y= x, y= 2x', a; + 2/

- 6= 0.

3. Find the equations of the straight lines bisecting the angles between

3a; + 4z/ = 5, 12x--52/ = 41.

4. Solve the equation Ix^ + ly'^ + ^xy + 1 = 3a^ + Sy for y.

Give the values of y when .i- = 0'l, 0'2, 0*5.

Draw the locus represented by the equation.

5. Having given y^sja^-x"^, where a= 2 inches, find (by putting
x = a sin d, or otherwise) a number of sets of corresponding values of x and
y ; and hence trace the curve represented by the equation.

6. AP, any chord of a circle (radius a) through a fixed point A, is

produced to Q so that AQ=hi . AP. Find the locus of Q.

Revision Paper VI, h.

1. What is the general ei^uation to a straight line through the point of

intersection of the given straight lines

ax + hy=\, lx + my = 1 ?

Find the equation of the straight line passing through their point of

intersection and also through the origin.

2. Find the equations of the straight lines parallel to I2x - 5y — 26 and
at a distance of one unit from it.

3. Straight lines parallel to y = Jcx are drawn to cut the given lines

yz=mx, y = nx. Find the equation of the locus of the middle points of

the parallel intercepts.

4. Prove that the equation x- + Sxy ^ y'^ - Tx -Sy+l=0 represents two
straight lines.

Find the angle between these lines, and prove that the co-ordinates

of their point of intersection are - 1 and 3.

5. Find the equations of the tangents to the circle x- + y^ - 2ax = wOaich

are parallel to the line 5x+l2y= 0.

6. Find the equations of all the common tangents of the circles

x^ + y^ + 2x= and x^ + y^-6x= 0,

and draw a figure.
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ORTHOGONAL CIRCLES.

106. The angle between two curves at their point of intersection

is the angle between their tangents at that point.

AVhen two circles intersect at a point so that the tangents at

that point are at right angles, the

circles are said to cut one another
orthogonally.

Such circles are often called ortho-

gonal circles.

If tioo circles cut (me another ortho-

gonally, the sum of the sqiiares on their

radii is equal to the square on the line

joining their centres.

This is at once seen from a dia

gram, for a tangent to one circle will

pass through the centre of the other.

Examples VII. a.

1. Two circles of radii a and h intctseet at an acute angle 6. Prove that
the length of their common chord is

2a6siM^

v'a- + h- -f 'led) cos d

2. Find the angle at which the circles

(.r-a)2f (y-/3)2= j'2, (x - a')'^ + (y - ^')- = r'- intersect.

3. Prove that the circles x^ + y"-2ax + c-~0, x- + y--2bt/ -c^= cut
one anotlier orthogonally.

4. Prove that the circles

x^ + y^ + 2(/x + 2/y + c = 0, a;- + y- + 2g'x + 2
/'

'y+c'=
cut one another orthogonally if 2(j(y + 2Xf' = c + c'.

5. Find the equation of the circle which cuts the circles

x'^ + y^-Sy + l2= and .r- + y--4a.--6y-3=
oithogonally and passes through the origin.

6. Find the equation of the circle which cuts x^ + y- — a^ orthogonally
and lias its centre at tin- ]ioint (/(, k).
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7. Three circles are descrilied of equal radii (r), having their centres

at the points (0, 0), (0, h), (a, 0). Find the equation of the circle which
cuts them all orthogonally.

8. Find the general equation of the circles which cut the circle

x^ + y^-2x + 2i/-2=
at right angles at the point (1, 1).

9. Find the condition that the circles

x"^ + y" - 2ax - c^ =0, x^+ y^ + 2bx-c^=0
may cut orthogonally.

10. Find the equation of the circle which passes through the origin and
cuts orthogonally the circles whose equations are

a;2 + y2_6x' + 8= 0, x" + y- -2x-2y= l.

11. Find the locus of the centres of circles which cut the circles

x^ + y^ + 4:X - 6y + 9= 0, x- + y''^ - 4x + 6y + 4=0
orthogonally.

12. A circle, whose centre is in the axis of x, cuts the circles

x^ + y-^~6y + 5=0, x'^ + y^ + 6x-31=0
orthogonally. Find its equation. '

RADICAL AXIS OF TWO CIRCLES.

107. Def. The locus of a point, which moves so that the

tangents drawn from it to two given fixed circles are equal, is a

O
Fio. 68.

straight line perpendicular to the line of centres of the circles,

and is called their Radical Axis.

Let {.r,-af + {ij-IS)- = a?, (x - a')2 + (?/ - ^')2 = a'2 be the equa-

tions of the circles.
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Then if P{-v-^, //j) is any point on the locus,

(x^ - aY + (//j
- /i)'-' - a' = {.r, - a')--' + (//^

- /3')2 - a'2 (Art. 99)

or 2x-^ {a - a) + 2v/, (/i' - /3) + a^ + ft- - a'2 - ft"^
- a^ + a"^ = 0.

.'. suppressing suffixes,

=lx{a - o) + \L]l{ft'
-

ft) + a- + /3^ - a'-' - ft'-
- a- - a'- =

is the equation of the locus.

Being of the first degree, this is a straight line.

a' — a
Its slope = -

r>r _ o-

ft' -ft
The slope of the line of centres =

'

Fig. 69.

The product of these slopes

= - 1 : {mm = - 1)

.'. the radical axis is per-

pendicular to the line of

centres.

Note 1. When the coefficients

of .1-^ and y- are unity in the equa-

tions of two circles, the equation

of their radical axis is at once
obtained by subtraction.

Xote 2. When the cii-cles inter-

sect, their common chord is their

radical axis.

Tills is easily proved geometric-

ally, for from the figure, if P is

any point on the common chord,

PA2=PC.PD = PB2;

.•. PCD is the radical axis.

108. For the .sake of lirovity, let S = x- + y- 4- -Igx -f 2/v + c

and S' = X- + y- + 'Ifi'x + 2/
'// + c',

so that S = 0, S' = are the e(|uations of circles.

Let us consider the equation S - As' = 0, (1)

X being any constant.

\n this equation the coefficients of x^ and //'- are equal, being

(1 - A), and there is no term involving the product xy

;

.'. S - As' = represents a circle.
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Again, any values of .'• and // which make S = and S' = 0, also

make S - AS' = 0.

.'. the circle S - AS' = passes through the two common points

of S = and S' = 0.

Also, by giving A different values, this circle S - As' = may
be made to pass through any third point.

.'. S-AS' = is the general equation of a circle passing

through the common points of the circles S = 0, S' = 0.

109. S - A(Ax+ By + C) = is a circle through the common points

of the circle S = and the straight line Aa' + B// + C = 0, A being any
constant.

The method of the ]H'evious article proves this at once. It is

left as an exercise for the student.

Notice that A,*' + By + = is the radical axis of the circles

S = 0, S- A(Ac+B// + C) = 0. .(Note to Art. 107.)

110. The previous articles will be seen to be applications of

the folloAAdng important general theorem :

If S = 0, S' = represent any two curves,

S - As' = represents a curve passing through their common
points, A having any constant value.

For any values of .'• and // which make S = and S' = 0, also

make S - AS' = 0.

111. The three radical axes of the circles Sj = 0, S., = 0, Sg = are

concurrent.

Sj - So = is the radical axis of Sj = and So = 0.

So -83 = „ „ So = and 83 = 0.

.'. by the above theorem,

(Si-S._,) + (S,,-S3) = 0,

i.e. Sj - S3 = 0, passes through the common point of Sj - So = and

So -83 = 0.

But Sj - S3 = is the radical axis of S^ = and S,. = 0.

.'. the three radical axes are concurrent.

Def. The common point of the three radical axes of three

circles taken in pairs is called their Radical Centre.
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112. A. havinr/ any value and, a being constant, x^ + !/' + A..r - a^ =
represents a system of circles having the axis of y for a common radical

axis.

The ecjuation represents a circle, for the coefficients of .r- and //-

are equal, and there is no term involving the product ./;//.

Also, whatever be the value

of A, it passes through the

common points of

y2 + y2_(j2 = (1)

and .'• = (2)

The common points of (1)

and (2) are the fixed points

(0, ±a).
.'. the line joining these

points, i.e. the axis of //, is

the radical axis of every circle

in the system.

Corollary. In the same
way it may be shown that

x^ + y- + Ay - a- =

is a system of circles having

the axis of x for a common radical axis.

Def. Such a system of circles is said to be co-axal.

113. Example i. Find the equation of a system of cii'des ichich all have
the straiijht line 3x-5y = 'i for their radical a.vis, one circle of the system
having its centime at the origin and radius 4.

x^ + ?/- - 16 + \ (3.C - oy - 7) = is the required equation, where X may have
any value ; for it represents a circle passing tlirough the common points
of the circle .r--f ;/-- 16 = 0, and tiie straiglit line li.v -5y -1 — 0. Also
x- + y-- 16 = is one of the circles of the system, for this is what the
equation of the system becomes when \\'e take X equal to zero.

Example ii. Find the equation of the circle which passes through the

points of intersection q/' .r2+ y2 + 4ar- 8i/ + 4 = and .c^ + y^ + 2r + 2y-'2= 0,

and nJm through the origin.

The general equation of a circle through the intersections of the given
circles is

.r2 + j/2 + 4a: -8y + 4 + X(.r2 +/ + 2x + 2y-'2) = (1)

But the required circle passes through the origin (0, 0).

.". the values (0, 0) must satisfy equation (1).
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.-. 4-2X= and X = 2.

Substituting this value of X in equation (1), we have for the required

Examples VII. b.

1. Find the equation of the radical axis of the circles

x- + y-=l, x'^+ y^-4:X-6]/+ll=0.
Draw a figure on squared paper, unit one inch.

2. Prove that the radical axis of two circles bisects their common
tangents.

3. Find the radical axis of the circles

X' + y'^-2x-2y+l=0 and 2x'^ + 2y^-'ix- 5y -4 = 0.

4. Find the radical axis of the circles

x- + y^ + 2ax- C' = and x^ + y'^ + 2hx-c-= 0,

and prove tliat the distance of anj- point on the first circle from the radical

axis bears a constant ratio to the square of the length of the tangent
drawn from that point to the second circle.

5. Find the equation of a system of circles which have the line x -y =
for their radical axis.

6. AH circles represented bj^ the equation

(x-a,f+(y-b,r--c,^=\[(x-a.^''+(y-h^''-c.^]

have a common radical axis for all vahies of X.

7. Find the radical axes and the i-adical centre of the circles

(x- 1)2+ (y- 2)2= 6, (x-2)^+{y-3f=S, (x -3f + {y -1)'= 10.

8. Find the equation of the circle passing through the intersection of

x^+ y^=l and x^ + y^— Qx and through the point (
- 1, 1).

9. Find the equation of the circle passing through the intersection of

a;2 + y2— 20 and 2x - ?/ = 4, and also through the point (
- 2, 0).

10. Show that the square of tlie tangent which can be dra^mi from any
point on one circle to another is proportional to the perpendicular from
the point on their radical axis.

11. GAB, OCD are two perpendicular straight lines, and AC, BD inter-

sect at E. Prove that the circles draM'n on AD, BC, OE as diameters have
a common radical axis.

12. Find the radical axis of the system of circles represented by

.r2 + 2/2 _ .^(x _ 2) - y(\ - 4) + 1=0,

where X may have any value. Draw two circles of the sj'stem on squared
paper.

13. 2a;-y= is the common radical axis of a system of circles. One of

the circles has its centre at the origin and a radius c : find an equation to

i-epresent the system.
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14. Interpret the equation x^ + y^ + x(\-4:)-'2i/{\ + S) + 9 -\= 0, where
X may have anj' value.

15. Find the equation of the system of circles ha\'ing the same radical

axis as x'^ + y- = 25, and (.c - 1 )2 + (y - 1 )- = 27.

16. Find the condition that two circles of the .system x^ + y-- 2\x - c"^ =
may cut orthogonally, c being constant and X variable.

17. Find the equation of the circle through the intersection of the circle

x'^ + y- = % and the straight line 2.r+3?/ = 5, and also passing through the

point (6, 0). Also find the co-ordinates of its centre.

18. Find the equation of the circle which passes through the origin

and through the points of intersection of a-'--i y- + 6x- 8// + 4 = and
Zx-2y + 2 = 0.

19. X being a variable quantity, prove that a;- + y- + X(x + 2y) -20=
represents a system of circles passing through two fixed points. Find the

co-ordinates of the points.

20. Find the equations of the circles of radius 7 which pass through the

common points of the circle x- + y'^= 24: and the sti-aight line 3a'-4y= 0.

21. X being a variable, prove that each circle of the sj'stem represented

by a;^-|-2/--l-X.T -2Xy - 16 = passes through two fixed points. Illustrate

with a figure.

THE CIRCLE. OBLIQUE AXES.

114. To find the equation of the circle whose radius is a and whose

centre is at the origin, w being

the angle betiveen the axes of
co-ordinates.

Let P be any point on the

circumference and [x, //) its

co-ordinates.

Draw the ordinate PN
parallel to Oil.

In the A OPN,

_ONP = --_ xOii = 77 - w
;

• op2 = PN2 -f 0N2

-2.PN.ONcos(7r-aj),

[rt2 = 1)2 ^ (.2 _ 2hr cos A]

i.e. a~ = y^ + x-

- 2.n/ cos {tt -w);

X- + y- -I- 2xy cos (•> - a- is the reqd. equation
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* 115. To find the equation of the circle whose radius is a and ivhose

centre is at the point (a, (S), w being the angle between the axes of

co-ordinates.

Let P be any point on the

circumference and (x, ij) its

co-ordinates ; C the centre of

the circle.

Draw the ordinates at C
and P, CM and PN, parallel to

Oji, and also draw CK parallel

to O.c to meet PN at K.

_CKP = _ONP = --o>;

.'. in A CKP,

CP2 = CK- + KP-

-2CK.KPcos(--w),

[ft- = b- + c- - 2bc cos A]

i.e. a^={x- of + {y- f^)'- + 2{x-a){y- (3) cos w ;

.-. (X - a)-^ + (y _ ^)2 + 2(X - a) (y - ^) COS lu = a^

is the reqd. equation.

The above equation may be written

x^ + y^ + 2xy cos lo - 2x{a + f3 cos w)

- 2lj(J3 + a cos w) + a'- + /3- + 2a/? COS w - a- = 0.

We therefore see that, with oblique axes, the general equation

of a circle is

.'•- + I/'' + 2.17/ cos 0) 4- 2g:r + 2fi/ + c = 0.

* 116. Equation of a tangent when the axes are oblique.

If (.r^, y^), (.q + A.rj, 1/-^ + Ay-^) are two points on a curve near to

one another, the equation of the chord joining them is

jr-jh // -?/!_
yi + ^Vi-Pi x^ + Ao:^-x^ Ay^ Aa^

Hence, as with rectangular axes, we have to determine the

limiting value of -^ when the points approach one another, and
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If this value is m, the equation of the
tangent at the point (./j, y^) is

y-y^=m{z-x^).

We see from the figure that
with obliciue axes the value of

Ax,
is not the slope of the

Fio. 73.

chord as defined with rect-

angular axes.

* 117. To fimJ the equation of
the tangent to the circle

yf> ^ y2 ^ 2xy cos 0) = a^

at the jyoint (x^
, y^).

If (Xi, ?/j), (./'j + A.r,,
y/, + A//j)

are two points on the circle near
to one another, the e(jnation of the chord joining them is

y-yj,_xj^ ,,.

Ay/ Aa;,
^ ^

Since these points are on the circle,

•'i" + -h' + ^Xj/Zj cos b) = a^

and (.Vj + A,i-j )~ + {y^ + A//^)- + 2 (x^ + A,/-,
) (y^ + A//j ) cos tu = a-

;

.'. by subtraction,

2x,Ax, + (^x,y^ + 2y,Ay,+(^y,y

+ 2{y^Ax-^ + a-jA/Zj + Ar, A//j) cos w = 0.

But when the two points are very near to one another,

(A.rj)'-, (A//,)-, and the product Ar, . A?/, are all very small:

.'. neglecting these quantities,

x^Ax^ + y-^Ay^^ + (y^Ax^ + x-^Ay.^) cos a> = 0,

whence At/j (y^ + x^ cos w) = - Aat, (.Tj + y^ cos w) ;

.". by multiplication with equation (1),

(// - !>\ ) (.'/i
+

•''i
cos w) = - (x - .j-j )

(.Cj + //, cos (o)

is the equation of the tangent.

It may be written

xx-^ + i/y^ + (x^y + y^x) cos w = x^- + v/j- + 2x^y^ cos w

or axCj + ;(///j + {x^y + y^x) cos w = «-.
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Examples VII. c.

1. Draw the circle whose equation is

x^ + y"^+ xy= a-.

2. Find the equation of the circle which passes through the origin and
cuts off intercepts A and k from the axes of co-ordinates (oblique).

3. Given that the straight line lx+my=n touches the circle

X- + y- + '2xy cos w = a",

find the co-ordinates of its point of contact.

4. If the equation 2o{x + y-a)'^=lSxy represents a circle, find the
angle between the axes of co-ordinates.

5. Prove that the circle x- + y--r-2xy cos u}-2ax- 20^ + 0^= touches
both axes, and find the co-ordinates of its centre.

6. Find the condition that the straight line y =mx may touch the circle

x'^ + y'^ + 2xycoB u+ 2gx-i-2/y + c= 0.

7. Find the angle between the axes Avhen the equation

x'^ + y"= a^ + s'Sxy + ax

represents a circle. Also find the radius and the co-ordinates of the centre.

8. Find the equation of the circle circumscribing the triangle formed
by the axes of co-ordinates and the straight line x + 2i/ = 6, when 60° is the
angle between the axes.

9. Prove that the straight line 2x+ y= 2a, touches the circle

x^ + y^+ xy= a^,

and find the co-ordinates of its point of contact.

10. Find the equations of the tangents to the circle x'^+ y- + xy= a'^ a.t

the points where it cuts the axis of y.

11. Find the equation of the straight line which touches the circle

x^ + y^ + xy -4x-5y = at the origin.

12. Find the equation of the tangent to the circle

-c- -f y' -r 2xy cos 0} + 2gx -\- 2fy=
at the origin, and the equation of the radius which passes through the
origin.

POLAR EQUATION OF A CIRCLE.

118. The polar equation of a circle of radius a, ivhose centre is at

the origin, is r = a.

This is evident from the fact that every point on the circum-
ference of the circle is at a distance a from the origin.

B.A.G. H
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119. The equation of the tangent at the point (a, a) on the circle

r = a is a = r cos{d -a).

Let Q be the point {a, a), and P(r, 6) any point on the tangent

at Q.

L POQ = L POa; - L QOo; =0-a;
.'. OQ = OPcos(^-a),

i.e. a = rcos,{9 - a) is the equation of the tangent at Q.

120. To find the polar equation of a circle of radius a whose cir-

cumference passes
(^•Oj through the oi-igin
^^ and whose centre

lies in the initial

line.

Let P(r, 0) be

any point on the

circumference and
OA the diameter

through the origin.

^ OPA is a rt. L ;

.*. OP = OAcos^,

i.e. r — 2a cos 6 is the required equation.
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121. To find the eguation of the tangent to the circle r = 2acos 6 at

the point {r^, 6^.

Let P be the point

(r^ ^j), C the centre,

PK the tangent, OK
the perpendicular on
the tangent from the

origin.

Z.KOP = ^OPC = z.POO

.'. OK = OPcos(9j

= rJ cos 6^

= la cos^^^.

Also LK0x:=2.e^;

.'. the equation of

PK is
Fig. 76.

P(KdJ

2aco%^d^ = rcos,{9- 2^^). [p = rcos(^-a)]

122. To find the polar equation of a circle tohich passes through

the oiigin and has its centre at the point (a, a).

Let P(r, 6) be any pt.

on the circle, its

centre, and draw CK
perpendicular to OP.

^OPC = Z.POC=^-a;
.". 0P = 20K

= 200 cos (6' -a);

.'. r=2acos(^-a)

is the required equation.

Alternative Method.
If OB is the diameter
through O,

OP = OBcosPOB
;

Fig. 77.

r = 2a cos (6 - a), as before.
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123. To imd the polar equation of the tangent at the point {r^, 6^)

to the circle whose equa-

tion is

r='2acos{d - a).

Let PK be the tan-

gent at the point
P()\, 6'j), and draw OK
perpendicular to it.

If C(a, a) is the

centre of the circle,

-KPQ: --ORG

= ^-^COP

.•. OK = OPsinr^-(^j -a)l = riCOs(^i-a).

Also lKOx = uKOP + ^POx = {0^- a) + 0^ = 26^ - a
;

.'. the equation of the tangent PK is

r^cos(^j -a) = rcos(^- 29-^ + a). [^ = rcos(^-a)]

124. Tofind the polar

equation of the circle

whose centre is at the

point (c, 0) in the initial

line and tvhose radius

is a. Q
Let P(r, 6) be any

point on the circle and
C the centre of the

circle.

From the a OPC, Fic v9.

OP'- + 0C2 - 20P . OC cos POO = CP2
;

[b- + c'- 2bc cos A = a-]

.'. r'^ + c'^ - 2cr cos 6 = a- is the equation required.
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125. To find the polar equation of the circle whose centre is at the

point (c, a) and ichose radius is a.

Pig. 80.

Let C(c, a) be the centre of the circle, and P(r, 6) any point on
its cii'cumference.

From the AG PC,

OP- + OC- - 20P . OC cos POC = CP2
;

[b^ + c^- 2bc cos A = a^]

.'. ?•- + c- - '2cr Gos{6 -a) = a^ is the required equation.

126. In the preceding article, if OP meets the circle again at Q,
we see that OP, OQ are the roots of the equation

?•- - 2cr cos (0-a) + c^-d^ = 0,

considered as a quadratic for r

;

.'. OP . OQ = the product of the roots = c^ - a\ which is constant.

Also if OA is a tangent from O to the circle,

c2-a2 = OC2-CA2 = OA2,

.*. OP. OQ = OA-, a well-known geometrical fact.

Again, if R is the middle point of PQ,

20R = OP + OQ = the sum of the roots of the above equation

= 2c cos (^- a) ;

.'. the polar equation of the locus of R is

2r=2ccos(^-a) or r = ccos(^-a),

which represents a circle on 00 as diameter (Art. 122).
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Examples VII. d.

Draw the following loci

:

1. r= 2asme. 2. r= 2asin (^ + a).

3. r-4(cose + sin^) = 0. 4. r= 2asin(^-o).

5. Find the condition that the line pr cos d + qr sin ^= 1 may touch the
circle r= 2a cos^.

6. Find the co-ordinates of the centre of the circle r=2cos^+48in 0.

7. What docs the following equation represent ?

r= Aeos(^-a)+Bcos(^-/3) + Ccos(e-7)... .

8. The polar equation of a circle being r=2ccos^, show that the equa-
tion 2ccu.s^cosa = rcos(/3-l-a - ^) represents a chord such that the radii

drawn to its extremities from the pole make angles a, /3 with the initial

line.

9. Show that the polar equation »'= aeos ^-|-6sin^ represents a circle

through the pole, and find the polar co-ordinates of its centre.

10. Find the polar equations of the circles passing through the points

whose polar co-ordinates are (a, ^1, (6, ^ j, and touching the straight

line ^=0.

11. Draw the circle r= 2 cos 0, unit one inch. From first principles find

the equation of the tangent at the point on the circle whose angular co-

ordinate is K-

12. Through the point on the circle r=2a cos whose angular co-ordinate

is ^ a radius is drawn : find its equation.

13. In the circle r=:2acos(^ -a), find the equation of the tangent at

the origin.

14. In the circle r'^-2crcos^-f c^-a^=0, find the equations of the tan-

gents which are perpendicular to the initial line.

15. OQ is drawn from the fixed point O to meet a fixed straight line AQ
at Q. In OQ a point P is taken so that OP. OQ,= a'^. Find the locus of

P, using polar co-ordinates.

16. O is a fixed point on a circle OPB of radius a, and OP is produced
to Q so that OQ=k. OP : find the locus of G^



ANSWERS TO THE EXAMPLES.

I. a. (p. 6).

1. Pi(5,4), P^O, 7), P3(-4, 4), P,(-8, 8), P,{-n, -4), P,(-6, -6),
c^ P7(5, -4), Pglll, -6).

3y (4,3). Jr. (0 , 0). J&. (- 1,2), (1 , -1), (-2, -1).

J^ 5.
L>^3. ^' Ja^+ b^ .J«; 2\/(a2 + 62). J^- 2b.

^. a-b. 13. a(±-i-)^/(r;X)V. 14. (1 - cos^)x/aMT^.

15. 4-47. _je. 9-22. 17. (4, 4), (5, 6). 18. (4, 3).
*''

I. b. (p. 11).

1. 9. 2. 12. 3. 8. 4. 6.

5. 10. 6. x,y,. 7. i(x,y^ + x^,). 8. '^.

9. .ri2/i. 10. 14. 11. 4. 12. ^(h-k)(h + k-2a).

13. 16. 14. 23. 15. 28. 16. 32.

I. C. (p. 13).

1. x= 6. 2. (/ = 4. 3. a; + 3=0. 4. y + 5 = 0.

5. 2x + l=0. 6. .5.r + 32/=10. 7. y= Sx. 8. a;2 + y2= 25.

9. 2a;2 + 2y2_ 9a; +18^ + 45 = 0. 10. cc^ + 4a: - lOy + 29= 0.

11. x2 + y2+ 4a;_8y-5 = 0.

12. The locus is a straight line through the origin. x=2y.
13. The locus is a straight line. y = x+\.
15. y = x+ 3. 16. a; + ,y = 7.

II. a. (p. 25).

1. 3/ = 8. 2. y + 5 = 0. 3. a;= 4. 4. a; + 3 = 0. 6. y=4a;.

€. 1=1 7. 1+ 1 = 0. 8. :c + y = 0. 9. y=-3x.
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10. 2/:=4x + 3. 11. y=-3x-2. 12. x + y = 3. 13. ^-|=1-

14. (i) 2. (ii) 3. (iii)
-J.

(iv) -|. (v) 1 (vi)-|- (vu) -^-

(viii) cot a. (ix) - tan a.

15. (i) -5. (ii) 2. (iii) - 1|. (iv) -3. (v) - =. (vi) ;)coseca.

Q
16. (i) 4. (ii) 3. (iii) -5. (iv) 6. (v) -

-^. (vi) pseca.

17. a;i2+ 2/i2=„2, ig. b = c. 19. a= ±6.

20. c=0. 21. At the point (a, 6). 22. (2,0).

23. The lines have equal slopes, and are parallel.

II. b. (p. 26).

1. 3x-4y= 0. 2. x-y= 3. 3. x-y= 4. 4. a.- + y = 4\^.

5. x~y=lO. 6. hi 7. if, 1]. 8. 14,-21.

9. -, 1 20. (3, 1). 21. (3, 1).

a b

22. (4, It). 23. (-3, -2). 24. (-5,4).

25. (i) The line is parallel to the axis of x.

(ii) ,, ., » y-

(iii) ,, passes through the origin.

(iv) ,, is the axis of y.

(v) ,, „ „ X.

(vi) „ „ ,, X.

26. x + y = 0. 27.
•"' =-1— 28. -i.

u'l + a,-., 2/1 + 2/2

II. C. (p. 40).

6. 3x-5y + /t=0.

7. (1) 5.r + 3y = i; (2) 2.r - 3// = /i- ; (3) 7ny + x = k;

(4) B.X- -/Ky= k; (5) B.r + Ay = yt ; (6) rt.r + 6y= A-.

8. -1,2. 9. (1) I (2) |. (3) 1. (4) -|. (5) 1.

10. (I) -1. (2) 1 (3) />. (4) i (5) -I (6) f
17. Line (3) passes through the intersection of ( 1 ) and (2).

18. 3y + 4a;=0. 19. 2(y + 6)-3(.t + 10)=0.
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II. d. (p. 41).

1. 3y-5a;= 0. 2. y= 3x-ll. 3. 3x + 7y = 'i. 4. y-x = l.

5. bx-ay= 0. 6. 5x + 4y-0. 7. y= 0. 8. a;= 6.

9. I2x + 5y= l. 10. a;=0. 11. 30°. 12. 90°.

13. |. 14. tan-i(f^) = 67°50'. 15. 90°.

16. They are equally inclined to Ox but in opposite directions.

17. 2y + x+ 4:=0. 18. 4:y + 3x^0. 19. y-x + 'J = 0, y + x + l=0.

21. 4y + x=3. 22. x + y^l3. 23. 3x + 2y= 12. 24. y-x= 3.

25. ^=-6= |. 26. v^3(i/ + 4)=±(a; + 2). 27. 62/ + 5x=9.

28. 24. 29. tV 30. 0. 31. v/^^TP.'5- *^- 13

35 33. 9. 34. -^. 35. |.

36. ,

^"
37. 1^^. 38. 23w-448x- 150= 0..

39. 13a; -19y+ 14 = 0. 40. 5x-10i/ + 6=0. 41. 25x- 13^ = 0.

42. 7a;- 72/ + 12=0, 2a;+ 22/-l=0. 43. 24. 44. |-.

45. F. 46. 30. 47. 17i 60. 7; =
VA2+B2

51. a;-7y+2= 0, 7.T+ y-18=0. 52. 4a; +2y-l = 0, 2a;-4y + 9= 0.

53. a;=0, y=Q. 54. {a, + h)x-{a + b)y + '2c=0, x + y= 0.

EC , m + m', . , mm'-l,
,

55. M-6= - >(a;-a), y-b = r(^-«)-^
1 - mm ' ^ m + m

56. y= a;tan2^, y + xcot29 = 0. 58. (-2, 5). 60. ( - f , - f ).

II. e. (p. 44).

1. x=\. 2. a;=2.

3. A straight line through the intersection of the given lines, and making;
an angle tan~^2 with the first.

4. y= x±\. 5. 7x + 2/ + 2= 0.

6. The straight line Aa; + By - C + D slk^ + B^= 0.

8. The straight line x + y= 6 if the perpendicular lines are taken as axes.

9. The straight line 2Aa;+ 261/ + C = 0. 10. The straight line x + y-'i.

11. The straight line x-y = 5 if OA, OB are taken as axes of co-ordinates.

12. The straight line 3Ax+ 3By + C = 0.

15. x-y + l2 = 0, 7x + 7y-36 = 0.
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II. f. (p. 46).

1. (16, 8). 2. (1) (2, 0), (3, 0) ; (2) (0, 1), (0, 3). 3. y'=\x. 4. Yes.

5. hx - 13y= 0. The given line passes through the point ( - 5, 2).

6. (1, 2), (1, -2). 7. a;2 + y2=i3. 8. acos/'ll^V

10. 2/ = 4, 10y-3x=35, 87/ -3a:= 27. 12. ?^.
18. y- 6= (a; -a) tan 3^, y-fe= - (a;-a)cot3tf.

14. 3a;+ y=0, 5y-9a;+12= 0. 16. 2a;y-/l-a;-Ay=0.

17. ax-hy=kt ax-bi/= a^-b^. 18. y + 4ar=8.

19.^ + 1=1. 20.(0,2). 21. (0,3i). 22.(6^61).

23. (i i)- 24. (-H, m (-Y> ^)- 25. 3x+ 4y = 9.

26. 12a;-5y + 19=0, 12a:-5y-33=0. 27. x + 2y=9.

28. aa;-6y=0. 29. (l, 2f), ( -3, 3^)- 30. (o, £).

31. (a-a')8ina. 32. y=±c, x=a±c.

33. {a -b)(x cos a + y sin a -pi)= (pi -po){x-a),

(a-b){x cos a + y sin a - P2) = iPi - P2) {x-b).

36. ^ = 1. 37. (4, 2§). 38. 23x + 23y= 84.

39. y(a6'-a'6) + ac'-a'c= 0. 40. x(afe'-a'6) + c6' -c'6=0.

III. a. (p. 53).

1. The two straight lines x = a, x= b. 2. The point (a, h).

3. The two straight lines !/= 7rtx + c, y = m'x + c'.

4. The point of intersection of the two straight lines

y= 7«x + c, y = m'x + c'.

6, The two straight lines x-y= 0, x-\-y = 0.

6. „ „ y= 0, y-a:= 0.

7. ,, ,, x +y-a = 0, x + y + a = Q.

8. „ „ j/-.3.r=0, y + 2a:= 0.

9. The point (a, 0). 10. The two straight lines x= c, y=c.

11. 45°. 12. 90°. 14. 2s'l0. 16. 45°.

18. tan-i^^'~'*"^ 18. a' + hc = Q.
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III. b. (p. 58).

1. y=-^ or \-2x.
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12. a;2+ 2/2_2aa;-26y = 0. 13. x^+ y'^-6x-6y + 9 = 0.

14. x^ + y^-ax-ay=0. 15. x'^ +y^-ax-by= 0.

16. x2 + y2-2x-2y + l = 0, x^ + y^-lOx -l0y + 25 = 0.

17. a:2 + y2 + 8j/= 0. 18. x2 + y2_a;xi -yyi = 0.

V. b. (p. 83).

1. 3a;+ 4y=25. 2. 2y-a;=5. 3. 2/= s'3x±4.

4. y=a:±4v'2. 5. 2/ = 3x±8n/IO. 6. 2. 7. 2^.

8. A.T+B2/±a\/A2+B2=0. 9. B:c-Ay±as'fi? + W-= 0.

10. x + y= a\/2. 11. a + /3m = 0. 12. (5, 7), (
- 1, - 1).

16. a;2 + /-3a;-42/ + 4= 0. 17. (t|, -^).

18. (f,i), (3f, -2i),4. 19. (^2^,
Ij.

V. C. (p. 92).

1. (-«^,
f).

2.

Cp. «^). 3. (O, ?).

4. (2a, 0). 6. it= 80, or-20. 7. 3x + 5y= 0.

8. The straight line touches the circle at the point (
- a, - b).

9. 1,2. 10. a;2 + 2/2-18x-8y-3=0; 9x + 4y + 3= 0.

11. a{y-k)=±xs'W^^. 12. C=±as'W+W.
13. x'^{l+m-) + 2mcx + c'^-a^^0. (I) c'^<aHl + m-). (2) c->a^(\ + m^).

14. x2 (.ri2 + yi^)
- 2a2.ra;i + a^ (a2 - y^^) = 0.

(l)V + 2/j2<„2. (2)a;i2 + y,2^„2. {S) xi' + yi'>a''.

16. (AA + Bi + C)2=r2(A2+B2). 18. xxj + yi/i = XjS + yjS.

19. v'4c2-2(a-6)2. 20. .r,2 + 2/i2=2a2. 22. 2tan-i^-

23. (1) r/2
= c. (2)/2= r (3)/=0. (4) j7 = 0.

24. The equation represents the common chord of the circles.

26. A circle passing through the common points of the given circles, and
having its centre at the origin.

26. The straight line is the common chord of the two circles.

27. x^{l + 2ag) + y'^(l + 2hf) + 2xi/(af+hg)=0. 28. 21x=-70ry + 37y2=0.

29. y = 6, 7y- 24a: + 150= 0. 30. (6,8).

31. (a: -4)2+ (2/ -3)2= 4. 32. y = 0, 4r-3y=0.

35. (l+TO2)(a;2 + 2/2)_ax-amy=0. 38. y= x±3s.f2.
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39. x2 + y2-4aa;-22//'^!±?^'\+4a2= 0. 40. y -k= -cota(x-h).

41. x^+ y^'-lhy^a?. ax + ^y -b{y + ^) = a-. ( - ^, "'^i^) is the fixed
V «* / point.

V. d. (p. 97).

1. A circle on the line joining the fixed point and the centre of the given
circle as diameter.

2. A circle whose centre is at the point of intersection of the given lines.

3. The circle (x - 2)- + (y-3)"= 25.

5. The circle 3x^ + Sy'^ - 2gx -2fy-c = 0.

6. The circle (a;- a)2 + (y-/3)2 = c2. 7. The circle (a;-a)2 + (y-a)2 = a2.

11. The circle x^+y^=a-.

12. The circle {x - Xj)(x - x^) + {y - y^){y - y.2) = 0.

15. The circle x^+ y'^= a'^+ b^. 16. The circle x'^ + y^^a^.

17. The circle x^+ y'^^a^ + b'^.

VI. a. (p. 100).

1. (4, 6), (6, 8), (8, 10). 2. 10 sq. ft.

3. -2, 2, y-x= 2. 4. 25°. 6. Radii 2a, —

.

VI. b. (p. 100).

1 /lO 1 7\ /I 7 1 3\ O 1
1- (-3-' -3-)' I-3-' -3-)- 2. x-y = l.

3. If the line makes an angle a with Ox,

(i) B= -cot a, C = the intercept of the line on Ox.

(ii) A=-tana, C= ,, „ ,, Oy.

(iii) ^, p are the intercepts on the axes.

(iv) C is the perpendicular on the line from the origin; A = cos a,

B= sina, where a is the inclination of this perpendicular to Ox.

4. \2x + 5y=0, 5x-12y= 0. 5. x'- + y^-2ax=0, (^, ~\
6. (h -i), x+ y= 0.

VI, C. (p. 101).

1. (-1,2), (0, -2), -1.
2. (I, 1).

3. 3a;-2y + 5= 0, 19x + 9y=0.
5. 3y-a;=0, y-3x=0, tan "if = 53° 8', x'^ + y^+lOx + \Oy= 0.

6. 2, \/2l. The point is outside.
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VI. d. (p. 101).

1. IJ inches. d.
2-6 + 4-3-^' 2^ FS"^' O^Ts-^-

3. c sin Ay + (c cos A - 6) a;= 0, when A is the origin, AB the axis of x, and
the line is parallel to BC.

4. 8-1. 6. 2(x + y) = a{-^ + l), 2(x + y) + a{-j2-l) =

VI. e. (p. 102).

1. e^sq. in. 2. 2, (1-2, 1-6).

4- (/+i7)2 is not less than 2c. 6. 2ax-2(b-c)7/=a'^ + bc-b-.

VI. f. (p. 102).

1. 3a:=4y. 2.
"°^' + ^^' — 3 ^JI^^.

v'(a2+ 62)(a'2 + 6'2) ' Vl+m-
4. (-3-4, 2-2) 6. Sy= x, y^Zx.

VI. g. (p. 103).

2. 3. 3. lly-3x + 20=0, lla; + 3y-30=0.

4. y = \-2x, 2y=l-x. -8 and -45, -6 and '4, and "25.

6. A circle of radius ma, passing through A, and having its centre in the
line (produced) joining A to the centre of the given circle.

VI. h. (p. 103).

1. {a-l)x+ (b-m)y=0. 2. 12x-5y= 13, 12r-5y= 3a

3. l{m + n)k-2mn]x + (Tn+ n-2k)y= 0. 4. tan-i^ = 48° 11'.

6. 12y+ 5a;-5a=±]3a. 6. x = 0, s/Sy=±(x + 3).

VII. a. (p. 104).

2. co3-T<^^^'+<^-^')'-^-"n
L 2rr' J

6. x^+ y^+ 6x-3y = 0. 6. x!^ + y^-2}ix-2ky + a-= 0.

7. x'^+y^- ax -by + 7^=0 8. x- + y--2y -2Mx-l) = 0.

9. c'^=ab. 10. Sx!^+ 3y'^-Sx + 29y = 0.

11. 8a:-12y + 5 = 0. 12. x'^ + y^-l2x~5 = (}.
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VII. b. (p. 109).

1. 2a; + 3y= 6. 3. y + Q = 0. 4. The axis of y.

5. x'' + f- + \[x-y)-c'-= 0. 7. ii, V-)-

8. 7x2 + 7y- + 6x-8 = 0. 9. x- + y'^-4x + 2y-12=0.
12. x + y = 0. 13. x-+ y- + \{2x-y)-c^=G.
14. A system of circles having x-2y-\ =0 for a common radical axis and

passing through the intersection of this line and

(X- 2)2 + (2/ -3)2=4.

15. x^+ y'^ + \{x + y) = 25. 16. c-+ \\'^0.

17. x'^ + y--Sx-12y + 12=0. Centre (4, 6). 18. x~ + y'^-4y=0.

19. (4, -2), (-4,2). 20. (a;±3)2 + (2/T4)2= 49.

VII. C. (p. 113).

2. x^ + y^ + 2xy cos (i}-hx-ky= 0.

n ra2(/-mcosw) a2(«i-^cosco)~]

L Jisin^w ' rasin^w J"

4. cos-ii4= 50°12'. 5. (-— , .^ Y
*

"

\ 1 + cos w 1 + cos w/

6. ((/+/m)2=c(l + 2mcosw + m2). 7. Io0\ \/2a, (2a, xjs . a).

8. a;2+ y2+ a:y-6a;-3y=0. 9. (a, 0).

10. x+ 2y=±2a. 11. 4x + 5y=0.
12. gx+fy = 0, y(/coso)- g) + x(f-gcosu) = 0.

VII. d. (p. 118).

1. A circle of radius a, whose centre is at the point (a, -1.

2. A circle of radius a, whose centre is at the point la, z^ -ay

3. A circle of radius v2, whose centre is at the point ( \'2, j )•

4. A circle of radius a, whose centre is at the point (a, ^ + a 1.

5. a'^q-=l-2ap. 6. (v'^, tan~^2). 7. A circle.

9. fWo^TP, tan-i-j. 10. r^±2rcose\'ab -rsmd{a + b) + ab^O.

11. 3=2rcos(^-|y 12. av'3 = 2»-cos(^ +^y 13. = ^ + <t.

14. c±a = r cos 0. 16. A circle passing through the point O.
16. A circle passing through the point O.
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'

Livy. The first five Books. Prendeville's
edition revised hv ]. H. Freese, M.A.
Books I.. II., HI., IV.. V. IS. bd. each.

Lucan. Tlie Pharsalia. Ry c. e. Has-
Ki>s, r.I.A. With an Introduction by
W. E. Heulanti, M.A. Demy 8vo. 141.

Lucretius. "Titi Lucreti Cari de re-
rum natura libri sez. Edited with
Notes, Introduccion, and Translation, by
the late H. A. J. Munro. 3 vols. 8vo.
Vols. I. and 11. Introduction, Text and
Notes, 18/. Vol. III. Translation, bs.

Ovid. The Metamorphoses. Book Xlll.
With Introduction and Notes by Prof. C. H,
Keene, M.A. 2s.bd.

The Metamorphoses. Book xiv.
With Introduction and Notes by Prof.

C. H. Keene, M.A. 2s.6d.
«»* Books XIII. and XIV. together, p. 6.1.

Persius. A Persii Flacci Satirarum
Liber. Edited with Introduction and
Notes by A. Pretor, M.A. 3.'. 6d. nt t.

Pindar. Myths from Pindar. Selected
and edited by H. R. Kino, M.A. Witli
Illustrations. Post Svo. 3s. 6d. net.

Plato. The Proem to the RepuhUc of
Plato. (Book I. and Book II. chaps, i— 10.;

Edited, with Introduction, Critical Notes,
and Commentary-, by Prof. T. G. Tlcker,
Litt.D. 6s.

Propertius. Sexti Properti Carmina
recognovit J. P. Postgate, Litt.D. 4to.

3/. net.

Rutiiius : Rutilii Ciaudii Namatiani de
Reditu SUO Llbri Duo. With intro-

duction and Notes by Prof. C. H. Kf.ene,

M..\., and English Verse Translation by
G. F. Sav.\ge Armstrong, M.A., D.Lit.
7'. 6d. net.

Theocritus. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by R. J. Cholmeley, M.A. Crown
Svo. 7J. 6d.

Thucydides. The History of the Pelo-
ponnesiein War. With Notes and a
Collation of the MSS. By the late

R. Shilleto, M.A. Book L 8vo. 61. 6d.

Book II. <s. 6d.

Latin and Greek Class Books
Bell's Illustrated Latin Readers.

Edited by E. C. M.ircha.m, M.A.
Pott Svo. With brief Notes, Vocabularies,
and numerous Illustrations, js. each.

Scalae Primae. A Selection of simple
Stories for Translation into English.

Scalae Mediae. Short Extracts from
Eutrrpiiis and Caesar.

Scalae Tertiae. Selections in Prose and
\'erse from Pnaedrus, Ovid, Nepos and
Cicero.

Bell's Illustrated Latin Course, for the
First Year. In three Parts. By E. C.
M.*rch.\nt, M.A, and |. G. Spencer, B.A.
Wiih Coloured Plates and numerous other
Ilhistritions. ii. 6.i. each.

BeU's Concise Latin Course. By E. C.
iMarch.ant, M.A., and ]. G. Spencer, B.A.
I vol. 2S.

Bell's Concise Latin Coiirse. Part II.

By E. C. M.arch.\nt, M.A., and S. E.

Winbolt, M.A. 2s. 6d.

COthumulUS. Three .Short Latin Historical

Plays, with Vocabularies. By Prof. E. V.
Arnold, Litt.D. is.

EclOgSe La,tin8e; or. First Latin Reading
Book. With .Notes and Vocabulary by the

late Rev. P. Frost, M.A. is.bd.

Latin Exercises and Grammar Papers.
B> T. CnLLiN?, M.A. 2J. 6/.

Unseen Papers in Latin Prose and Verse.
By T. C0LLIN5-, M..\. 2s. 6d.

Latin Unseens. Selected and arranged by
E. C. M.^RCHANT, M.A. IX.

First Exercises in Latin Prose Com-
position. By E. A. Wells, M.A. With
Vocabulary, is.

Materials for Latin Prose Composition.
By ihe Rev. 1'. Fro.^t, M.A. is. Key,
4X. net.

Passages for Translation into Latin
Prose. By Professor H. Nettles-hip,
M.A. 3-. K'ev. 4s. 6d. net.

Easy Translations from Nepos, Caesar,
Cicero, Livy, &c., for Ketranslation into

Latin. Bv T. Collins. M.A. 2s.

Memorabilia Latina. By F. W. Levander,
F.K.A.S. 1/.

Test Questions on the Latin Language.
Bv F. W. Levander. F.R.A.S. is. o.I.

Latin Syntax Exercises. By L. D.
WAi.vaRninr, .^LA. Five Parts. SJ.each,
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Latin and Greek Class 'Boo'k^—continued

A Latin Verse Book. By the Rev. p.
Frost, M.A. is. Key, is. net.

Latin Elegiac Verse, Easy Exercises in.

Bv the Rev. ). Penrose, is, Kev, 31. 6tf.

net.

Foliorum Silvula. Part I. Passages for

Translation into Latin Eiegiac and Heroic
Verse. By H. A. Holden, LL.U. 71. ftd.

Res Bomanac, being brief Aids to the His-
tory, Geopraphv, Literature and Antiquities
of Ancient Rome. By E. P. CoLERinoE,
M.A. With 3 maps. 2'. 61.

Climax Prote. A First Greek Reader.
With Hints and Vocabulary. By E. C.
Marchant, M.A. With 30 illustrations.

IS. 6d.

Greek Verbs. By J. S. Baird.T.CD. 2j.6J.

Analecta Grseca Minora. With Note= and
Dictionarj-. By the Rev. P. Frost, M.A.
2S.

Unseen Papers in Greek Prose and Verse.
By T. CoLLi.s.s M.A. 3/.

Notes on Greek Accents. By the Rt. Rer.
A. Barry, D.D. is.

Res Graecae. Being Aids to the study of
the History, Geography, Arch«eoIogy, and
Literature of Ancient Athens. Bv E. P.
CoLERinoK, M.A. With s Maps, 7 Plans,
and 17 other illustrations. 51.

Notabilia Qnaedam. u.

Bell's Classical Translations

Crown 8vo. Paper Covers, is. each

JEschylUS : Translated by Walter Head-
lam, LiTT.D. Agamemnon—The Suppliants
— Choephoroe— Eumenides— Prometheus
Bound.

Aristophanes: The Achamians. Trans-
la ed by W. H. Covington. B.A.

The Plutus. Translated by M. T.
QuiNN, M.A.

Caesar's Gallic War. Translated by W. A
M'Devitte, B..\. 3 Vols. (Books I.-IV.,

and Books V.-VIL).

Cicero: Friendship and Old Age. Trans-
lated by G. H. Wells, M.A.

• Oration:. Translated by Prof. C. D.
VoXGE, >L.A. 6 vols. Catiline, Murena,
Sulla and .\rchias (in one vol.}, Manilian
Law, Sertins, .Milo.

Demosthenes on the Crown. Translated
by C. Rann Kennedy.

Enfipides. Translated by E. P. Coleridce,
M.A. 14 vols. Medea — Alcestis— Hera-
cleidiC— Hippolytus—Siipplices—Troades

—

Ion—.\ndromache — Baccha; — Hecuba —
Hercules Furens — Phccnissas — Orestes

—

Iphie:cnia in Tauris.

Homer'sniad. Bks. LandlL.Bks. in.-iv.,
Hks \'.-\l. Translated by E. H. Blake-
NEV, M..\. ; vols.

Book XSilV. Translated by E. H.
Blakeney, M.A.

Horace. Translated by A. Hamilton
Bryce, LL.I). 4 vols. Odes, Books L and
M.-Odes, Books IH. and IV., Carmen
Seculare and Epodes—Satires— Epistles
and Ars Poetica.

Livy. Books I., II.. III., IV. Translated by

J. H. Freese, M.A. With Maps. 4 vols.

Livy. Books V. and VI. Translated by E.
Weymoi'th, M.A. Lend. With Maps.
2 vols.

Book IX. Translated by Francis
Storr, M.A. With Map.

Books XXL, XXIL, XXIII. Trans-
lated by ]. Bernard B.tKZR, M A. 3 vols.

Lncan: The Pharsalia. Book I. Trans-
lated hy Frederick Conway, M..\.

Ovid's Fasti. Translated by Henry T.
RiLEv, M.A. 3 vols. Books I. and 11.^
Books III. and IV.—Books V. and VI.

Tristia. Translated by Henry T.
Riley, M.A.

Plato: Apology of Socrates and Crito(i vol.),

Phicdo, and Protagoras. Translated by H.
Cary, M.A. 3 vols.

Plautns: Trinummus,.Aulularia,Menjerhnni,
and Captivi. Translated by He.nrv T.
Riley, M..\. 4 vols.

Sophocles. Translated by E. P. Ct»LE-

Riiv.E, M..\. 7 vols. .Antigone— Philoc-

tetes— Q*;dipus Rex—CEdipus Coloncus

—

Elect ra—TrachiniiC—.Ajax.

Thucydides. Book VI. Translated by
K. ( . M^R'Hant, M..\.

B.-ok VII. Translated by E. C. M.*r-
chant, M.A.

Virgil. Translated by A. Hamilton Bkvce,
LL.D. 6 vols. Bucolics — Geoigics —
JEntid, 1-3—./Eneid, 4-6—.Eneid, 7-9—
/Tlncid, 10-12.

Xenophon'S Anabasis. Translated bv the
Rev. I. S. Watson, M.A. With .Map. 3
vols. Books I. and IL—Books ML, IV.,

and v.— Books VI. and VM.
Hellenics. Books I. and II. Trans-

late.! by the Rev. H. Dale, M.A.

',* Tor Other Translations from the Classics, see the Catalogue of Bohn's
Libraries, which will be forwarded on application.
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MATHEMATICS
Full catalogue of Mathematical Books post free on application

Cambridge Mathematical Series

New School Arithmetic. By C. Pendle-
BURY, M.A., and F. E. Robinson, M.A.
With or without Answers, 41. 6d, In
Two Parts. 2s. tii. each.
Key to Part 11., 8j. 6,1. net.

New School Examples in a separate
volume, is. Or in Two Parts, is, dd. and is.

Arithmetic, with 8000 Examples. By C.
Pendlebury, M.A. 4/. bd. In Two Parts.
2s. bd. each.
Key to Part 11., is. 6d. net.

Examples in Arithmetic. Extracted from
the above. 31. Or in Two Parts, is. 6d.

and 2s.

Commercial Arithmetic. By C. Pendle-
bury, M.A., and W. S. Beard, F.R.G.S.
2S. 6d. Part I. separately, is. Part II., is. 6d.

Arithmetic for Indian Schools. By C.
Pendlebury, M.A., and T. S. Tait. p.

Examples in Arithmetic. By C.O.Tuckey,
M.A. \Vith or without Answers, 3/.

Junior Practical Mathematics. By w.
J. Stainer, B.A. 3i., with Answers,
V. 6d. Part I., 2s., with Answers, 2s. 6d.

Part II., is.6d.

Elementary Algebra. By w. M. Baker,
M.A, and A. A. Bourne, M.A. With or

without Answers. 4s. 6d. In Two Parts.

Part I., 2S. 6d., or with Answers, 3/. Part
II., with or without Answers, 2S. bd.

Key, lox. net ; or in 2 Parts, J/, net each.

Examples in Algebra. Extracted from
above. With or without Answers, 31. Or
in Two Parts. Part I., is. 6d., or with
Answers, 21. Part II., with or without
Answers, 2s.

Examples in Algebra. By C. O. Tuckey,
M.A. With or without answers. 3;.

Supplementary Examples, bd. net.

Elementary Algebra for use in Indian
Schools. ByJ.T. Hathornthwaite, M.A.
2S.

Choice and Chance. By W. A. Whit-
worth, M.A. "js. bd.

DCC Exercises, including Hints for

the Solution of all the Questions in " Choice
and Chance." 61.

Euclid. Books !.—VI., and part of Book XI.
By Horace Deiohton, M.A. 4s. bd., or
Book I., IS. Books I. and II., is. bd. Books
\.—\\\.,2s.bd. Books I.—IV., 3/. Books
III. and IV., IS. bd. Books V.—XI.. 2s. bd.

Introduction to Euclid. By Horace
Deiohton, M.A., and O. Emtage, B.A.
IS. bd.

Euclid. Exercises on Euclid ami in Modern
Geometry. Bv J. McDowell, M.A. bs.

Elementary Graphs. By w. M. Bakf.r,

M.A., and .\. A. Bourne, M.A. bd. net.

Elementary Geometry. ByW.M. Baker
M.A.,and A. A. Bourne, M.A. 4/. bd. Or
in Parts. Book I., 11. Books I. and II.,

is.bd. Books I.-IIl.,2i.6d. Books II. and III.,

IX. bd. Book IV., IS. Books I. -IV., y.
Books II. -IV., 2s. bd. Books III. and IV.,

IS. bd. Book v., IS. bd. Books IV. and V.,

2J, Books IV.-VII., 3f. Books V.-VIl.,

2s. bd. Books VI. and VII., is. bd.

Answers to Examples, bd. net. Key, bs. net.

Examples in Practical Geometry and
Mensuration. Bv l.VV. Marshall, M.A.,
and C. O. Tuckey,' M.A., is. bd

A New Trigonometry for Schools. By
W. G. Borchardt, M.A., and the Rev.
A. D. Perrott, M.A. 4s. bd. Or in Two
Parts, is. bd. each.
Key, 10;. net; or in 2 Parts, is. net each.

Elementary Trigonometry. By Charles
Pendlebury, M.A., F.R.A.S. 4/. bd.

Short Course of Elementary Plane Tri-

gonometry. By Charles Pendlebury,
M.A. 2s. bd.

Elementary Trigonometry. By y. M.
Dyer, M.A., and the Rev. R. H. Whit-
COMBE, M.A. 4s. bd.

Algebraic Geometry. By W. M. Baker.
M.A. 6.f. Part I. ( The Straight Line and
Circle), 2.'. bd. Key, yx. td. net.

AnaljTtical Geometry for Beginners.
By Rev. T. G. Vyvyan, M.A. Part I. The
Straight I.ineand Circle. 2s.bd.

Conic Sections, treated Geometrically. By
W. H. Besant, Sc.D., F.R.S. 4s. bd. Key,
is. net.

Elementary OoniOS, being the first 8 chap-
ters of tie above. 2/. bd.

Conies, the Elementary Geometry of.

Bv Rev. C. Taylor, D.D. is.

Differential Calculus for Beginners.
By A. Lodge, .M.A. With Introduction by

Sir Oliver Lodge. 4s. bd.

Integral Calculus for Beginners. By
A. Lodge, M.A., 4<. bd.

Roidettes and Glissettea. By W. H.
Besant, Sc D., F.R.S. is.

Geometrical Optics. An Elementary
Treatise by W. S. Aldis, M.A. 4s.

The Elements of Applied Mathematics.
Including Kinetics, Statics, and Hydro-
statics. By C. M. Iessop, M.A. 4s. bd.

Practical Mathematics. By H. A. Stern.
M.A.. and W. H. Topham. 4;. bd.- or

Part I., 2'. 6,/. ; Part II., 3;. bd.

Elementary Hydrostatics. By W. H.
Besant, Se.D. 4s. bd. Solutions, Jx. net
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Cambridge Mathematical Series—continued
The Student's Dynamics. Comprising

Statics and Kinetics. By G. M. Minchin,
M.A., F.R.S. 3s.6d.

Elementary Dynamics. By W. M.
Haker, M.A. New Revised Edition, 4;. 6ii.

Key, loj. 61I. net.

Elementary Dynamics. ByW. Garnett,
M.A., U.C.I.. 6s.

Dynamics, A Treatise on. By W H.
Besant, Sc.D., F.R.S. io;. 6rf.

Heat, An Elementary Treatise on. By W.
Garnett, M.A., D.C.L. 4/. 6J.

Elementary PHysics, Examples and Ex-
amination Papers in. By \V. Gallatly,
M.A. 4t.

Mechanics, A Collection o£ Problems in

Elementary. By W. Walton, M.A. 6i.

Uniform Volume
Geometrical Drawing. For Army and

other Examinations. By R. Harris. 3/. bit.

The Junior Cambridge Mathematical Series.
A Junior Arithmetic. ByC. Pendlebury,

iM.A., and F. E. Rouinson, M.A. u. bU.

With Answers, 21.

Examples from a Junior Arithmetic.
lixtracted from the aljove, u. ; with
Answers, js. 61I.

A First Algebra. By W. .M. Baxer, M.A..
and A. A. BoiRsE, MA. ij. 6J. ; orwiili

Answers, is.

A First Geometry. By W. M. Baker.
M.A., and A. A. bouRsE, M.A. With or

without Answers, is. 6d.

Other Mathematical Works
The Mathematical Gazette. Edited by

F. S. Macaulay, M.A., U.Sc. ; F. W. Hill,
M.A. ; and W. J. Greenstreet, M.A.
Published in Jan, March, May, July, Oct.
and Dec. 8vo. i^. 6d.net.

The Teaching of Elementary Mathe-
jnatiCS, being the Report of the Committee
of the Mathematical Association. 6tt. net.

A New Shilling Arithmetic. By C.
Pendlebury, M.A., and F. E. RoBi.ssON,
.\I.A. IS. ; or with .Answers, is. 4./.

A Shilling Arithmetic. By Charles
Pendlebury, M.A., and W. S. Beard,
F.R.G.S. IJ. With Answers, ii.4,i.

Elementary Arithmetic. By the same
Authors. IS.6J. With or without Answers.

Graduated Arithmetic, for junior and
Private Schools. By the same Authors.
In seven parts, in stirt" canvas covers.

Parts I., II., and 111., yi. each ; Parts IV.,

v.. and VI., 4,1. each ; Part VII., 6;.

Answers to Parts I. and II., 4./. net;
Parts IIl.-Vll.,4r/. nctjeach.

Arithmetic for the Standards (Scheme
B). Standard 1., sewed, a.i., cloth, 3</. ;

11., III., IV., and v., sewed, 3J. each, cloth,

4(i. each; VI. and VII., sewed, 4<i. each,
cloth, 6d. each. Answers to each Stand-
ard, 4d. net each.

Test Cards in Arithmetic (Sclieme B).

HvC. Pendlebury, M.A. For Standards 11.,

• HI., IV., v., VI. and VII. w. net each.

Examination Papers in Arithmetic. B y
C. Pendlmu'Ry, iM.A. 2j. 0/. Key, 5^. net.

Graduated Exercises inAddition^Simple
and ComDOund). By W. S. Beard, is.

Algebra for Elementary Schools. I'y

\V. M. Baker, .M.A., and A. A. Bourne,
M.A. Three stages. 6,/. each. Cloth, 8 /.

earh. Answers, 41. net each.

A First Year's Course in Geometry
and Physics. By Ernest Younu. M.A.,
B.Sc. 2s.6d. Parts I. and II. is.6d.; or
Part III. IS.

Trigonometry, Examination Papers in.

By G. H. Ward, M.A. is. 6 1. Key, St. ner.

Pure Mathematics and Natural Phil-
osophy, A Compendium of Facts and
Formula in. By G. R. Smalley', F.R.A.S.
Revised by ]. McDowell, M.A. a/.

Euclid, The Elements of. The Enuncia-
tions and Fieures. By the late J. Brasse,
D.D. If. Without the Fitrures.b.i.

Hydromechanics. By w. H. Bksam,
Sr.D., and A. S. Ramsey, M.A. Part I.,

Hydrostatics, ts.

Hydrodynamics, A Treatise on. By A. B.
B.issET, M.A., F.R.S. Vol. I. 10.-. 6;.

Vol. II. us. bd.

Hydrodynamics and Sound, An Elemen-
tary Treatise on. Bv A. B. Basset, M..A.,

F.R.S. Ss.

Physical Optics, .\ Treatise on. By A. B.
Basset, M. A.. F.R.S. 16/.

Elementary Treatise on Cubic and
Quartic Curves. Bv.-\. B. Basset, M..\.,

F R.S. I Of. (yd.

Analytical Geometry. By Rev. T. G.
Vyvyan, .M.A. 4/. 6,1.

Book-keeping
Book-keeping by Double Entry, Theo-

retical, Pr.ictical, and for Examination
Purposes. By J. T. Medmirst, A.K.C,
F.S.S. It. 6'/.

Book-keeping, Examination Papers in.

t^ompiled by |ohn T. Medhurst, A.K.C
F.S.S. 3f. Rey, J.'. 6f/. net.

Book-keeping, Graduated Exercis«9 and
Examination Papers in. Compiled by P.

Murray, F.S.S. S., F.Sc.S. ;l-ond.i. »i. 6.i.

Text-Book of the Principles and Prac-
tice of Book-keeping and Estate-
Office Work. Bv Prot. A. W. Thomson,
B.Sc. i>.
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ENGLISH
GRAMMARS

By C. P. Mason, B.A., F.C.P.

First Notions of Grammar for Young
Learners, u.

First Steps in English Grammar, for
Junior Classes, u.

Outlines of English Grammar, for the
Use of Junior Classes. 2j.

EnglishGrammar; including the principles
of riramm.Ttical Analysis, y. 6d.

A Shorter English Grammar. 31. 6,1.

Practice and Help in the Analysis of
Sentences. 2'.

English Grammar Practice, u.

A Junior English Grammar. Based on
Mason's Grammars. Revised by A. J.
AsHTO\s. M.A. I.'.

Elementary English Grammar through
Composition, liv ]. o. Ro^e, m.a. it.

Preparatory English Grammar. By
W. Benson, M.A. 8,i.

Rudiments of English Grammar and
AnaQysiS. By Ernest Adams, Ph.D. is.

Examples for Analysis in Verse and
Prose. Selected by F. Edwards, ir.

The Paxaphrase of Poetry. By Edmund
Candler, is. 6.1.

Essays and Essay-Writing, for Public
Examinations. By A. W. Ready, B.A.
3'. 6;/.

Precis and Pri^cis-Writing. By A. W.
Ready. B.A. 4.6/. Or without Key, 3^.6'/.

Elements of the EngUsh LanguEige. By
Ernest Adams, Ph.U. Revised by J. F.
Davis, M.A., D.LiT. 41. 6d.

History of the English Language. By
Prof. T. R. LouNSBi-Rv. ;c.

Ton Brink's Early English Literature.
3 vols. 3/. 6 /. each.

Introduction to English Literature
I'v Henry S. Paxcoast. ^s.

Handbooks of English Literature.
Edited by Prof. Hales, y. 6d. net each.

The Age of Chaucer. (1346-1400.) By F. f.

SXELL.

The Age of Transition (1400-1580). Bv
F. J. SxELL, M.A. 2 vols.

Ihe Age of Shakespeare (1579-1631). By
Thomas Seccombe and J. W. Allev.
2 vols. Vol. I. Poetry and Prose.
Vol. II. Drama.

The Age of Milton. (-.632—1660.) By
the Rev. J. H. B. Masterma.n, M.A.,
with Introduction, etc., by J. Bass
MuLLIN'LiER, M.A.

The Age of Dry<len. (1660—1700.) By
R. Garnett, LL.D., C.B.

The Age of Pope. (1700— 1744.) By
JoH.\ Dennis.

The Age of Johnson. (1744— 1798.) By
Thomas Seccombe.

The Age of Wordsworth. (179S— 1832.)
By Prof. C. H. Herford, Litt.D.

The Age of Tennvson. (1S30— 1870.) By
Prof. Hugh Walker.

Notes on Shakespeare's Plays. With
Introduction, Summary, Notes (Etymologi-
cal and Explanator\), Prosody, Grammati-
cal Peculiarities, etc. By T. Duff Bar-
NETT, B.A. IS. each.
Midsummer Night's Dream. — Julius

Cassar. — The Tempest. — Macbeth.

—

HenryV.—Hamiet.—Merchant of Venice.
— Kiiig Richard II.—King [ohn.—King
Richard HI.—King Lear.—Coriolanus.

—

Twelfth Night.—As You Like It.—Much
Ado About Nothing.

Bell's English Texts for Secondary Schools
Edited by A. Glthkelch, E.A.

First Year.
Kingsley's Heroes. Edited by L. H. Po.vd,

B.A. With 2 mars. is.

Lamb, Tales from Shakespea'e. Selected
and edited by R. S. Bate, M.A. lod.

HasUhirne's Wonder Book and Tangle-
wood Tales. Selected and edited by H.
Hampshire, M.A. is.

Second Year.
Stories of King Arthur, from Malory and
Tennyson. Edited by K. S. Baie, 1^1 A.
ij.

Charles Reade, The Cloister and the
Hearth, abridged and edited bv tlic-

Rev. A. E. Hall, B.A.
Scott's l.eiiend of Montrose (Abridged),

edited by F.C. Luckhcrst.
[/;i Preparation.

Third Year.
Coleridge, The Ancient Mariner; and

.Selected Old English Ballads. Edited
by A. GuTHKELcu, B.A. i'.

Selections from Boswell's Life of Johnson.
\_Piepariiig.

Fourth Year.
Charles Lamb, Selected Essays and

Letters. Edited by A. Glthkelch, B..\.

V.'ith Map of London. 1.'. 4^.
Paradise Lost. Selections chosen to give
the Story of the whole Poem. Edited by
A. P. NiCHOLLS. IPrel'arinir.

Chaucer, The Prologue to the Legend of
Good Women. Edited by A. Guth-
KELCH, B.A. 'Preparing.

English Odes. Edited bv E. A' ]. Marsh,
M..'\,

'

iPrcpj-ing.
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Bell's English Classics

Edited by-

Edited by

Bacon's Essays. (Selected.)

A. E. Roberts, M.A. is. tJ.

Brownmg, Selections from.
F. Rylam), M.A. 21. 6d.

Straflford. Edited by E. H. Hickey.
2.t. bd.

Burke's Letters on a Regicide Peace.
1. and 11. Edited by H. G. Keene, M.A.,
C.I.E. 3J. ; sewed, 3^.

Byron's Siege of Corinth. Edited by P.
HoRDERN. is.bd.: sewed, u.

Byron's Cliilde Harold. Edited by H,
G. Keene, M.A., CLE. 3<. bd. Also
Cantos 1. and II., sewed, is. gd. Cantos
III. and IV., sewed, u. qd.

Carlyle's Hero as Man of Letters.
Edited by Mark Hunter, M.A. 2t. ;

sewed, is. 6d.

Hero as Divinity. By Mark
Hunter, M.A. 2s.; sewed, is. 6d.

Chaucer's Minor Poems, Selections
from. Edited by J. B. Bilderbeck, M.A.,
2S. bd.; sewed, is. qd.

De Quincey's Revolt of the Tartars
and the English Mail-Coach. Edited
by Cecil M. Barrow, M.A., and Mark
Hunter, M.A., 3s. ; sewed, 2s.

*»* Revolt of the Tartars, separately, is. 6d.

Opium Eater. Edited by Mark
Hunter, M.A. 4s. dd. ; sewed, 3^. 6d,

Goldsmith's Good-Natured Man and
She Stoops to Conquer. Edited by K.
Deiohton. Each, 3/. cloth ; 1;. 6d. sewed.

%* The two plays together, sewed, 2s. 6d.

Traveller and Deserted Village
Edited by the Rev. A. E. Wocoward.M.A.
Cloth, 2s., or separately, sewed, lod. each.

Irving's Sketch Book. Edited by R. G.
Oxenham, M.A. Sewed, is. 6d.

Johnson's Life of Addison. Edited by
E. Ryi.asi), M.A. 3J. 6.J.

Life of Swift. Edited by F. Ryland,
M.A. 2s.

Life of Pope. Edited by F. Ryland,
M.A. 2J. 6d.

%* The Lives of Swift and Pope, together,

sewed, 3/. 6(i.

Tennyson —The Princess.
Prof. L. A. Sherman, i6nio.

Johnson's Life of Milton. Edited by P.
Ryland, M.A. 2s. bd.

Life of Dryden. Edited by F. Ryland,
M.A. 2s. bd.

*»* The Lives of Milton and Drjden,
together, sewed, 2s. bd.— Lives of Prior and Congreve.
Edited by F. Ryland, M.A. 2s.

Kingsley's Heroes. Edited by A. E.
Roberts, M.A. Illustrated, 21.

Lamb's Essays. Selected and Edited by
K. Deighton. 3j. ; sewed, 2.f.

Longfellow, Selections from. Includ-
ing Evangeline. Edited by M. T. Quinn,
M.A. 2j. bd.; sewed, is. gd.

*»* Evangeline, separately, sewed, is. id.

Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome.
Edited by P. Hordern, 3/. 6d. ; sewed,
i;. qd.

Essay on Clive. Edited by CKCft
Barrow, M.A. 2s.; sewed, is. 6d.

Massinger'sANewWay to PayOld Debts.
Edited by K. Deighton. 3^. ; sewed, 2s.

Milton's Paradise Lost. Books III. and iv.
Edited by R. G. Oxsnham, M.A. SJ. ; sewed,
is. bd., or separately, sewed, loJ. each.— Paradise Regained. Edited by K.
Deighton. 2s.bd.; sewed, i/. 9d.

Pope's Essay on Man. Edited by F.
Ryland, M.A. is. bd.; sewed, is.

Pope, Selections from. Edited by K.
Deighto.>i. 2s.bd.; sewed, ix. 9<i.

Scott's Lady of the Lake. Edited by
the Rev. A. E. Woodward, M.A. is. bd.

The Six Cantos separately, sewed, 8<J. each.

Shakespeare's Julias Casar. Edited by
T. DcFF Barnett, B.A. (Lond.). 2s.

Merchant of Venice. Edited by
T. DuFf Barnstt, B.A. ;Lond.). 2s.

Tempestw Edited by T. Durr Barnett,
B.A. (Lond.\ 21.

Wordsworth's Excursion. Book i.

Edited by M. T.Quin.v, M.A. Sewed, is. id.

Edited by 1 Drydeu's Essays on the Dramsk Edited

is.bd. I
by William STRiNK,jun. 16 no. 2/. 6/.

Readers
York Readers. A new series of Literary

Readers, with Coloured and other Illus-

trations.

Primer I. 3rl. Primer II. 44.

Infant Reader. 6.1.

Introductory Reader. 9d.

Reader, Book 1. 0./. Book 11. lod.

Book HI. If. Book IV. u. 3./. Book
V. IS. bd.

York Poetry Books. .1 Books
covers, b.l. each; ilolli, s.l. each.

Paper

Books for Young Readers, illustrated.

6./. each
/Esop's Fables
The Old Boat-House, etc.

Tot and the Cat, etc.

The Cat and the Hen, etc.

The Two Parrots
The Lost Pii;s

The Story of Three Monke)-s
The Story of a Cat
Queen Bee and Busy Bee
Gull's Crag
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Readers

—

continued

Bell's Reading Books. Continuous
Narrative Readers. Post 8vo. Cloth.
Illustrated. \s. each
Great Deeds in English History
Adventures of a Donkey
Grimm's Tales
Great Englishmen
Great Irishmen
Andersen's Tales
Life of Columbus
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Swiss Family Robinson
Great Englishwomen
Great Scotsmen
Edgeworth's Tales
Gatty's Parables from Nature
Scott's Talisman
Marryat's Children of the New Forest
Dickens' Oliver Twist
Dickens' Little Nell
Masterman Ready
Marryat's Poor Jack
Arabian Nights
Gulliver's Travels
Lyrical Poetry for Boys and Girls .

Vicar of Wafee field

Scott's Ivanhoe
Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare
Robinson Crusoe
Tales of the Coast
Settlers in Canada
Southey's Life of Nelson
Sir Roger de Coverley
Scott's Woodstock

Bell's Geographical Readers. By M. j.
Barrington-W.^rd, M.A.
The Child's Geography Illustrated.

Stiff paper cover. 6d.

The Round World. (Standard II.) Illus-

trated. u.
About England. (Standard HI.) With

Illustrations and Coloured Map. ii.4d.

Bell's Animal Life Readers. A Series of
Reading Books for the Standards, designed
to inculcate the humane treatment of
animals. Illustrated by Harrison Weir
and others.

*»* Full Prospectus on application.

Abbey History Readers. Revised by ti.e

Rt. Rev. F. A. Gasqlet, D.D. Fully Illus-

trated :

Early English Histor>' (to 1066). i.'.

Stories from English History, 1066-14S5.
IS. 3d.

The Tudor Period. (i.)SS-i6o3'. is. ;il.

The Stuart Period. (1603-1714). is. td.

The Hanoverian Period. (:7i4-i837 .

IS. 6,;.

Bell's History Readers. With numerous
Illustrations.

Early English History (to ic66). is.

Stories from English History, 1066-1485.
is. T,ii.

The Tudor Period (1485-1603). is. 3/.
The Stuart Period (1603-1714). is. bd.

The Hanoverian Period (1714-1837). i>.bd.

MODERN LANGUAGES
French and German Class Books

Bell's French Course. By R. P. Atherton,
M.A. Illustrated. 2 Parts, js. 6d. each.
Key to the Exercises, Part I., 6.1. net;
Part II., IS. net

Bell's First French Reader. By R. P.
Atherton, M.A. Illustrated, is.

French Historical Reader. By H. N.
Adair M.A. i.t. 6/^.

Stories and Anecdotes for Translation
into French. By Carl Heath, ix.

Gasc's French Course
First French Book. is.

Second French Book. is. 6d.

Key to First and Second French Books.
3f. 6d. net.

French Fables for Beginners, i.'. 6'/.

Histoires Amusantesetlnstructives. is.

Practical Guide to Modem French
Conversation, is. M.

French Poetry for the Young. With
Notes. IS. bd.

Materials for French Prose Com-
position. 31. Kev, bs. net.

Prosateurs Contemporains. 3/. 6ii.

Le Petit Compagnon; a French Talk-
Book for Little Children, is.bd.

By the Rev. A. C. Clapin
French Grammar for Public Schools.

JS. 6d. Key, 3/. 6.i. net

French Primer, is.

Primer of French Philology, is.

English Passages for Translation into
French, js. td. Key, 4s. net.

A German Grammar for Public Schools.
3/. 6(/.

By Professor A. Barrfere

Precis ofComparative FrenchGrammar
and Idioms. 3s. td.

Recits aiilitaires. With Introductions
and Notes. 3s,

Bell's First Gennan Course. By L. B. T.
Chaffey, M.A. 2.'.

Materials for German Prose Com-
position. By Dr. C. A. BrcHHEi.M. 4/. 6..'.

A Key to Pts. I. ar.d II., 3/. net. Pts. III.

and IV., 4'. net.

First Book of German Prose. Being
Parts I. and II. of the above, with
Vocabulary, ij. td.

Military and Naval Episodes. Edited
by Professor Alovs Weiss, Ph.D. 35.

I

History of German Literature. By
I Professor Kunu Francke. los. net
Handbook of German Literature. By

I .Mary E. PiiiLLU's. I.L.A. 3.. 6i.
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Gasc's French Dictionaries
FRENCH-ENGLISH AIJD ENGLISH-FRENCH DICTIONARY. Large 8vo. i2j.6d.

CONCISE FRENCH DICTIONARY. Medium i6mo. 31. 6d. Orin Two Parts, a/.each.

POCKET DICTIONARY OF THE FRENCH AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES. i6mo. is.6d.

Prench and German Annotated Editions

Balzac. UrsuleMiiouet. By J. BoiELLE. 3i.

Claretie. Pierrille. By j. EoiELLE. 2s.6d.

Daudet. La BelleNivemaise.ByJ. Boielle.

Ft'Qelon. Aventures de T^lemaque. By
C. J. Delille. 2S, 61I.

Greville. Le Moulin Frappier. By J.
B:)JELLE. 3J.

Hugo. Bug JargaL By J. BoIelle. 3/.

La Fontaine. Select Fables. By F. E. A.
Gasc. 11. bd.

Lamartine. LeTailleur de Pierres deSaint-
I'oiiit. By J. BoiELLE, B.-es-L. ix. 6J.

Saintine, Plcciola. ByDr. Dubuc. M.td.

Voltaire. CharlesXII. ByL. DiREY. is.dd.

Gombert'3 French Drama. Re-edited,
with Notes, by K. K. A. Gasc. Sewed,
bd. each.

Moli<:Te. Le Misanthrope.— L'Avare.—
Le BourgeoisGentiihomnie.— LeTartuffe.
— Le Malade Imaginaire.— Les Femmes
Savantes.—Les Foutberies do Scapin.

—

Les Pr^cieuses Ridicules. ^—L'Ecole des
Fcmines. — L'Kcole des Maris. — Le
Medecin Malgr^ Lui.

Racine. La Th(-baide.—Amlroniaque.

—

L<-s Plaideur.'* — Iphigcnie.— Britannicus.
— Phedre.— Kstlier.—Athalie.

Cornellle. Le Cid.— Horace.— Cinna.

—

Polieiicte.

Voltaire. Zaire.

Awerbach. Auf Wache. Novellc von
iJERiiioLLi AuF.RBACii. i )er Gefrorciic Kuss.
No\elle von Otio Ro'jiette. By A. A.
i\lACi)0N'ELi., M.A., Ph.D. 21.

. Srhwarzwiilder Dorfgeicliichtcn. A
Select on. Bv |. F. I) wits. D.Li it., M.A.,
and I'rof. A. \Veiss. Ph.D. is.

Bechste'n. NeuesDoutches Marrhenbuch.
A Selection. By P. Shaw )efkrey, M.A.
K. 6<f.

Benedix. Doktor Wcspe. By Professoi F.

Lajoe, Ph.D. is. 6rf.

Ebers. EineFrage. By F. Storr, B.A. n.

Freytag. Die Journalisten. By Professor

F. Lange, Ph.D. is. 6d.

Soil und Haben. By W. Havby Crlmp,
M.A. 2s. 6d.

Gorman Ballads from Uhland, Gosthe,
and Schiller. By C. L. BiELEfELn.
IS. bd.

German Epic Tales in Prose. 1. l^ie

Nibclungen, von A. F. C. \'ilviar. II.

Waltber und Hildegund, von .\leert

RicHTER. By KaklNeuhaus, Ph.D. n.bd

Goethe. Egmont
Deering. 2i. 6'^

By Professor R. W.

TheiL By JuliusFaust. Erster

Goebel. jf.

Hermann Tind Dorothea. By E. Bell,
M.A., and E. Wolfel. is. bd.

GutzkOW. /^opf und Schwert. By Professor

F. Lanoe, Ph.D. is. bd.

By Professor H.

Lessing. Minna von
Professor A. B. Xichols.

Hey. Fabeln fur Kinder.
Lange, Ph.D. is. bd.

Heyse. Hans Lange. By A. A. Macdo.vell,
r.LA., Ph.D. 2s.

Hoffmann. Meistcr Martin, der Kiifncr.

By F. Lange, Ph.D. is. 6d.

Schiller's Jugenfljahre. By Hanbv
Crump, M.A. if. bJ.

Barnbelm. By
as. 6d.

TVToser. Der Bibliothekar. By F. Lanci,
Ph.D. 2s.

Scheffel. Fkkehard. Abridged edition, by
Herman Hajek, Ph.D. 3/.

Schiller. Wallonsteln. By Dr. Buchhkim.

is. Or the Lajrer and Piccolomini, aj. 61I.

Wallenstein's ToJ, is. bd.

Maid of Orleans. By Dr. W. Wagner.
i». bd.

Maria Stuart. By V. Kastner. is. bd.

Wildenbruch. Ein Opfcr des Berufs und
Mem Onkel aus Ponimern. By R. C.

Perkv, M.A. 2s,
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Bell's Modern Translations

A Series of Translations from Modern Languages, with Memoirs,

Introductions, etc. Crown 8vo. 15, each

Dante, inferno. Translated by the Rev.
H. F. Gary, M.A.

Piirjratorio. Translated by the Rev.
H. F. Gary, M.A.

Paradise. Translated by the Rev.
H. F. Gary, M.A.

Goethe. Egmont. Translated by An.va
SWAWVICK.

Ipliiger.iain Tauris. Translated by Anna
S'.VANWICK.

Gottz von Berlichingen. Translated by
S r Walter Scott.

Hermann and Dorothea. Translated by
E. A. BowRiNG, C.B.

Hauff. The Caravan. Translated by S.

MtNDEL.
The Inn in the Spessart. Translated by

S Mendel.
Lessiug. Laokoon. Translated by E. G.

Beasley.
Nathan the Wise. Translated by

R. Dillon Botla\.

Lessiug. Minna von Barnhelm. Translated
by Ernest Bell, M.A.

Molifere. Translated by C. Heron Wall.
8 vols. The Misanthrope.—The Doctor in

Spite of Himself.—Tartuffe.—The Miser.

—

The Shopkeeper turned Gentleman.—The
.Allected Ladies.—The Learned Women.

—

The Impostiires of Scapin.

Racine. Translated by R. Brute Boswell,
M.A. S xols. Athalie.— Esther.— Iphi-

eenia.—Andromache.— Britannicus.

Schiller. WlUiam Tell. Translated by
Sir T.-iEonoRE Maktix, K.C.B., LL.U.
Nc'U' edition, entirely rei'ised,

The Maid of Orleans. Translated by
Anna Swa.vwick.

MaiyStuart. Translated by J. Mellish.
Wailenstein's Camp and the Piccolo-

mini. Translated by J. Churchill and
S. T. Coleridge.

The Death of Wallenstein. Translated
by S. T. Coleridge.

*,* For other Translations from Modern Languages, see the Catalogue of

Bohn's Libraries, which will be forwarded on application.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Elementary Botany. By Percy Groom,
M.A.,D.Sc., F.L.S. With 275 Illu.strations.

is. 6d.

The Botanist's Pocket-Book. By W. R.
Havward. 41. trf.

An Introduction to the Study of the
Comparative Anatomy of Animals.
By O. C. Bui'RNE, iM.A., U.Sc. With
numerous Mustrations. a Vols. 41. 6rf. each.

Vol. L Animal Organization. The Pro-

tozoa and GiElenterata.

Vol. II. The Ccelomata.

A Manual of Zoology. By Richard Hert-
\V!ii. TiaiislaieU by Prof. J. S. Kin'GSLEV.

Illustrated. 12s. bd. net.

Injurious and Useful lasects. An Intro-

duction to the Study of Ecimomic Ento-

mology. By Professor L. C. Miall, F.R.S.

With 100 illustrations, y. (yd.

An Introduction to Chemistry. By D. S.

Macxair, Ph.D., B.Sc. 2s.

Chemical Laboratories for Schools.
Hints to teachers as to the method of plan-
ning and titling up a school laboratory and
of conducting a school course in Chemistry.
By D. S. Macxair. 6-i.

Elementary Inorganic Chemistry. By
Professor Ja.mes Walker, D.Sc. y.€d.

Introduction to General Inorganic
Chemistry. By Dr. Alexander Smith.
7j. (id. net.

Laboratory Outline of General Chem-
istry. By Dr. Alexaxder Smith. 2s. 6 .'.

First Year's Course in Practical
Physics. By James SixcuiR. is.bd.

Second Year's Course in Practical
Pbysics. By James Mxclair. is. bd.

Third Year's Course in Practical
PbysiCS. [/" the Press.

Turbines. By W. H. Stuart Gar.xkit.

8vo. Sj. bd. net.

Electrons. By Sir Oliver Lodge, D.Sc,
F.R.S. Svo. ' bs. net.
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Technological Handbooks
Edited by Sir H. Trueman Wood

Specially adapted for candidates in the examinations of the City and
Guilds Institute. Illustrated

Woollen and Worsted Cloth Manufac-
ture. By Prof. Roberts Bealmont. ']s.()d.

Soap Manufacture. By W. Laurence
Gadd, F.I.C, F.C.S. </.

Plumbing: it Principles and Practice.
By S. Stevens Hellyer. Jj.

Gas Manufacture. By J. Hornbv, F.I.C.

Siik-Dyeing and Finishing. By o.
Hurst, F.C.S. Is. bd.

Printing. A Practical Treatise. By C.
Jacob I, ijs, 6d.

H.

Cotton Spinning: Its Development,
Principles, and Practice. By R. Mars-
DEV. Cs. ft't.

Cotton Weaving: Its Development,
Principles, and Practice. By R. Mars-
DEN. IOj. 6./.

Coach Building. By John Philipson,
M In-t.M.E. (,i.

Bookbinding. Hy J. w. Z^EH^•=noRK. 5/.

The Principles of Wool Combing.
Howard PsiiESTMAN, 6;,

By

Music

Music, A Complete Text-Book of.

Prof. H. C. Banister, 5;.

By Music, A Concise History ot By Rer.
H. n. Bdnav-.. Hlnt, Mis. Doc. is. 6J.

MENTAL AND MORAL SCIENCE
Psychology: An Introductorv Manual for

University Students. By F. Ryland, M.A.
With lists of books for Students, and
Examination Papers set at London
University. 4^. 6d.

Ethics : An Introductory Manual for the use
of University Students. By F. Ryland,
M.A. 3s. 6d.

Logic. An Introductory Manual for the use
of University Students. By F. Ryland,
M.A. +.-. bd.

The Principles of Logic. By Prof. H. A.
AiKiNs, Ph.D. 6;. bd.

Handbook of the History of Phil-
osophy. By E, Belfort Bax, 5;.

History of Modem Philosophy. By R.
Falckenberg. Trans, by Prof. A. C.
AR.MSTRON(i. 16/.

Bacon's Novum Organum and Advance-
ment of Learning. Edited bv J. Uevey,
M.A. 5.'.

Hegel's Lectures on the Philosophy of
History. Translated by J. Sibree, M..\.
Small post 8vo. is.

Eant's Critique of Pure Reason. Trans-
l.ited bv 1. M. 1). .MEIKLE.10HN. <i.

Kant's Prolegomena and Metaphysical
Foundations of Science. Translated by
v.. Belfort Bax. ;,-.

Locke's Philosophical Works. Edited by

J. A. St. Jon.N. a vols. 3^. 64. each.

Modern Philosophers

Edited by Professor E. Hershev Sne.mh

Descartes. The Philosophy of Des-
cartes. Selected and Translated by Prof.

H. A. P. Torrev. bi. net.

Hume. The Philosophy of Hume.
Selected, with an Introduction, by Prof.

Hbrbert a, Aikins, ^j. net.

Locke. The Philosophy of Locke. By
Prof. IOH\ E. KissEi.i,. 4(. net.

Reid. The Philosophy of Reid. By E.
Hershev Sneath, I'h.D. 6j. net.

Spinoza. The Philosophy of Spinoza.
Translated fruni the L.itin,and edited with
Notes by Prof. G. S. FfLLiRTO.N. bs, net.
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POLITICAL ECONOMY
Industrial Combination. By D. H.
Macgregor. Is. (id. net.

Introduction to Economics. By Prof.

H. R. Seager. fis. tit. net.

Economic Inquiries and Studies, By
Sir Robert (<iFFEN, K.C.B. 2 vols. 2ii.net.

Industrial Evolution. By Prof. Carl
BucHER. Translated by S. Mohlev Wick-
ETT, Ph.D. 12s, net.

Money and BanMng. An introduction to
the .Study of Modern Currencies. By
William A. Scott, Ph.D. 10/. net.

Ricardo on the Principles of Political
Economy and Taxation. Edited by
E. C. K. GONNER, M.A. c,.

Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations. Edited
by Ernest Belfort Bax. 2 vols. ^s.td.
each.

HISTORY
lingard's History of England. Newly

abridged and brought down to 1903. By
DoM H. N. Birt. With a Preface by
Abbot Gasijlet, D.D. With Maps, Jj.

;

or in 2 vols. Vol. I. (to 1485;, 2s. td.

Vol. II. (1485. 1902), 3J.

A Junior History of England. By E.
Nixon. Illustrated, is. ta.

A Practical Synopsis of English Hist-
ory. By Arthur Bowes, is.

Strickland's Lives of the Queens of
England. 6 vols. 5x. each.

%* Abridged edition for the use of Schools
and Families. 6j. dd.

Dyer's History of Modem Europe. ^
neiv edition. Revised throughout and
brought up to date by Arthur Hassall,
M.A. 6 vols. With Maps. 3^. 6J. each.

The Foundations of Modern Europe.
By Dr. E.mil Reich. $s. net.

Life of Napoleon I. By Joh.n Holland
Rose, Litt.D. 2 vols, ioi.net.

Carlyle's French Revolution. Edited
by |. Holla.nd Rose, Litt.D. 3 vols.
With numerous Illustrations, iji.

Michelet's History of the French Revo-
lution from its earliest indications to the
flight of the King in 1791. 3;. dd.

Mignet's History of the French Revo-
lution, from 1789 to 1 81 4. y. 6d.

Gregorovius' History of the City of
Rome in the Middle Ages. Translated
by A.\.ME Hamilton. S vols. 46'3- 3/. net.
Also sold separately.

Select Historical Documents of the
Middle Ages. Translated and edited by
Ernest F. Henderson, Ph.D. 5/.

Menzel's History of Germany. 3 vols.
3i. 6d. each.

Range's History of the Popes, Trans-
lated by E. Foster. Ntw Edition.
Revised. 3 vols. 2/. net each.

For other WorfiS of value to Students 0/ History, see Catalogue 0/ Historical Books,

sent post free on application

ART
*,* Messrs. Bell's Catalogue 0/ Boohs for Artists and Art Workers will be sent

to any address on application

By Walter Crane.
The Bases of Design. With 200 lliustra.

tions. 6s. net.

Line and Form. With 17s Illustrations.

(is. net.

The Decora'tive Illustration of Books.
With 165 Illustrations. 6s. net.

Ideals in Art. With 131 illustrations.

lOi dd net.

Anatomical Diagrams for the Use of
Art Students. By James M. Di'.vlop,

A.R.C.A. With Introductorj' Preface by
Prof. John Clelanti, M.D.. LI..D., F.R.S.
With 71 Plates, printed in three colours.

61. net.

Drapery in Art. By G. W. Rhead, r.e.
With 80 Illustiations. 6/. net.

Light and Water. An Essay on Reflexion
and Colour in River, Lake and Sea. By
Sir Montague Pollock, Bt, With many
illustrations, los. (id. net.

Alphabets. A Handbook of Lettering for

the use of Artists, Designers, Handicrafts-
men, and Students. By Edward F,
Strange. With 200 Illustrations. <s.

Practical Designing, a Handbook on the
Preparation of Working Drawings. Edited
by GLEtsoN W-HiiE. Freely Illustrated. 5;.

Lectures and Lessons on Art. By the

late F. W. Moody, With Diagrams.
4s. bd.



WEBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY

THE BEST PRACTICAL DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH L&NGUAGE

New Edition, revised and enlarged, with a Supplement of 25,000

•words and phrases

Medium <\lo. 2,348 pages, 5,000 JFoodcuts

THE BEST FOR TEACHERS AND SCHOOLS

Rev. JOSEPH WOOD, D.D., Head Master of Harrow School:—"! have always
thought very hiijh'.y of its merits. Indeed, I consider it to be far the n-.ost accurate
liiij.ish dictionary in existence. For daily and hourly reference, 'Webster' seems to me
unrivalled."

Rev. G. C. BELL, M. A., Head Master of Marlborough College :—" I have taken time to

test its usefulness, and I can say \vitho;it reserve that I have found it most interesting anJ
valuable. Constantly I turn to it for an answer to questions suggested in reading or con-
versation, and 1 always find help. I wish I had made acquaintance wich it earlier."

Rev. G. H. RENDALL, M.A., Litt.D., Head Master of Charterhouse School:—
" During the last six months I have tested your dictionary by frequent use as occasion
aro?e. It is a masterpiece of directness and compression, and the devices of type and
niched pages do much to assist speedy reference. When once their contents are realized,

the Literary, Biographical, and Geographical Gazetteers appended at the end are an
invaluable addition to one's reference shelf."

Rev. J. GOW, ftLA., Litt.D., Head Master of Westminster School :—" As 1 turn over
tlie leaves and consider the amount of thought and of various labour that must have been
expended on this extraordinary book, I cannot but think it at least as remarkable as the
Pyramids or the Coliseum."

Dr. J. H. MURRAY, Editor of the Oxford English Dictionary :—" It Is a wonderful
volume, which well maintains its ground against all rivalson its own lines. The 'defini-

tions ' or more properly 'explanations of meaning' in ' Webster' have always struck me
as particularly terse and well put ; and it is hard to see how anything better could be done
V ithin the limits."

Professor |OSEPH WRIGHT, M.A., Ph.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Editor of the English
Dialect Dictionary:—" The new edition of Webster's International Dictionary is undoubtedly
the most useful and reliable work of its kind in any country. Ko one, who has not
examined the work carefully, would belie\e that such a vast amount of lexicographical
information could possibly be found within so small acompass."

Dr. T. J. MACNAM.MiA, M.P., says:—" I have had it at my elbow during six weeks*
1 ard labour—professional and literary. How I got on without it before 1 can't imagine.
I tiave found it absolutely impregnable to the critical inve*.tigator anxious to detect short-

comings. It is simply abreast of every development, w hether in the field of literature,

science, or art. No school and no teacher can eifford to be without it."

•/ Send for ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET, containing hundnds of other

Testimonials, and also Specimen Pages, Prices in all Styles of Binding, &<.
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